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propagation. Furthermore, comparisons to real-life 
measurements are included. 
Results and conclusions 
The research provides new insight in the atmospheric effect on 
noise contours. For instance, multi-event noise contours, such as 
often used in aircraft noise policies, are more affected by 
atmospheric absorption than by refraction effects. Auralization 
results for the VCNS have been brought more in line with 
measurements by including advanced atmospheric propagation 
effects. Both a curved ray propagation technique and a method to 
include turbulence induced coherence were developed to that 
end. 
Applicability 
The results from this dissertation advance the knowledge on 
aircraft noise auralization and can be directly applied in the VCNS. 
For instance, some of the developed digital signal processing 
technique was applied to create auralizations of future air traffic 
near Lelystad airport.   
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Summary
Aircraft noise has to propagate over long distances through the atmosphere before
reaching an observer. The atmosphere modifies the sound waves during propagation
and is therefore important in the calculation of aircraft noise contours or synthesis.
Noise contours present the resulting noise levels on the ground and are, as such,
often applied for regulatory purposes. Aircraft noise synthesis is a technique that
allows to transform a calculated prediction into audible sound that can be experienced
in a virtual reality environment such as the Virtual Community Noise Simulator
(VCNS). Noise synthesis techniques allow people to be subjected to aircraft, routes
or procedures that are still being designed and aids in communication with an affected
population. This dissertation describes recent research to improve the modeling of
atmospheric propagation effects in aircraft noise contours as well as aircraft noise
synthesis.
Aircraft noise contours or synthesis requires modeling of both the source noise and
the propagation losses. An algorithm was created, based on multiple source noise
prediction methods, to generate the source noise level. The employed (empirical)
source noise models predicted jet mixing noise, fan noise, combustor noise and air-
frame noise in 1{3rd octave-bands. The applied propagation algorithm is based on
ray tracing described by Snell’s law. The use of such a method allows to calculate the
deviation of straight line propagation between the source and receiver due to tem-
perature and wind gradients in the atmosphere. The resulting algorithm combines
atmospheric absorption, ground interference and geometrical spreading to calculate
the transmission loss. A correction mechanism is included for diffraction in shadow
zones as ray tracing is limited in such a condition.
Multi-event noise contours are usually calculated with standardized models that
take non-standard propagation into account in an empirical fashion. The developed
propagation algorithm was used to augment such a model. This dissertation shows
that the effects of refraction are minimal on a yearly noise contour for the Dutch
atmosphere. Atmospheric absorption proved to be a larger factor than refraction,
especially the accumulated absorption over the ray path. The accumulated absorp-
tion is not included in standardized noise contour algorithms and leads to a varying
contour size on a monthly basis. Single event noise contours are even more different
in both the enclosed area and form.
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Signal processing steps can be applied to transform a source noise prediction into an
audible result. Furthermore, such steps can be utilized to apply propagation effects
to a source noise signal. The role of a non-standard atmosphere is described by a
simulation framework developed in this dissertation. The framework is applied to
a flyover to demonstrate the effects associated with multiple ray paths and shadow
zones. These effects are prominent only at shallow elevation angles of the aircraft
source with respect to the observer. In case of an aircraft passing overhead, the effect
of refraction on sound metrics is negligible. A real-time inclusion of the non-standard
propagation algorithm in the VCNS is feasible if use is made of Graphical Processing
Units of a computer.
Besides demonstrating non-standard atmospheric effects, the framework was used to
create synthesized results of actual flyovers near an airport. Subsequently, a compar-
ison between measured results and synthesized results was executed. Noise metrics
were approximated relatively well by the synthesized results, although audible differ-
ences remain. Such differences can also be expected to be caused by empirical source
noise modeling that are necessarily hampered by approximations. The application of
the signal processing techniques led to the distinctive presence of ground interference,
especially at high frequencies, in the synthesized results. This characteristic interfer-
ence is usually absent in the measured results for high frequencies. A method was
designed to include the effect of turbulence-induced coherence loss of the direct and
ground reflected ray in noise synthesis. As a result, the distinctive presence of the
ground interference was reduced and brought more in line with the actual measured
results.
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Samenvatting
Vliegtuiggeluid legt een lange weg af door de atmosfeer voordat het bij een ontvan-
ger aankomt. De atmosfeer modificeert de geluidsgolven gedurende dat proces en is,
vandaar, van groot belang bij het berekenen van vliegtuiggeluidcontouren en vliegtuig-
geluidsynthese. Een geluidscontour representeert de geluidsdosis die wordt waargeno-
men op de grond en wordt veelal gebruikt voor handhaving. Vliegtuiggeluidsynthese
maakt het mogelijk om berekend geluid daadwerkelijk te ervaren door middel van
een virtuele omgeving zoals de Virtual Community Noise Simulator (VCNS). Dit is
interessant aangezien vliegtuigen, routes en procedures, die de ontwerpfase nog niet
ontgroeid zijn, nu al kunnen worden ervaren. Vandaar levert vliegtuiggeluidsynthese
een positieve bijdrage aan de communicatie met omwonenden van vliegroutes. Dit
proefschrift beschrijft onderzoek ten behoeve van een verbeterde modellering van at-
mosferische voortplanting voor zowel geluidscontouren als geluidssynthese.
Om een vliegtuiggeluidcontour of synthese mogelijk te maken, moeten zowel bron
als voortplanting expliciet gemodelleerd worden. Voor geluidsynthese wordt gebruik
gemaakt van empirische modellen die het vliegtuiggeluid voorspelen in 1{3e oktaaf
banden. Hiervoor zijn modellen voor ’jet’, ’fan’, ’combustor’ en ’airframe’ lawaai,
in een algoritme opgenomen om tot een voorspelling van het bronniveau te komen.
De atmosferische voortplanting van het geluid is gebaseerd op straalakoestiek zoals
beschreven door de wet van Snellius. Hiermee kan de afwijking van een rechte lijn
tussen de bron en ontvanger, door de atmosferische invloed van temperatuur- en wind-
gradiënten, worden berekend. Er is een algoritme ontwikkeld waarin de effecten van
atmosferische absorptie, grond reflectie en geometrische spreiding worden gecombi-
neerd. Bovendien is er een correctie voor schaduwzones opgesteld, een beperking van
straalakoestiek.
Geluidscontouren worden normaliter berekend met standaardmodellen waarin de rol
van atmosferische voorplanting empirisch gemodelleerd is. Deze empirische relatie zou
representatief moeten zijn voor een geheel jaar. In dit proefschrift is aangetoond dat
de gevolgen van het afbuigen van geluid, voor een geluidscontour gebaseerd op een
jaar lang verkeer, minimaal zijn voor de gegeven Nederlandse atmosferische condities.
Atmosferische absorptie bleek van grotere invloed en leidde tot veranderende afmetin-
gen van de geluidscontouren op maandbasis. Daarentegen kan voor een enkele vlucht,
ten gevolge van de atmosfeer, een groot verschil optreden in de geluidscontour.
ix
Met behulp van signaalverwerking kunnen voorspellingen van het brongeluid hoorbaar
worden gemaakt. Daarnaast kan men, middels signaalverwerking, de voortplanting
van geluid in het signaal opnemen. Atmosferische effecten hebben een grote impact
op algoritmes die daarvoor ontwikkeld zijn. Daarom is een nieuw algoritme voorge-
steld waardoor effecten van meerdere geluidspaden en schaduwzones kunnen worden
meegenomen. Deze effecten zijn voornamelijk relevant onder kleine hoeken van het
vliegtuig ten opzichte van de luisteraar. Indien het vliegtuig echter recht over een
ontvanger heen vliegt, zullen de effecten op gebruikelijke geluidsmetrieken niet groot
zijn. Om deze effecten real-time in een virtuele omgeving te simuleren, met het hui-
dige algoritme, zal gebruik gemaakt moeten worden van de kracht van de grafische
kaarten in computers.
Eveneens is onderzocht of de resultaten van de vliegtuiggeluidsynthese, overeen kwa-
men met gemeten resultaten nabij vliegvelden. Geluidsmaten zoals het ’Sound Expo-
sure Level’ en de ’LA,max’ werden relatief goed benaderd. Desalniettemin bleven er
hoorbare verschillen bestaan, mede veroorzaakt door de empirische bronmodellering
en de aannames die zulke modellen (moeten) maken. Ook onstond er een hoorbaar
verschil tussen een meting en geluidsynthese in het door de grond veroorzaakte inter-
ferentie patroon. In de praktijk wordt dit beïnvloed door turbulentie wat resulteert in
een coherentieverlies van de directe en grond-gereflecteerde akoestische straal, in het
bijzonder bij hoge frequenties. In dit proefschrift is een methode ontwikkeld die het
mogelijk maakt om deze effecten mee te nemen in de synthese van vliegtuiggeluid.
Het resultaat daarvan is dat de invloed van grondreflectie nu beter correspondeert
met de praktijk.
x
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Chapter1
Introduction
This introduction sets the stage for the reported research in aircraft noise and its
synthesis. Before defining the research goals, the historical background of atmospheric
propagation and aircraft noise is briefly described. After this review, the introduction
continues by looking forward to the research goals and dissertation outline.
1.1 Historic perspective
1.1.1 Acoustical propagation
Sound is a pressure disturbance, in a medium such as air, around a mean barometric
pressure level. The pressure disturbance at a source spreads through the medium as
energy is transferred between air particles until it hits the ear drum. As the ear drum
starts to vibrate due to the alternating acoustic pressure, a signal is send to the brain
that interprets the disturbance as sound.
Sound, plus the influence of absorption on propagation, has been studied long before
research in aviation was started. In the 19th century, researchers started to discover
the intriguing propagation phenomenon of refraction. Refraction is the bending of
sound rays, a deviation of the normal straight line assumption. It appears that George
Stokes (1) was the first to correctly describe the refraction phenomena. Research into
sound propagation was important for shipping. Ships were easily shipwrecked near
the coast, in fog conditions they would hit the rocks, if they were not warned in
advance. Since traditional light-houses would not suffice in foggy conditions, acoustic
signals were believed to provide an alternative solution. However, researchers observed
large differences between sound levels in different atmospheric conditions. At first it
was believed that sound rays, in an analogy to light rays, were obstructed by fog
explaining reduced sound levels. This was an appealing explanation since both light
and sound were known to be wave phenomena. Although some observers denied the
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observation that fog decreased the sound level, the common opinion became that
optical transparency was a measure of acoustic transparency. However, experimental
campaigns by John Tyndall showed (2) that even in non-opaque conditions the sound
level varied:
I refer to the rapid fall of intensity on both sides of the signal-station.
We had halted between the station at a distance of 2.5 miles. The trumpets
and whistles were sounded, but they were quite unheard. We moved nearer;
but even at a mile distance, with the instruments plainly in view, their
sound failed to reach us. A light wind, however, was here opposed to the
sound.
The experimental campaign by Tyndall was designed to find a good (acoustic) fog
signaling mechanism, which were believed to be either a steam pressure horn or a
gun. The wind, however, played a major role as noted and the experiment offered
contradictory results:
The acoustic transparency of the air was still further augmented on the
26th: at a distance of 9.25 miles from the station the whistles and horns
were plainly heard against a wind with a force of 4;... ...Plainly, therefore,
something else than the wind must be influential in determining the range
of the sound.
The extensive report by Tyndall showed that propagation of acoustic waves was not
trivial and influenced by more than optical transparency. The effect of wind was
suspected but not yet exactly coined by his measurements. His campaign was executed
in the summer of 1873 whereas in his report, dated February 1874, he referred to a
lecture by Professor Osborne Reynolds who had a theoretical explanation for the
effect of wind on acoustic propagation.
Reynolds was aware that he was preceded by Stokes, apparently Stokes’s paper was
not well known within the acoustics community, but independently came to the same
conclusions regarding refraction. His experiment to prove refraction was particularly
clever. He posed that acoustic waves would follow the same physical laws as those
of waves in water. Consequently, he dropped small drops of water in a streaming
river near a wall. The resulting wave pattern was sketched by him and shown in his
article (3) and is copied here in figure 1.1. Figure 1.1 shows that the waves do not form
perfect circles. This is due to the river flowing in the direction of the arrow. As such,
the waves going downstream approached the wall whereas in the upstream direction
the waves died out. Reynolds accentuated this in his figure by using thicker lines in
the downstream direction to show a greater intensity. Notice that he also denoted an
interference pattern in the upstream direction.
Hereby the effect of refraction, i.e. the change in direction of waves due to a moving
medium, was experimentally proven to exist by Reynolds. This effect will form a
major role in aspects of this dissertation since it plays a role in propagating aircraft
noise to the ground.
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Figure 1.1: A sketch created by Reynolds (3) reflecting his experimental
observations thereby confirming refraction already in 1874.
1.1.2 Aircraft noise
Aircraft are one of the greatest inventions of the last centuries. As people only
dreamed of flying as free as a bird, engineers like Lilienthal made it happen. The
Wright brothers went a step further and extended the airplane by the addition of a
steering mechanism and a power source. As such, the age of aviation was born. The
few aircraft that habited the earth were an attraction and amazed people.
After the first world war, transportation of passengers and cargo by means of air
transport was explored. Soon thereafter mail could be delivered considerably faster
than before and voyages towards the far outskirts of the world came within reach.
The need for air transportation gradually increased and research into faster and more
advanced aircraft flourished. The outbreak of the second world war meant another
boost for (aircraft) research. Research was not directed into the acoustics of aircraft
but rather in the aerodynamic performance and propulsion. Aircraft were designed
to go faster, higher and further. It was, however, the roar of a jet engine that stirred
the first research in the field of aviation noise.
Jet engines were developed in the United Kingdom and Germany around the same
time. The roar that these engines made was quite different from the usual propeller
sound. Jet engines provide thrust by increasing the momentum of the air flowing
through the engines. To achieve this, heat energy is added to the flow leading to to
an increased velocity of the air by expansion in the turbine and engine nozzle. This
high velocity stream is referred to as a jet. In 1949, a few years after the war, the
British government was trying to interest scientists to study the noise that these jets
made. Although experimental work was underway to find empirical relations, a solid
theoretical framework was lacking.
A young mathematician named Lighthill became interested in the problem and studied
it in the subsequent years. He realized that the task ahead was challenging from both
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a physical and mathematical stand point. The set of equations that would have to
be studied were the Navier-Stokes equations, a set of partial differential equations
describing the dynamics of air. He rearranged these equations to obtain the density
(or pressure) disturbances. Additionally, he posed that the non-linear contribution
would be of importance near the source but not further downstream. As such, he
rearranged the Navier-Stokes equations in a linear part (classical wave equation) and
a non-linear part (source terms). His paper (4) was published in 1952 and he, single
handedly, started the field of Aeroacoustics.
One of the stunning discoveries of Lighthill’s analysis (4;5), is the fact that the acoustic
pressure of jet noise is typified by a quadrapole that scales with the eight power of
the jet velocity. The first jet engines were designed to maximize the air momentum
by accelerating a small mass of air to great velocities leading to much noise. Modern
(civil) gasturbines work different by accelerating a larger mass of air to reduced velo-
cities, leading to the same momentum, but a reduced acoustic pressure. Besides the
beneficial fuel savings it is a direct application of Lighthill’s theoretical work. The
Lighthill analogy, i.e. rearrangement of governing equations, is still applied in various
forms today to study and reduce aircraft noise.
1.2 Community impact
Modern aircraft are still able to amaze people and capture their imagination. They
have become a regular occurrence compared to the early days of aviation. As such,
downsides of aircraft like noise and pollution need to be evaluated carefully to ensure a
’habitable’ environment for communities. Airports are, especially in the Netherlands,
surrounded by residential areas. To evaluate the noise impact on residents, noise
contours are calculated, an example is provided in figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: An example of a 50 LDEN noise contour near Schiphol airport.
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(a) Predicted annoyance and traffic. (6) (b) Measured annoyance and traffic.
Figure 1.3: Modeling and measuring the number of annoyed people around
Schiphol over time.
Figure 1.2 shows a noise contour plotted on top of a map of the vicinity of Amsterdam.
This is a fictitious case but illustrates the way in which aircraft noise, from an entire
year of operations, is regularly presented. Regulations are usually based on such
noise contour calculation algorithms to balance both aircraft operations and noise
annoyance. Thereby, governments have been more or less succesfull in controlling the
predicted annoyance.
An example of such a study is provided in figure 1.3(a). This figure, adopted from (6),
shows the amount of operations at Schiphol airport in the Netherlands and the cor-
responding predicted annoyance based on a dose-response relationship. Furthermore,
figure 1.3(a) illustrates that despite the increase in air traffic the amount of predicted
annoyance has decreased. Looking closely to the period from 2005 onwards shows
that the calculated annoyance is relatively constant until 2007.
Figure 1.3(b) shows the amount of people who actually complained versus the traffic
at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol (AAS). This figure was created by combining public
data from AAS and the organization that files the complains near Schiphol due to
aircraft noise annoyance.∗ If we look at the same period as was just illustrated
for figure 1.3(a), from 2005 till 2007, figure 1.3(b) shows that despite the higher
traffic, the amount of people complaining reduced. Whereas from 2007 to 2008, the
amount of traffic declined but there were more people complaining. This illustrates
the complexity of the matter and shows that more variables need to be taken into
account for an accurate prediction.
The impact of aircraft on experienced annoyance is not solely due to aircraft noise.
It is well known (6;7) that many non-acoustic factors can contribute to aircraft (noise)
∗Data originates from yearly reports of AAS and Bewoners Aanspreekpunt Schiphol (BAS).
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annoyance. Managing expectations regarding aircraft noise and clear communication
remains of vital importance in aircraft noise. For instance, residents of areas that are
not directly neighboring a noise contour, as depicted in figure 1.2, may expect that
they are not exposed (or to a small extent) to aircraft noise. As such, if unexpected
noise occurs, this unexpected noise can be highly annoying. (8) As already introduced
in the previous section, wind is known to affect acoustic propagation. How much it
influences noise contours is, however, not thoroughly researched.
Noise contours only provide partial information regarding the actual noise and an-
noyance. Difficulties in selecting noise metrics, dose-response curves and differences
between single-event vs. multi-event, all contribute to uncertainty in analyzing con-
tour plots or predicting the number of annoyed people. The complexity of such noise
contours, and using contours thus as a means of communication, is very challenging.
To evaluate noise mitigations measures on a subjective level requires new modeling
steps and tests.
Subjective evaluations of aircraft flyover noise are not common in the design phase,
but can give valuable information regarding the impact of design changes, e.g. al-
ternative configurations or operations. One of the lucid examples is the synthesis of a
flying wing configuration (Hybrid Wing Body) by the National Aeronautics and Space
Agency (NASA). (9) Simulation of aircraft flyover noise is also an effective tool to com-
municate noise impact to stakeholders. Neighboring communities often struggle to
understand the impact of new aircraft, procedures or atmospheric conditions on their
sound exposure. They would benefit from audible (and visual) demonstrations of fu-
ture situations in addition to noise exposure maps. To do such subjective evaluations,
a system was envisaged where people are exposed to flyover noise in a virtual reality
environment. In this environment, the new measures can be evaluated on different
locations by different people.
1.3 Virtual Community Noise Simulator
The National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) in the Netherlands acquired such a virtual
reality system in 2007. The NASA designed system included custom developed soft-
ware and commercial off-the-shelf hardware, including the AuSIM Gold-Server (10) to
execute the real-time rendering of sound, i.e. applying positional audio and propaga-
tion effects. Working with AuSIM, NASA integrated a system for the NLR including
their Community Noise Test Environment (CNoTE) software. This started the co-
operative effort between the NASA and the NLR to work in this area and has, since
then, included many (software) upgrades.
At the NLR, the system was renamed as the Virtual Community Noise Simulator
(VCNS) and used to replay recorded flyover noise. An impression of the system can
be obtained from figure 1.4(a). In figure 1.4(b), a person wearing a Helmet Mounted
Display (HMD) through which the visuals are provided, experiences a recorded flyover.
The HMD visuals are augmented by audio as is supplied via headphones. A small
gyroscope, attached to the headphones, tracks the head movement and allows to
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(a) The VCNS system. (b) The Dutch King in the VCNS.
Figure 1.4: The VCNS system and a demonstration session depicting the
use of the VCNS.
update the visuals and audible cues. The visuals are created using OpenSceneGraph∗
and supplied to the HMD. NLR recently integrated the Oculus-Rift visualization
glasses to enhance visual immersion.†
Using the VCNS allows people to judge aircraft noise mitigation measures on both
the visual and audible aspects. The VCNS can also serve as an educational tool to
evaluate the actual situation that people are exposed to. For instance, policy makers
can experience the impact of their own policies or explain the consequences to a bigger
audience. A good example is the recent work (2014) for Lelystad Airport, where the
VCNS was employed to create an experience of expected noise due to aircraft in
communities near the route.‡
The VCNS adds perceived experience to evaluate noise annoyance and is therefore an
attractive psychoacoustic analysis tool. However, there is a need to not only replay
(rescaled) recorded sounds but to predict the actual sound at the listener position
for an arbitrary aircraft, trajectory, atmosphere and/or a combination thereof. A
toolchain/framework is required that can actually treat these simulations with real-
time implementation possibilities. The work done at the NLR until the start of the
current research was insufficient, given these requirements. More precisely, there
was a lack off fan and airframe source noise, curved rays, soft ground reflection,
limited Doppler shift simulation, only 1{3rd octave band signal processing, real-time
possibility and an assessment of the results.
∗OSG is an open-source visualization toolkit, see http://www.openscenegraph.org/
†Take a look at the Oculus website for an impression, http://www.oculusvr.com/
‡For more information please consult the created movies, with help of the VCNS, as available
through: http://www.alderstafel.nl/routes-en-geluid.html
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1.4 Research objectives
Noise contours will remain the most important tool in the nearby future to establish
operational limitations and noise mitigation measures. Within standardized noise
contour algorithms, the effects of wind on sound propagation are modeled poorly for
single-event results. Such models correct the single-event results based on a year-long
average trend due to weather after which a summation is executed to obtain the year-
long average. This correction method is based on measurements and averaging, but
has never been explicitly modeled using propagation tools. One of the objectives is
thus to assess the ability of the current general methodology in comparison to explicit
modeling of atmospheric propagation effects. This enhances the capabilities of the
scientific community to include these effects and, eventually, to study weather based
adaptive noise abatement procedures.
The primary objective of this dissertation is to direct research to provide new means
of generating and propagating synthesized aircraft noise for the VCNS. Aircraft noise
synthesis, a translation of calculations into audible pseudo-recordings, should be ap-
plied to give a first impression of a flyover without the need of a recording. This is due
to the reason that a resynthesis of a recording has limited potential to be extrapolated
to other situations regarding aircraft trajectory, source spectrum, atmospheric con-
ditions and/or ground constitution. As such, an integrated toolchain/framework for
aircraft noise synthesis and atmospheric propagation effects is studied for (potential)
real-time implementation. In particular, the integration of wind effects in aircraft
noise synthesis needs to be addressed. Furthermore, a qualification of the results of
such a toolchain should be provided as well.
1.5 Thesis outline
Figure 1.5 presents the general outline of the dissertation and the related chapters
ordered by the two research objectives, i.e. related to the VCNS toolchain or noise
contours. Both the VCNS toolchain and noise contours need an understanding of
aircraft source noise and atmospheric propagation. Therefore, after this introductory
chapter, chapter 2 will explain the basics in aircraft source noise modeling. The phys-
ical background, modeling options and results are described. Chapter 3 will describe
the atmospheric propagation and models. Chapter 2 and 3 form the background for
the remainder of the dissertation, readers familiar with one or both subjects may skip
to the other chapters.
In chapter 4, an expansion to a commonly used noise contour modeling algorithm
is made to include atmospheric propagation effects at a high level of detail. This
allows the assessment of the overall effect of atmospheric variation over an entire year
thereby estimating this effect from a theoretical perspective.
Chapter 5 will highlight the elementary steps involved in synthesizing aircraft noise.
These fundamental signal processing steps are necessary to generate audible sound
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Multi-Event calculation
Noise contour
Desired VCNS scenario
Audible VCNS scenario
Atmospheric propagation:
• Absorption
• Ground reflection
• SpreadingAtmospheric propagation:
• Absorption
• Ground reflection
• Spreading
• Turbulence, real-time
Signal processing
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• Theory
• Jet noise
• Fan noise
• Airframe noise
Trajectory:
• Flight Mechanics
• Engine
Noise contour algorithm:
• Setup
• Multi-Event
• Results
Appendix
Chapter 2
Chapter 5
Chapter 3 & 8
Chapter 6 & 7
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Figure 1.5: The dissertation outline and corresponding chapters related to
noise synthesis (left hand side) and noise contours (right hand
side).
and propagate it towards a receiver. The author hopes that future researchers in
aircraft noise synthesis may use this chapter as a first starting point.
Chapter 6 outlines a framework that allows the inclusion of advanced atmospheric
propagation effects in (aircraft) noise synthesis. Non-uniform atmosphere propagation
effects are included and auralized. Chapter 7 will demonstrate the integrated approach
of a toolchain (consisting out of source noise prediction, propagation and synthesis) by
synthesizing results of a Boeing 747-400 in take-off and comparing them to measured
results.
Chapter 8 contains further developments regarding propagation modeling, including
an approach to speed up ray tracing and turbulence in ground reflection, in light of
aircraft noise synthesis. Chapter 9 will conclude this dissertation by capturing the
most important findings and provide an outlook regarding future research.
Chapters 4, 6, 7 and 8 are based on journal articles and rewritten slightly to eliminate
repeated theory, observations, statements and/or results. A complete list of publica-
tions, as a result of this research, is added at the end of the dissertation.
Accompanying this dissertation, are synthesized flyover results that can be down-
loaded as audible (wave) files from the digital repository of the TU Delft. Appendix
E provides an overview of the available files.
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Chapter2
Aircraft source noise prediction
An aircraft is comprised of multiple acoustic sources of different nature. There are
a variety of methods available to assess such sources, for example based on first-
order principles or empirical solutions. To obtain a background in the underlying
(aero)acoustic principles, a condensed overview of the physics related to acoustics is
given in sections 2.1-2.4. An overview of the mathematical notation is provided in
the nomenclature. Theoretical sections 2.1-2.4 are by no means originally derived
by the author but merely a reflection on the current publicly known principles of
(aero)acoustics as found in literature. (11–17) In parts where other sources are used,
the references are explicitly included.
The overall noise of an aircraft can only be evaluated if the operating condition of
the aircraft engine and airframe configuration are known. A toolchain was made and
described in section 2.5 that provides the input required for source noise prediction for
empirical source noise models. The latter models, described in section 2.6, are prefered
over rigorous physical models since they are able to deal with various configurations,
operating conditions and are computationally efficient. Section 2.7 combines the
previous sections into an overall source noise prediction of a Boeing 747-400. At the
end of this chapter the reader should have a concise introduction in aircraft source
noise.
2.1 Acoustic wave equation
Sound is a small pressure deviation around the barometric mean pressure of the
medium in which the (longitudinal) wave propagates. In air, the atmospheric pressure
is on the order of 105 Pascal whereas an acoustic wave of (only) 200 Pascal, at a
frequency of 1000 Hz, would lead to considerable pain. In other words, the acoustic
pressure is small compared to the barometric pressure. The other end of the scale, the
hearing threshold, is generally defined at 20 micro Pascal. Note that the difference
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in acoustic amplitudes encompasses 7 orders of magnitude, hence the Sound Pressure
Level (SPL) is expressed in a logarithmic scale, called decibel (dB), as:
SPL “ 10 log10
ˆ
p2e
p2
ref
˙
, (2.1)
where, pe is the effective acoustic pressure∗ and pref is a reference pressure of 20 micro
Pascal. The dB scale thus effectively quantifies the sound amplitude in reference to
an (ideal) hearing threshold.
To describe the generation and propagation of acoustic waves in a medium, the gov-
erning equations for the fluid have to be examined. Therefore a start is made by the
fluid equations for mass and momentum:
Bρ
Bt `∇ ¨ ρ~u “ m (2.2)
B
Btρ~u`∇ ¨ pρ~u~uq `∇ ¨ P “ ~Fn `m~u, (2.3)
where, ρ, ~u and p are the fluid density, velocity and pressure. Variables m, t and ~Fn
denote the mass injection, time and force. The factor ~u~u denotes a dyadic product, i.e.
uiuj as is also explained in the mathematical notation section of the nomenclature.
P “ pI ´ τ is the fluid stress tensor including the unit tensor I (I “ δij , where δij is
the Kronecker delta†) and the viscous tensor τ . Viscous effects are, especially when
considering acoustics, small compared to inertial forces. Therefore viscous effects are
neglected and, using equation 2.2, equation 2.3 is rewritten as,
ρ
ˆB~u
Bt ` p~u ¨∇q ~u
˙
`∇p “ ~F . (2.4)
Given the small scale of the acoustic pressure, a linearization (denoted by a prime 1), of
the relevant variables around the mean ambient condition at the origin 0 is executed
(ρ “ ρ0 ` ρ1, p “ p0 ` p1 and ~u “ ~u0 ` ~u1). For the homogeneous (conservation)
solution, thus ignoring mass and force source terms, this leads to a linearized version
of equation 2.2 and 2.4 as:
Bρ1
Bt ` ~u0 ¨∇ρ
1 ` ρ0∇ ¨ ~u1 “ 0 (2.5)
ρ0
˜
B~u1
Bt ` p ~u0 ¨∇q ~u
1
¸
`∇p1 “ 0. (2.6)
∗This is the root-mean-square value of an acoustic wave in a single period, see appendix A.
†δij “ 1 for i “ j and δij “ 0 if i ‰ j.
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An additional relation is required to close the set of equations for the unknown vari-
ables. Since viscosity is neglected, heat transfer can be ignored. Therefore the fluid
can be considered to behave isentropically and, as a consequence, the following rela-
tion can be used, (12)
p1 “ c2ρ1, (2.7)
where,
c2 “
ˆBp
Bρ
˙
s
. (2.8)
The variable c is a medium constant that is defined at constant entropy s (isentropic
flow) and can be calculated with help of the ideal gas law by,
c2 “ γRT, (2.9)
where, γ “ Cp{Cv is the ratio of specific heat capacity at constant pressure Cp and
volume Cv, R is the specific ideal gas constant and T the temperature. Hence, the
acoustic perturbation can be expressed using either pressure or density if equation
2.7 is employed.
By taking the material derivative∗ of equation 2.5 and divergence of equation 2.6 leads,
assuming a constant medium density, to the convective wave equation, (18)
B2ρ1
Bt2 `
B
Bt
`
2 p ~u0 ¨∇q ρ1
˘` p ~u0 ¨∇q ` ~u0 ¨∇ρ1˘´∇2p1 “ 0. (2.10)
By applying equation 2.7, assuming that the speed of sound is constant within a
wavelength, allows to rewrite the equation for acoustic pressure as,
B2p1
Bt2 `
B
Bt
`
2 p ~u0 ¨∇q p1
˘` p ~u0 ¨∇q2 p1 ´ c2∇2p1 “ 0. (2.11)
In case of zero mean flow, ~u0 “ 0, this equation reduces to the classical wave equa-
tion:
1
c2
B2p1
Bt2 ´∇
2p1 “ 0. (2.12)
This equation is derived for homogeneous conditions. Therefore it describes the
propagation of a small pressure disturbance (acoustic wave) but not the generation of
∗A material derivative denotes the derivative including convective effects, i.e. D
Dt
“ BBt ` ~v ¨ ∇
where ~v is the convective velocity.
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such a wave. It is convenient to apply the wave equation to a harmonic wave. Such
waves can be denoted using complex notation:
p1 pt, ~xq “ pˆ p~xq eiωt, (2.13)
where, ω “ 2pif is the angular frequency, pˆ p~xq denotes the amplitude of the acoustic
wave independent of time and k “ ω{c is the wave number. The derivatives necessary
for the wave equation can be calculated,
B2p1
Bt2 “ ´ω
2pˆ p~xq eiωt (2.14)
∇2p1 “ ∇2pˆ p~xq eiωt, (2.15)
which can be substituted in the wave equation to yield the so-called Helmholtz equa-
tion:
∇2pˆ` k2pˆ “ 0. (2.16)
The Helmholtz equation is attractive since pˆ p~xq is used instead of p1 pt, ~xq. Hence,
the equation only depends on spatial coordinates instead of both spatial and tem-
poral.
The fundamental solution to the wave equation is due to d’Alembert who discovered a
solution for a vibrating string in 1747. The acoustic implications were made by Euler
by assuming plane wave propagation, i.e. the wavefront is plane and thus typified by
a single Cartesian coordinate, e.g. x. Under these assumptions the wave equation
reduces to a one-dimensional form:
ˆ B
Bx ´
1
c
B
Bt
˙ˆ B
Bx `
1
c
B
Bt
˙
p1 “ 0, (2.17)
which has a fundamental solution,
p1 pt, xq “ g1 pt´ x{cq ` g2 pt` x{cq , (2.18)
where g1, g2 are arbitrary functions. Consequently, there are two wave terms in which
the covered distance x is related to c, the aforementioned (equation 2.9) medium
constant. Therefore the constant c is known as the speed of sound. The solution
contains two wave fronts, one moving in positive x direction and the other in negative
x direction. It is also clear that the wave type remains the same since factors g1 and
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g2 are not modified during propagation. Hence, a harmonic acoustic wave will have
a single fundamental frequency f and a wavelength,
f “ 1
tp
and λ “ c
f
, (2.19)
where tp is the duration of one (harmonic) wave and λ is the wavelength, i.e. the
distance in which this harmonic repetition occurs. Substituting the solution of equa-
tion 2.18 for an outgoing plane wave in equation 2.6, without mean-flow, leads to the
following relation for perturbation velocity u1,
u1 “ p
1
ρ0c
. (2.20)
Equation 2.20 shows the perturbation velocity for a plane wave and is a function
of the acoustic pressure, density and speed of sound. This perturbation velocity is
commonly referred to as particle velocity. Notice that for this plane wave, particle
velocity is in phase with pressure. To give an indication on the magnitude of the
particle velocity, a plane wave having an acoustic pressure (at a pain causing level)
of 200 Pa in air has a particle velocity of 0.5 m/s. The particle velocity is thus much
smaller than the speed of sound. The fraction in the denominator of equation 2.20
(ρ0c) is the acoustic impedance and has units (Pa ¨ s{m).∗ The acoustic intensity
is defined as I “ p1u1, similar to the use in electromagnetism, with units Watts per
square meter.
If the acoustic wave front is not plane but spherical, i.e. as visualized by an ex-
panding sphere, the wave equation can be transformed to spherical coordinates and
becomes:
B2 prp1q
Br2 ´
1
c2
B2 prp1q
Bt2 “ 0, (2.21)
where r is the covered distance by the wave. The result is very similar to equation
2.12 since the only difference is that the variable p1 has changed to rp1. This also
implies that the fundamental solution differs only by this additional factor r and
becomes,
p1 pt, rq “ g1 pt´ r{cq
r
` g2 pt` r{cq
r
. (2.22)
In acoustics it is customary to retain only the solution in positive direction (the
term containing the factor g1 in equation 2.22) since incoming spherical waves are
∗The unit of impedance is also denoted as ’Rayls’ (MKS) in honor of Lord Rayleigh who was of
fundamental influence in acoustics.
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physically impossible.∗ The denominator shows the factor r, the traveled distance of
the wave. It implies that the pressure decreases as 1{r, which is an important result
for propagation of spherical waves. For a spherical wave the perturbation velocity is
in phase with the pressure a few wavelengths away from the source.
A solution to the non-homogeneous wave equation can be found using the Green’s
function. A Green’s function is the impulse response of the non-homogeneous differen-
tial equation. For the wave equation the Green’s function should thus satisfy,
1
c2
B2G
Bt2 ´∇
2G “ δ p~x´ ~yq δ pt´ τq (2.23)
where G “ G p~x, ~y, t´ τq is the causal Green’s function (G “ 0 for t ă τ), ~x denotes
the receiver and ~y the source position, t is the receiver time and τ is the emission
time. The Green’s function for the acoustic wave equation under free-space conditions
is, (12;16;17)
G “ 1
4pir
δ
´
t´ τ ´ r
c
¯
, (2.24)
where r “ |~x´ ~y| is the distance between the source and receiver. By convolving the
Green’s function with an arbitrary acoustic source signal, the acoustic signal at the
receiver is found.
2.2 Aerodynamic sound sources
The wave equation and its solution by d’Alembert were well known in the 19th century,
but aerodynamic sources of sound remained theoretically undescribed until the 20th
century. It was Lighthill who provided insight in this matter by examining the sound
produced by the aerodynamic flow. (4;5)
Lighthill draws an analogy between a non-homogeneous version of the fluid equations
and the classical wave equation including an acoustic source term. Within the non-
homogeneous fluid there is only a finite source region where unsteady flow appears,
the remainder of the fluid is at rest apart from small motions induced by the passage
of acoustic waves. More specifically, in the remainder of the fluid the classical wave
equation governs the propagation of acoustic waves. Therefore Lighthill compared the
density fluctuations in the non-homogeneous flow with those in a uniform acoustic
medium at rest. The resulting difference is captured as a fluctuating stress field that
can be applied to the classical wave equation as an acoustic source term.
Lighthill applied a time derivative to a homogeneous version of equation 2.2 and the
divergence to a homogeneous version of equation 2.3,
∗This is also known as the Sommerfield radiation condition.
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B2ρ
Bt2 `
B
Bt p∇ ¨ pρ~uqq “ 0 (2.25)
∇ ¨
ˆ B
Bt pρ~uq
˙
`∇ ¨∇ ¨ pρ~u~u` P q “ 0, (2.26)
where P represents pI´τ . The factor ~u~u denotes a dyadic product, i.e. uiuj as is also
explained in the mathematical notation section of the nomenclature. By subtracting
both equations, the following relation is found,
B2ρ
Bt2 ´∇ ¨∇ ¨ pρ~u~u` pI ´ τ q “ 0, (2.27)
and subtracting c2∇2ρ (c defined at the receiver) from both sides, results in,
B2ρ
Bt2 ´ c
2∇2ρ “ ∇ ¨∇ ¨ `ρ~u~u` `p´ c2ρ˘ I ´ τ˘ . (2.28)
Equation 2.28 is known as Lighthill’s equation and is an exact rearrangement of the
governing equations. The right hand side is the ’Lighthill stress tensor’ T ,
T “ ρ~u~u` `p´ c2ρ˘ I ´ τ . (2.29)
The Lighthill stress tensor contains variations in flow velocity ρ~u~u (turbulence as
induced by, for instance, a jet), a deviation from the isentropic behavior and a change
in viscous stresses τ . Lighthill’s analogy uses the stress tensor T as a source term of a
jet for an equivalent acoustic medium at rest. The latter is recognized as the classical
wave equation on the left hand side of equation 2.28.
Up until now, no assumptions have been made and therefore the form of equation
2.28 and 2.29 is an exact rearrangement of the governing equations. Within the
source region where T is non-zero, the Reynolds number is usually high and therefore
viscous stresses are small. Furthermore, if the jet flow has an equivalent temperature
as the medium at rest then isentropic relations hold. For these conditions, the only
significant contribution to the stress tensor is due to the fluctuating velocity. Outside
the flow, i.e. the source region, the only variations in density are those related to
acoustic disturbances. Hence, the following relation holds,
B2ρ1
Bt2 ´ c
2∇2ρ1 “ ∇ ¨∇ ¨ pρ~u~uq (2.30)
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where c refers to the sound speed at the listener position, i.e. that region where the
classical wave equation governs propagation. Assuming low Mach number flow allows
to replace the jet flow density ρ by the mean density ρ0 of the jet, resulting in,
B2ρ1
Bt2 ´ c
2∇2ρ1 “ ∇ ¨∇ ¨ pρ0~u~uq . (2.31)
Since isentropic relations are assumed, equation 2.31 can be converted using pressure
as acoustic variable by application of equation 2.7.
The application of dimensional analysis to Lighthill’s stress tensor, using equation 2.24
where τ “ 0, leads to an estimate of jet mixing noise for a source volume V , (14)
p1pt, ~xq “
ż
V
∇ ¨∇ ¨ T p~y, t´ r{cq
4pir
dV. (2.32)
An estimate of the source strength can be given based on estimating the individual
components of T . Assuming isentropic flow, constant density and the notion that
velocity ~u scales with jet speed us, allows a simplification where T9ρu2s.
The characteristic frequency of the turbulence is estimated to be 1{tc where tc is
the time to convect a turbulent eddy of length l with speed uc. The frequency is
inversely proportional to the characteristic dimension and directly proportional to
the convective velocity, i.e. 1{tc9 uc{l.
The double divergence is proportional, in the far field at the observer, to the temporal
derivative following B
2
Bx29 1c2 B
2
Bt2c .
(4;12;14) This is non-trivial and holds only for acoustic
disturbances observed in the far field.
Furthermore, the convective velocity of the turbulent eddy uc is proportional to the jet
speed us and a characteristic dimension. For a circular jet, the jet diameter (dj) is a
logical choice, i.e. l “ dj . Consequently, the temporal derivative BBtc is proportional to
the characteristic frequency and thereby the jet operating condition usdj .
(14) Therefore,
∇ ¨∇9pus{djcq2.
A volume integral over a source region is proportional to the characteristic length
raised to the third power, i.e. d3j . Combining all these proportionalities leads to
Lighthill’s grand observation that:
p19ρu
4
sdj
rc2
, (2.33)
which leads, together with the observation that the acoustic intensity is I “ p1u1 “
p12{ρc, to:
I9ρd
2
ju
8
s
r2c5
. (2.34)
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Equation 2.34 is the acoustic power law of Lighthill describing that a turbulent jet
generates a sound intensity proportional to the eight power of the jet speed.
Similar results have been calculated for turbulence in the vicinity of boundaries by
Ffowcs-Williams & Hall (19) and by Curle (20). They found that the sound intensity
depends on the 5th or 6th power of the convection velocity instead of the 8th power
as found by Lighthill for free turbulence. This is, for instance, used in the estimation
of aircraft wing trailing edge noise. A different approach is to calculate the sound
of moving bodies in a flow as demonstrated by Ffowcs-Williams & Hawkings. (21)
Such results are applicable to the prediction of helicopter noise, propeller noise or
gasturbine fan noise.
Estimating the actual behavior of the Lighthill stress tensor, thus the precise acoustic
waves emanating from a source region, remains difficult. Advanced Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculations are required to obtain a solution to the aerody-
namics problem before the acoustic problem can be evaluated. Such results in general
closely coincide with reality for steady flows since not many approximations need to
be made and the problem is solved by first-order principles. This is generally however
not the case for unsteady turbulent flows. Simulating an entire aircraft with CFD
remains computationally expensive, especially if the fine time scales associated with
acoustics need to be retained. An overview of some pertinent issues regarding the use
of CFD in aeroacoustics is described in the literature. (22)
Full CFD calculations on aircraft are usually calculated by aerodynamicists. The
field of aerodynamics and aeroacoustics is thus very closely related since the same set
of equations is used, although their objective is different. In aerodynamics, scientists
usually search for the pressure loading on a surface whereas aeroacousticians are inter-
ested in the pressure fluctuations in the fluid. A worthwhile reference containing lucid
examples on different viewpoints and differences between the underlying equations is
provided by Morino. (23)
2.3 Elementary sources
A deviation from the homogeneous condition in the wave equation can be interpreted
as an acoustic source, as was demonstrated by Lighthill. Acoustic sources are typ-
ically classified according to three elementary source types; the monopole, dipole
and quadrupole. The dipole and quadrupole can be constructed by placing multiple
monopole sources at a distance from each other, using an opposite phase. (11) Each
elementary source can be related to a flow phenomenon and radiates acoustic energy
in a different radiation pattern. An example of the three different radiation profiles
is shown in figure 2.1, this behaviour is derived for each source type in the following
sections.
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(a) Monopole (b) Dipole (c) Quadrupole
Figure 2.1: Radiation patterns of the three elementary sources. The dots
indicate the arrangement of (multiple) monopoles of an oppos-
ite (color) phase.
2.3.1 Monopole
Acoustic source terms can be analyzed by retaining the mass and force terms in the
linearized mass and momentum equations, equation 2.5 and 2.6. Upon executing a
similar analysis, i.e. applying a time derivative and divergence and a subtraction, in
a stationary medium, the following equation is obtained,
B2ρ1
Bt2 ´ c
2∇2ρ1 “ BmBt ´∇ ¨ ~F . (2.35)
For isentropic disturbances such as sound, see equation 2.7, a familiar wave equation
for pressure is obtained,
1
c2
B2p1
Bt2 ´∇
2p1 “ BmBt ´∇ ¨ ~F . (2.36)
A fluctuating mass thus leads to acoustic waves, as well as a spatially varying force
field. If the mass source is defined as q “ Bm{Bt and is combined with the Green’s
function solution of equation 2.24, the solution of the acoustic pressure at the receiver
~x is,
p1 p~x, tq “ q
4pir
δ pt´ τ ´ r{cq , (2.37)
where δ is the Dirac delta function, i.e. 1 at emission time (τ “ 0) and 0 otherwise.
As a result the acoustic pressure for the mass source at position ~y is,
p1 p~x, tq “ 1
4pi
q p~y, t´ r{cq
r
. (2.38)
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Equation 2.38 shows that the acoustic pressure is a function of the radial distance.
This implies that the radiation pattern is thus equal in all directions, i.e. similar to
a point source. Consequently, fluctuations in mass lead to a monopole behavior with
a uniform radiation pattern.
2.3.2 Dipole
The force term of equation 2.36 leads to a different radiation pattern. If a force in
x-direction is considered then the following equation results,
p1 p~x, tq “ ´1
4pi
B
Bx
ˆ
Fx p~y, t´ r{cq
r
˙
(2.39)
p1 p~x, tq « ´1
4pir
B
Bx pFx p~y, t´ r{cqq , r Ñ8 (2.40)
where the latter equation results by application of the product rule of differentiation
and using a far-field approximation to eliminate the second term, i.e. r Ñ 8. By
replacing the spatial derivative with a time derivative,
BFx pt´ r{cq
Bx “
BFx p~y, t´ r{cq
Bt
Bpt´ r{cq
Bx (2.41)
“ ´BFx p~y, t´ r{cqBt
x
cr
, (2.42)
this will lead to,
p1 p~x, tq “ 1
4pirc
x
r
ˆBFx pt´ r{cq
Bt
˙
. (2.43)
The x-coordinate follows as x “ r cos pθq for a 2-dimensional case (polar coordinate
system), where θ represents the polar angle. If this relation is substituted the following
equation follows,
p1 p~x, tq “ cos pθq
4pirc
ˆ B
BtFx pt´ r{cq
˙
, (2.44)
which shows a radiation profile that depends on θ and is therefore not uniform as the
monopole. The corresponding (cosine) radiation profile is known to correspond to
the profile resulting from two monopole of opposite phase. Therefore, this elementary
source is known as a dipole and reflects the radiation profile of fluctuating forces. Note
that there is an additional variable (sound speed) in the denominator, compared to
the monopole, and therefore the acoustic efficiency of a dipole is less than that of a
monopole.
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2.3.3 Quadrupole
If a contribution from shear stress is involved, in the case of equation 2.32, the radi-
ation pattern is again different. Consider a similar approach to equation 2.32 where
the stress tensor T is assumed to contain only a stress tensor in cartesian xy-direction,
i.e. Txy. Hence, the following equation is established in the far field,
p1 p~x, tq “ 1
4pir
B2
BxBy pTxy p~y, t´ r{cqq (2.45)
and upon a similar replacement of the spatial derivative for a time derivative,
p1 p~x, tq “ 1
4pirc2
x
r
y
r
ˆ B2
Bt2Txy p~y, t´ r{cq
˙
(2.46)
where a similar substitution for the Cartesian directions, i.e. x “ r cos pθq and y “
r sin pθq, leads to,
p1 p~x, tq “ sin p2θq
8pirc2
ˆ B2
Bt2Txy p~y, t´ r{cq
˙
. (2.47)
Equation 2.47 shows that the radiation profile is characterized by a sin p2θq term,
leading to four preferred radiation directions. Such a radiation behavior may also
be obtained when combining two dipoles and therefore this source is also known as
a quadrupole. Note that the source is modified, by a term 2c in the denominator,
compared to the dipole behavior of equation 2.44. Hence, a dipole source is a less
efficient radiator than a monopole source. On the other hand, a quadrupole is an
even less efficient source of noise.
2.4 Moving source effects
During a flyover the noise source is moving, which affects the radiated sound. In the
analysis of a moving source, the velocity potential function is utilized. In the case of
a non-viscous, incompressible and irrotational fluid, both fluid pressure and velocity
are related to one variable known as the velocity potential. The same potential
can be used for acoustic variables since they are shown to behave according to the
aforementioned limitations. (14;24) As a result, the acoustic pressure is related to the
potential function ψ by, (12–14)
p1 “ ´ρ0 BψBt . (2.48)
Furthermore, the acoustic potential satisfies the same wave equation as acoustic pres-
sure 2.12. For a moving source, such as aircraft, the situation compared to equation
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2.38 is slightly different since the source is not fixed at one position. Figure 2.2
illustrates the situation.
θ
y
r
x
y
Figure 2.2: A moving source along a trajectory.
The source is allowed to move with respect to the origin and therefore ~y is a function
of time. The listener is fixed, in time and space, at position ~x. The source is, in this
case, defined as a monopole (or fluctuating mass injection) as in equation 2.36. For a
monopole this leads to the following solution for the acoustic potential based on the
Green’s function approach,
ψ p~x, tq “ ´1
4piρ0
ż 8
´8
m pτq
r
δ
´
t´ τ ´ r
c
¯
dτ (2.49)
where m denotes the monopole mass at emission time τ . Note that the use of the
potential function allows us to use m pτq instead of the derivative to receiver time.
The vector ~r is defined as ~r “ ~x´~y pτq, i.e. the path between the source and observer
at emission time. The radial distance r is defined as the vector norm of ~r, i.e. r “ |~r|.
A useful property of the delta function is, (12;14)
ż 8
´8
m pτq δ pg pτqq dτ “
nÿ
i“1
m pτqˇˇˇ
dgi
dτ
ˇˇˇ , (2.50)
where the summation is over the roots of gi, i.e. gi pτq “ 0. In the case of a subsonic
source, there is only one root. (16) This particular factor is identified as, (12;14)
g1 pτq “ t´ τ ´ r{c (2.51)
dg1
dτ
“ ´1` ~r
r
¨ d~y
dτ
1
c
. (2.52)
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The first fraction in the second term of equation 2.52 results due to the derivative
w.r.t. source position whereas the second is with respect to (retarded) time. The
former is a change in orientation and the second term leads to velocity term,
dg1
dτ
“ ´1`M cos pθq or,
ˇˇˇˇ
dg1
dτ
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 1´M cos pθq , (2.53)
where θ is the polar observation angle between source and observer at emission time
and M is the Mach number of the source. Upon substituting this result in equation
2.49 yields,
ψ p~x, tq “ ´1
4pirρ0
ˆ
m pτq
1´M cos pθq
˙
. (2.54)
Note that the source term is still expressed at emission time. By applying the chain
rule, i.e. Bm{Bt “ pBm{Bτq pBτ{Btq, the source can be expressed at receiver time t.
Therefore the partial derivative of emission time to receiver time must be calculated,
i.e. a time derivative of equation 2.51 where g “ 0,
0 “ 1´ BτBt `M cos pθq
Bτ
Bt (2.55)
Bτ
Bt “
1
1´M cos pθq . (2.56)
The latter equation can be used, together with equation 2.48, to express equation
2.54 in the far field using acoustic pressure as variable. This results in the following
relation,
p1 p~x, tq “ 1
4pir
Bm
Bt
p1´M cos pθqq2 , (2.57)
Please note that the acoustic pressure amplitude at the receiver position, in equation
2.57, is modified by a factor p1´M cos pθqq2. Due to this factor, an increased acoustic
pressure occurs, with respect to equation 2.38, if the aircraft is approaching. If the
aircraft is receding, a decreased acoustic pressure occurs. This effect is called convect-
ive amplification. Further analysis (25) shows that this effect differs per elementary
source type and a brief overview is found in literature. (26)
Not only is the amplitude of the signal changed, the frequency of the sound is modified
as well. For instance, if we assume a simple mass source (σ “ BmBt ) propagating to a
receiver, the signal at the receiver is,
p1 pt, ~xq “ σ pω~yτq
4pir p1´M cos pθqq2
, (2.58)
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where, ω~y is the frequency at the source. The phase∗ of the field is given by Θ “ ω~yτ .
In general, the time derivative of the phase yields the frequency of the wave and allows
to evaluate the wave at the observer as,
ω~x “ BΘBt “ ω~y
Bτ
Bt , (2.59)
and by substituting equation 2.56 this will lead to,
ω~x “ ω~y
1´M cos pθq . (2.60)
Equation 2.60 describes a variation in frequency at the receiver due to a moving
source, which is also known as the ’Doppler’ shift. The factor in the denominator,
similar to the one in equation 2.57, is therefore known as the Doppler shift factor.
Similar equations can also be derived in the case of an inhomogeneous medium, thus
including wind effects. (27)
2.5 A toolchain for aircraft source noise prediction
An aircraft is comprised of several noise generating mechanisms. To predict all these
sources with physics based models requires a vast amount of analysis and detailed
input data. To provide design engineers with tools that can be used in a design
processs, where limited information is available, empirical tools were developed that
provide results within ample time. As such, modeling assumptions were made to
simplify the physical relations resulting in empirical relations and models. The physics
are retained, to some extent, by including parts of the fundamental analysis where
possible. For instance, empirical jet noise models use power-law trends such as the
one developed by Lighthill. Due to the differences in aircraft noise source mechanisms,
individual empirical methods are constructed to approximate the underlying physics.
Figure 2.3 shows typical aircraft noise sources that need to be addressed in aircraft
noise prediction.
There are two prominent aircraft system noise prediction tools that combine all
the noise sources of figure 2.3. These tools are NASA’s ANOPP (28) and DLR’s
PANAM (29;30). The core of ANOPP is a set of empirical predictions codes developed
by researchers in the 1970’s. These codes have been updated a few times as aircraft
evolved. DLR’s PANAM code is, especially for engine noise sources, based on the
same set of empirical prediction codes. The airframe noise models involved in both
tools is, in some parts, slightly different since different dedicated experiments were
carried out to that extent.
∗The phase denotes the angle of a harmonic wave during its cycle.
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Figure 2.3: Different sources of aircraft noise.∗
The advantage of both methods is that they are generic and provide a prediction for
various aircraft types, as long as they concern conventional configurations. Advanced
configurations, for instance blended-wing-bodies, need to be addressed carefully as
the prediction might become erroneous. Currently a revised version of ANOPP,
i.e. ANOPP2, is being finished by NASA. (31) The new version retains all the old
functionalities and includes advanced shielding effects and atmospheric propagation.
Moreover, user specific codes and modules can be added to tailor the system noise
prediction and retain more of the underlying physics. As a result, ANOPP2 will allow
the evaluation of unconventional configurations.
Noise synthesis of a flyover requires a source noise prediction of all the aircraft noise
components suggested in figure 2.3. Besides covering all noise components, the pre-
diction should be able to assess a variety of configurations and provide results in a
short computational time. Consequently, the choice was made to create a toolchain
for aircraft source noise prediction based on the published empirical codes of AN-
OPP. The toolchain of figure 2.4 illustrates all the models and input data needed for
a source noise prediction.
Figure 2.4 has 4 main elements at the top of the figure; Input data, Trajectory,
Gasturbine and Source noise. The information in this chart flows from left to right, i.e.
to obtain a source noise prediction the gasturbine, trajectory and input data should
be known and/or calculated. The required input data to start a calculation exists out
of aircraft and atmospheric data. Aircraft geometry data is, for instance, required for
the airframe noise calculation. Furthermore, aerodynamic data and aircraft weight
is required to calculate an aircraft’s trajectory. Atmospheric data is required in all
aircraft source noise models, the gasturbine and the trajectory.
∗Source: http://www.qice.dlr.de/images/Fig1.jpg, accessed on 14-08-2013
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Input data Trajectory Gasturbine Source noise
Engine noise
Airframe noise
Aircraft
Atmosphere
Radar based GSP
Public dataGeometry
CL(α), CD(α)
Weight
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Model
Measured
Gears
Slats/Flaps
Wings
Point-mass
EOM
Jet
Fan
Liner
Combustion
Figure 2.4: An overview of the toolchain and modeling steps necessary for
a complete aircraft source noise prediction.
The second step is to assess the aircraft trajectory. There are two options, a full
simulation of a trajectory based on the Equations of Motion (EOM) or using an
actual trajectory measured by radar. Computations are required here to assess the
aircraft airspeed, angle of attack and required thrust. Especially the latter is of vital
importance since this drives the gasturbine modeling and therefore engine source
noise. Appendix D illustrates some of the concepts and equations that allow to
calculate the required thrust.
Engine source noise prediction models need the operational variables (operational
states) of the engine. A gasturbine simulation is therefore required for every (discrete)
point along a trajectory during the flyover. The engine operational state can be
obtained if the desired thrust level of the aircraft, as obtained through the trajectory
analysis, is known. A gasturbine is controlled by supplying a specific amount of fuel,
thrust is not controlled directly in a gasturbine. Hence, an iterative procedure is used,
by adjusting the fuel flow, to set the required thrust level equal to the simulated level.
If this iteration converged, the engine operational state corresponding to that point
along the aircraft trajectory is found. NLR’s Gasturbine Simulation Program (GSP)
is used to this end, details are included in appendix D.
All previous steps culminate in the aircraft source noise prediction. The aircraft source
noise prediction is separated in engine and airframe noise sources. The engine noise
models used in this toolchain comprise jet mixing noise, fan noise and combustion
noise. The fan noise model is complemented by a liner model since acoustic lining in
the nacelle attenuates a portion of the sound. Airframe noise is predicted by a single
model in which several elements, such as gears, flaps, slats and wings, are described.
The empirical acoustic source models are explained in the next section, whereas an
overview of the input data for each source noise model is found in appendix D.
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2.6 Acoustic source models
Empirical models predict the source level and are, given a short calculation time, very
attractive for noise synthesis. An overview of the used models is provided in the next
subsections. The implementations for fan, combustion and airframe noise have been
verified with the help of implementations from the Engineering Sciences Data Unit
(ESDU). (32–34) The jet noise and liner models, not available through the ESDU, were
verified by visual inspection of example calculations in literature.
The empirical models do not predict the waveform, i.e. the actual acoustic pressure-
time signal, at the source position. They predict the spectral content of the signal
at the source. By grouping particular frequencies together, in so-called bands, the
analysis of a wide-range of frequencies can be characterized by a limited set of bands.
All empirical model used in the current work predict the spectral content on a 1{3rd
octave band basis. Details regarding spectral analysis, Fourier transforms, 1{3rd
octave-bands and A-weighting can be found in appendix B.
2.6.1 Jet noise - Stone
Jet noise is one of the primary noise sources of aircraft. This has lead to the theory
of Lighthill as described in section 2.2. Lighthill has shown, in equation 2.34, that
variations in acoustic intensity due to jet noise are proportional to the eight power of
the jet outflow velocity. For hot streams (featuring a rise in entropy) this result does
not hold and the velocity power coefficient is, in general, lowered to a value of 5-6. (35)
The empirical model created by Stone (36) relies on the theoretical trend of Lighthill’s
power law. The model starts by predicting the Overall Sound Pressure Level (OSPL)
normal to the engine symmetry axis, i.e. at a directivity angle of 90˝, using jet ve-
locity and other relevant variables. As a final step, frequency dependent directivity
patterns, specified in 1{3rd octave-bands, are applied to the results. Stone further
improved his methods over the years, adding the effect forward flight and noise re-
ducing chevrons. (37–39) An overview of the complete model is available that includes
all the aforementioned improvements. (40) The prediction toolchain developed in this
study is thus based on the model reported in that document. The core calculation
process, effectively producing the sound emanating from jet mixing noise, is repeated
for multiple source regions in the jet, see figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the three jet mixing noise sources defined in the model of Stone.
There are two shear layers, due to differences in outflow and ambient fluid velocity,
that give rise to sound waves. The outer shear layer is due to the bypass air of
the engine mixing with the ambient air, whereas the inner shear layer is due to the
same bypass air mixing with the core air. The outer shear layer is said to generate
’transitional scale’ mixing noise, the inner shear layer produces ’small scale’ mixing
noise. A third source is the merged region behind the engine where ’large scale’
mixing occurs with the ambient fluid. In this merged flow region, large turbulent
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Figure 2.5: Simplified jet noise model as used by Stone. (40)
structures are present that are the primary cause of low frequency sound from a
jet engine. These three sources depend on the gasturbine outflow jet velocity. As
such, the outflow velocity, which is also a measure of engine thrust, is an important
parameter that is obtained after gasturbine analysis.
A jet is, in general, not a single source but comprises many acoustic sources along the
jet plume. In flyover situations, where the distance to a listener is large, assuming
a point where sound originates is allowed if the directivity is taken into account (see
section 2.3). Stone evaluated the different sources to originate at different downstream
locations. This is not further discussed here, but the interested reader can find details
in the literature. (40) The equation describing the sound level for each jet mixing source
of figure 2.5 follows as,
UOSPL “ C ` 10 log10
˜ˆ
ρ8
ρISA
˙2 ˆ
c8
cISA
˙4¸
` 10 log10
ˆ
An
r2
˙
` 10ξ log10
ˆ
ρe
ρ8
˙
`10 log10
¨˚
˝
´
Ve
c8
¯N
1` b
´
Ve
c8
¯N´3 ‹˛‚´ 5 log10 ´p1`Mc cos pθqq2 ` pζMcq2¯ ,
(2.61)
where, ρ8, c8, cISA are the density and sound speed at ambient condition and the
sound speed at standard conditions. Other variables are the nozzle area An, the
convective amplification coefficient  and an empirical scaling coefficient ζ. UOSPL
is the jet unrefracted overall sound pressure level, C is a source region dependent
scaling coefficient, ξ is a non-dimensional value that depends on outflow velocity, Mc
is the convective Mach number of the jet flow and N is a velocity power coefficient.
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The value of N is 8 for the large scale mixing noise and 7.5 for the other source
regions. Please note the similarity between N in the equation by Stone (equation
2.61) and Lighthill (equation 2.34). In equation 2.61 the power coefficient operates
on the effective velocity Ve defined by,
Ve “ Vmix
d
1´M
ˆ
c8
Vmix
˙
(2.62)
where Vmix is the outflow velocity used for a specific region and depends on the engine
operating state. To get the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) at a distant point, the fre-
quency behavior and directivity needs to be taken into account. Stone provided look-
up tables for values of SPL-UOSPL as a function of the Strouhal number (St),
St “ fdj
Ve
ˆ
Tj
T8
˙0.4p1`cospθ˜qq
, (2.63)
where f is the frequency, dj is the characteristic diameter of the jet plume and Tj is
the stagnation temperature of the jet whereas T8 refers to the ambient temperature.
The used observer angle θ˜ is different from the polar observation angle, i.e. based
on a straight path between the engine inlet symmetry axis and the receiver, due
to refraction in the jet caused by temperature differences. An explanation of the
refraction effect is postponed until chapter 3; at this point it suffices to note that this
effect is included in the directivity. The tables differ for each of the source regions and
provide a way to find the resulting SPL as a function of frequency and polar angle.
A typical result from such a calculation for a bypass engine (as shown in figure 2.5),
is illustrated in figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: The OSPL calculated by the current implementation of Stone’s
model, after figure 23 in his report. (40)
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The different contributions in figure 2.6 are from the different source mechanisms
typified in the model, i.e. large-, transitional- and small-scale mixing noise. The
highest amplitudes are emitted at an angle of roughly 140-150 degrees from the inlet,
i.e. the exhaust. This directivity can be linked to the intrinsic quadrupole behavior
of jet noise. Furthermore, the large scale mixing area proves to be the dominant noise
contribution. Frequency spectra at 150 degrees can be found in figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: The result at a polar angle of 150 degrees.
In figure 2.7 it is observed that large scale mixing noise involves low frequencies,
transitional scale mixing noise is of a higher frequency whereas small scale mixing
noise is, again, higher in frequency.
2.6.2 Fan noise - Heidmann
The objective of a gasturbine is to generate propulsive force by increasing the mo-
mentum of the airflow. To that end, different gasturbine stages increase (or decrease)
the momentum of the flow. Each stage is, more or less, a cylindrical disk of blades.
The first stage in the engine is generally referred to as the engine fan. Figure 2.8
shows the inlet of an aircraft engine and the fan.
Simulating the air flow through different engine stages comprises unsteady air inflow,
different fan rotational speeds, complex blade geometry, rotating blades (exerting force
on the airflow) and static blades (transfering load to the structure or reducing swirl),
both high and low temperatures and other complicating matters. Such a prediction
is extremely complex and the aeroacoustic field is hard to ascertain.
System noise predictions requires that fan noise predictions are executed in a short
computational time. The model developed by Heidmann (41) was developed based
on this requirement. Heidmann’s model forms the fan noise prediction basis in the
most aircraft noise prediction tools and has not yet been surpassed by other empirical
methods. Over the years, updates have improved the equations as modern engines
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Figure 2.8: Airbus A-380 engine nacelle equipped with a Rolls Royce Trent
900 gasturbine.∗
became available, thereby increasing the empirical database of the method. The
most relevant updates (32;42) are the basis of the implemented version for the current
study. Furthermore, effects of acoustic lining are added as well. (43) Acoustic lining
is a treatment of the engine inner nacelle with perforated materials that attenuate
sound within the engine duct. Lining material is visible in front of the fan in figure
2.8 as the black wall portion. The perforations act as small Helmholtz resonators that
attenuate portions of the sound at specific frequencies.
In the model by Heidmann, there are three fundamental source mechanisms. Two
radiate efficiently to both the front and back of the engine, whereas one only radiates
to the front. Consequently, there are five sources explicitly modeled;
1. Discrete tones from the inlet
2. Broadband sound from the inlet
3. Multiple pure tones from the inlet
4. Discrete tones from the exhaust
5. Broadband sound from the exhaust
Discrete tones are caused by rotor-stator interaction. Unsteady forces are generated
by the wake of the rotor blades that hit the stator blades. This interaction creates
an acoustic pressure signature that repeats itself with every blade passage. As a con-
sequence, this particular pressure is repetitive and proportional to the fan rotational
speed and the number of blades. The fundamental frequency at which this repeats is
therefore known as the Blade Passage Frequency (BPF),
BPF “ B ¨RPM
60
(2.64)
∗Source: www.airbus.com/galleries/photo-gallery/, accessed on 12-09-2013.
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where B represents the number of fan blades and RPM denotes the engine rotational
speed measured in Revolutions Per Minute. Although the BPF is a single frequency,
higher harmonics are present at integer multiples of the BPF. Broadband noise is
generated by turbulence in the blade wakes, boundary layers and unsteady inflow of
the engine. These phenomena involve different length and time scales thereby leading
to a broad range of acoustic frequencies.
Multiple pure tones are generated by shocks on the blades when the local fan tip
Mach number becomes supersonic. Each blade contains such a shock that generates an
acoustic wave that radiates upstream of the blade. The waves coalesce (grow together)
in the inlet duct due to blade imperfections and slightly different aeroelastic loading
conditions. As such, these tones do not repeat themselves at every blade passage, but
at every engine rotation or shaft order. This makes a very typical sound, popularly
referred to as ’Buzz-Saw’ noise.
Heidmann’s model predicts the spectrum shape, level and directivity for each of these
components. The main equation, per source mechanism, is constructed as,
SPL “ Lb ` F1 pMtq ` F2 pRSSq ` F3 pθq ` F4 pfq (2.65)
Lb “ 20 log10
ˆ
∆T
∆Tref
˙
` 10 log10
ˆ
9m
9mref
˙
, (2.66)
where Lb is a base level of the fan depending on the temperature rise ∆T and the
massflow 9m relative to empirical reference values ∆Tref and 9mref . F1 is a function ac-
counting for the fan tip Mach number Mt, F2 takes the Rotor-Stator Spacing (RSS)
into account, F3 applies a directivity correction and F4 represents the spectrum
shape. Every fan noise component is calculated using equation 2.65. The spectrum
shape for each component is constant, but varies from component to component.
Heidmann assumed different, but constant, directivity patterns for each component.
Several corrections are applied for engine specific conditions such as rotor-stator spa-
cing and inlet flow distortion. The most important correction is due to ’tone cut-off’.
Depending on the operating conditions and rotor-stator layout, specific tones can not
propagate efficiently in the duct (44) and are attenuated, i.e. they are cut-off.
Figure 2.9 shows the fan noise results for a simulated General Electric (GE) CF6-
80C2 of a Boeing 747-400. The engine is providing take-off thrust and flying at a
velocity of Mach 0.2. Due to the 1{3rd octave band representation, discrete tones
are included in some bands leading to a spike in the spectrum. More specifically, the
1st BPF in figure 2.9 is at 2000 Hz while the 2nd BPF harmonic is present at 4000
Hz. The Buzz-Saw tones are also included, for instance noticeable at 500 Hz at an
angle of 60 degrees. The Buzz-Saw tones are predicted to radiate only in the forward
arc of the engine at high thrust settings. Also note that the model predicts the fan
broadband noise to peak around the 2nd BPF harmonic frequency of 4000 Hz.
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Figure 2.9: Fan noise spectra at different polar angles.
Engine nacelles are usually treated with acoustic lining material to suppress noise in
the inlet as well as the (bypass) exhaust. To calculate the exact behavior of acoustic
liners is a challenging task involving many parameters that are usually company
proprietary. ANOPP uses an empirical correction (43) to evaluate the effects of liners
on fan noise. Simple parameters as the duct diameter and length of the applied lining
area provide input to polynomials fitted through measured results of GE engines. The
method is therefore, at least, applicable to GE engines such as the aforementioned
CF6-80C2. Consequently, the method was implemented and figure 2.10 shows the
results for the inlet and exhaust suppression.
(a) Inlet (b) Exhaust
Figure 2.10: Suppression of inlet and exhaust noise due to acoustic liners.
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Figure 2.11: Combustion noise spectra at different polar angles.
2.6.3 Combustion noise
In the gasturbine combustion chamber, heat energy is added to the flow by burning
fuel. The noise generated by this process is twofold and usually categorized as direct or
indirect combustion noise. Direct combustion noise is associated with the expansion of
the gas mixture in the combustion chamber. As such, the expanding gas exerts work
on its surroundings which produces sound waves in the surrounding gas. (44) Indirect
combustion noise, also known as entropy noise, is due to the convection of non-
uniformities through the pressure gradients in the turbine. This generates fluctuations
in entropy and thereby gives rise to acoustic waves. The relative importance of direct
and indirect combustion noise is still an unresolved issue since it is hard to discriminate
the combustion noise from other sources in an experiment. (45)
The current method involved in ANOPP is also found in (33;46) and is based on liter-
ature (47;48). The general formulation of the empirical combustion models is,
p2e “ PDF4pir2 , (2.67)
where, P is the acoustic loading, D is the directivity function and F is the spectral
shape. Each of these three functions differ per component whereas the denominator
remains the same. To calculate the sound levels at the source, r should be set to
one. For combustion noise, the acoustic loading P depends on the temperature rise,
mass flow and pressure in the combustion chamber. Figure 2.11 shows a result of the
current implementation of the empirical method. Typical for combustion noise is the
spectral peak around 400-500 Hz (44;47–49), radiating towards the aft of the engine.
The interest in fan noise and jet noise has led to a decreased noise level from these
particular components. Therefore, it is believed that combustion noise will become a
more important aircraft engine source in the coming decades. (49)
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2.6.4 Airframe noise - Fink
Airframe noise is unrelated to the engine, in that sense that it is defined as in-flight
noise that is nonpropulsive in nature. (44) As such, it is generated by aerodynamic
flow around the airframe such as, for instance, boundary layers, turbulent wakes and
cavities. The engine has traditionally been the most prominent source. Nowadays, at
low engine power settings, which occur during approaches, the airframe makes a clear
contribution to the overall sound from the aircraft that cannot be ignored. During an
approach phase, the slats, flaps and gears (see figure 2.3) are extended, which lead to
a higher noise level.∗ An overview of airframe noise issues through the last decades
is found in literature. (50)
The model of Fink (51) is the baseline model used for airframe noise prediction in AN-
OPP. The model relates the aircraft general geometry to specific source components
such as wings, slats, flaps, gears and tailplane sections. Its intention is to determine
overall noise trends for full aircraft studies rather than the individual source generat-
ing mechanisms.
Although the method of Fink has been around since the late 1970’s, it is still used by
many researchers. Measurements of aircraft flyover noise, with idle thrust settings,
were executed and lay at the basis of the empirical functions. More importantly, the
Boeing 747 was used as one of the aircraft in the measurement campaign. Predictions
for that type of airframe, as demonstrated later in for instance chapter 7, should
thus be matched relatively well. The individual airframe noise component levels are
formed by a nondimensional acoustic power loading P , a directivity function D and
a spectral shape function F . Consequently, a similar parametric equation as in the
case of combustion noise, repeated here for convenience, appears,
p2 “ PDF
4pir2
. (2.68)
Variables P,D, F are altered per airframe noise component. In general, directivity
D depends on the observation angles and spectrum F depends on Strouhal number
(similar to equation 2.63). Airframe noise is generated by the presence of a turbulent
airflow (boundary layer) near an aerodynamic surface such as a wing. A rigorous
analysis, similar to the theory of Lighthill for jet noise (see section 2.2), was executed
by Curle. (20) Curle found a theoretical power law dependency (6th power) on the
airflow Mach number and predicted a dipole radiation profile. If a sharp surface edge is
present, the dependency on Mach number increased to a 5th power. (19) Consequently,
the power loading P in Fink’s model follows as,
P “ k1Mk2k3 (2.69)
∗This is, for instance, clearly experienced within an aircraft cabin during a landing.
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where k1 and k2 are constant per component. Constant k1 is an empirical efficiency
constant and k2 denotes the power-law coefficient. Coefficient k3 depends on the
airframe variables like wing span, flap deflection angle and surface area. For wing-
type surfaces, the acoustic power is proportional to the trailing edge boundary-layer
thickness, determined by a turbulent flat-plate model, and scales with the fifth power
of the Mach number (k2 “ 5).
Similar scaling laws are devised for the flaps and slats, although the acoustic loading
scales with the sixth power of the Mach number (k2 “ 6). This was found to give a
better fit to the measured flyover data available to construct the model. Landing gear
noise in the model by Fink follows different power loading functions for wheels and
gear struts. They follow the same sixth Mach power (k2 “ 6) dependency as flaps
and slats.
Unlike jet or fan noise, airframe noise is not axis-symmetric. Therefore, directivity
variable D depends, besides different for each airframe component, on both the polar
angle θ as well as sideline angle ψ. The sideline angle ψ is defined as the angle, in
the plane normal to the ground track, between aircraft height and observer. For a
typical component, such as the leading edge slats on a wing, the directivity variable
Ds is calculated by,
Ds “ 4 cos2 pψq cos2 pθ{2q (2.70)
where the cosine forms a dipole directivity pattern, see equation 2.44. If flaps are con-
sidered, the directivity is modified by the flap deflection angle as well. All directivity
functions of airframe noise components, as modeled by Fink, follow a dipole radiation
pattern. To illustrate typical results from the model, figure 2.12 shows the different
component for a fictitious aircraft found in literature (34) at polar and sideline angle
of 45 degrees.
Figure 2.12 shows that there is a clear difference between a ’clean’ and ’dirty’ airframe,
where dirty implies slats, flaps and gears extended. Consequently, airframe noise forms
an important contribution to the overall noise from the aircraft during the landing
phase. In PANAM (30) there are other airframe noise components reported, such
as Flap-Side-Edge noise and spoiler noise. These components are not yet included.
There are also other ’parasitic’ noise sources on the airframe, such as cavities from fuel
vents, that are not included in any current empirical noise methodology. (50;52)
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(a) Clean airframe
(b) Dirty airframe
Figure 2.12: Airframe noise components at 45 degrees sideline and polar
angle.
2.7 Overall aircraft noise
By combining the individual source noise modules, an overall estimation of aircraft
noise can be ascertained. The overall source level, referenced at a unit sphere with a
radius of 1 meter, is,
SPL1 “ 10 log10
˜ÿ
id
10pSPLid{10q
¸
, (2.71)
where id refers to the individual components, i.e. jet mixing noise, fan noise, com-
bustion noise and airframe noise. The individual components are demonstrated by
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calculating the source noise of a Boeing 747-400 equipped with 4 GE CF6-80C2 en-
gines. For such a calculation, the engine operating conditions need to be predicted as
well. Such an engine prediction is not explicitly included here and based on NLR’s
Gasturbine Simulation Program (GSP). (53) Some details regarding the modeling of a
gasturbine are included in appendix D.
The individual engines are added incoherently, on a 1{3rd octave band basis for the
entire aircraft, i.e. effectively adding 6 dB since there are 4 engines. The maximum
noise output of an aircraft engine is in a take-off condition as maximum power is
necessary to accelerate. The corresponding source noise, at a reference sphere with 1
meter radius, is shown in figure 2.13.
Figure 2.13: Predicted aircraft noise using take-off power (100%N1) for
different polar angles. The aircraft is not moving and there-
fore there is no airframe noise.
Note that the maximum OSPL level is due to jet noise and radiates to the back of the
engine. This particular condition can cause annoyance during take-off. (54;55)
If the aircraft is moving, the jet mixing noise will reduce since the velocity difference
between the outflow and ambient airspeed is reduced. Figure 2.14 shows this effect
but notice that the A-weighting is applied (see appendix B) to represent the listeners
ear sensitivity.
The difference in airframe noise between figure 2.13 and 2.14 is caused by the airflow
over the airframe at Mach 0.25. In case of an approach, less power is required by
the aircraft as it glides towards the runway. To have a low speed and retain good
visibility for the pilots on the final approach, the slats and flaps are fully extended (at
30 degrees). This results in a significant airframe noise contribution and is illustrated
in figure 2.15. This figure confirms that airframe noise, in an approach configuration,
is roughly of the same level as engine noise.
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Figure 2.14: Predicted aircraft noise at different polar angles. The aircraft
at take-off power (100%N1) is moving at Mach 0.25 with
gear up, slats extended and flaps at 10 degrees.
Figure 2.15: Predicted aircraft noise using approach power (60%N1) for
different polar angles. The aircraft is moving at Mach 0.22
in final approach configuration, i.e. gear and slats deployed
and flaps at 30 degrees.
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Chapter3
Atmospheric propagation of sound
The previous chapter described, primarily, the generation of source noise. This
chapter treats the propagation of sound from the source towards a receiver on the
ground. As the sound travels through the atmosphere, three distinctive effects play a
role that affect sound before it reaches the listener.
Sound is absorbed by the atmosphere during propagation due to viscous and mo-
lecular relaxation effects. Section 3.1 describes the background and results of this
phenomenon. Acoustic waves, or rays, are bounced off the ground. Therefore, a ray
pair of a direct and ground reflected ray reaches a listener. During reflection of the
ground, the ground reflected ray may loose some of its acoustic energy and undergo
a phase change. Section 3.2 describes the resulting ground interference effect. Ray
paths are curved due to a non-homogeneous atmosphere, specifically gradients in wind
and temperature. This effect is known as refraction and is calculated using ray tra-
cing based on Snell’s law. With help of ray tracing, the geometric spreading loss is
established in section 3.3 together with the limitations of ray tracing.
By combining atmospheric absorption, ground reflection and spreading losses, an
overall transmission loss during propagation is established. The final section (3.4)
of this chapter combines the aforementioned results and presents the overall effects.
From hereon in this dissertation, the use of the prime to denote an acoustic variable
is dropped, i.e. p1 becomes p.
3.1 Atmospheric absorption
Absorption of acoustic waves during propagation is due to two different effects. The
first is due to viscous effects that are not taken into account when deriving the wave
equation, see equation 2.4. These effects are much smaller than the inertial effects
when describing source noise. Over long distances, or high frequencies, such as en-
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countered in atmospheric propagation, these effects become important and cannot be
ignored. The second effect is due to the molecular composition of the atmosphere.
These effects occur due to molecules that, upon collision during a passing acoustic
wave, exchange energy from translational to rotational and vibrational modes. This
energy exchange is proportional to the relaxation time (56), i.e. the time required for
the molecule to reach equilibrium after excitation. Due to this process the specific heat
of the gas is time dependent, which is a deviation from the ideal gas law, and causes
absorption. The absorption is proportional to the distance the wave has traveled and
is conveniently integrated using a complex (plane wave) notation in,
ppt, rq “ p0eipωt´krq (3.1)
where, p is the acoustic pressure, at a distance r, of an acoustic plane wave with
an initial amplitude p0 and wave number k “ ω{c. By substituting a complex wave
number k “ β ´ iα the equation becomes,
ppt, rq “ p0e´αreiωpt´βrq, (3.2)
where, α is the (frequency dependent) attenuation coefficient in Nepers per meter, β is
related to the phase speed and equals here ω{c. To transform coefficient α to decibels
per meter, a multiplication factor of 20{ ln p10q “ 8.6859 should be used. A good
overview on the individual equations used in the modeling of atmospheric absorption
is found in literature. (15) That analysis is repeated here briefly and starts with the
dissipative formulation of the classical wave equation (equation 3.218 in (15)),
∇2p´ 1
c2
B2
Bt2
˜
p´ 2δcl
c2
Bp
Bt ´ 2
ÿ
v
p∆cqv
c
τv
Bpv
Bt
¸
“ 0, (3.3)
where, pv is the partial pressure of an individual component v of the atmosphere.∗ The
terms outside the parentheses are identified as the wave equation, i.e. equation 2.12.
The second term and third term in the parentheses represent a deviation of the wave
equation caused by viscous and relaxation effects. The second term is the classical
(viscous) contribution whereas the third term is due to relaxation. The deviation from
the reference sound speed of the atmosphere is denoted, for a particular component,
as p∆cqv and τv is the corresponding relaxation time. The variable δcl representing
the viscous absorption is,
δcl “ 1
2ρ
„
4
3
µ` µb ` κ pγ ´ 1q
Cp

, (3.4)
∗The four main atmospheric components are Nitrogen (78%), Oxygen (21%), Argon (0.9%) and
Carbon-Dioxide (ď0.1%). The percentages indicate, roughly, the volume fraction of the components
at sea level, other even smaller contributions from other components are present.
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Figure 3.1: The normalized absorption as a function of relaxation frequency
ratio.
where, ρ is the density, Cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure, µ is the viscosity,
µb is the bulk viscosity (µb « 0.6µ (57)) and κ is the thermal conductivity. All of
these terms depend on temperature. The pressure of the the individual molecular
components follows from, (15)
pv “ 1
1´ iωτv p. (3.5)
By substituting this relation in equation 3.3 the imaginary wave number is calculated
to first order by, (15)
k “ ω
c
˜
1` iωδcl
c2
`
ÿ
v
p∆cqv
c
iωτv
1` pωτvq2
¸
. (3.6)
By following the initial definition of α in equation 3.2, the imaginary (dispersive∗)part
of the wave number will form the absorption. As such, the total absorption coefficient
is established as,
α “ αcl `
ÿ
v
αv, αcl “ ω
2δcl
c3
, αv “ p∆cqv
c2
ω2τv
1` pωτvq2
, (3.7)
where αv is the absorption due to vibrational relaxation of molecules in the atmo-
sphere. The typical form of αv is sketched in figure 3.1 by setting the fraction p∆cqv {c
to unity. From this figure it is inferred that a relaxation process will cause an atten-
uation maximum at the relaxation frequency. In general, only vibrational relaxation
∗Dispersion means that the speed of sound depends on frequency.
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of Oxygen (O2) and Nitrogen (N2) are taken into account in most atmospheric ab-
sorption models. When sound travels at very high altitudes, like for instance in
the case of infrasound propagation, other molecular compositions need to be stud-
ied. (58;59)
Notice that, in general, the absorption scales with frequency squared. This means that
high frequency sound is more effectively absorbed by the atmosphere. A derivation
of the factor p∆cqv {c is given by Pierce, (57)
p∆cqv
c
“ pγ ´ 1q
2
2γ
nv
n
ˆ
Tv
T
˙2
e´
Tv
T , (3.8)
where, nv{n is the volumetric ratio of a component in air (0.78 for N2 and 0.21 for O2
at sea level), Tv is a characteristic temperature commonly referred to as relaxation
temperature, which is 2239 K for O2 and 3352 K for N2. This relaxation temperature
is a measure for the energy exchange, between molecular modes, involved in the
relaxation process. The relaxation times of the oxygen and nitrogen molecules are
influenced by water vapor. This effect, together with the relaxation times, has been
measured and results in the following empirical expressions,
1
2piτ
O2
“ p
pref
„
24`H ¨ 4.04 ¨ 106 ¨
ˆ
0.02` 100H
0.391` 100H
˙
(3.9)
1
2piτ
N2
“ p
pref
«c
Tref
T
`
9`H ¨ 2.8 ¨ 104 ¨ e´FH˘ff , (3.10)
where τ
O2
and τ
N2
are the relaxation times and p, T denote the ambient values for
pressure (kPa) and temperature (K). The value for Tref is 293.16 K, whereas pref is
a standard pressure of 100 kPa. The factors FH and H are the effect of humidity on
relaxation times,
FH “ 4.17
«ˆ
Tref
T
˙1{3
´ 1
ff
, H “ 10´2 pRHq pvp
p
, (3.11)
where, RH is the relative humidity (defined as a percentage relative to the waver-
vapor pressure) and pvp is the water-vapor pressure at the local ambient temperature.
Equations 3.7-3.11 are the basis of the current absorption standard. (60) The individual
components are calculated, using the standard, and plotted in figure 3.2. Figure 3.2
illustrates that the vibrational relaxation of Oxygen and Nitrogen form the largest
contribution to the overall absorption coefficient. The absorption peak (see figure
3.1) of Nitrogen occurs at 525 Hz, for Oxygen this is 62 kHz. Classical absorption
is not dominant for this particular atmospheric condition. The variation of these
components as a function of temperature and humidity is provided in figure 3.3 for a
wave of 1000 Hz.
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Figure 3.2: The individual absorption components, at RH “ 80%,
T “ 20˝C and p “ 101.325 kPa.
In figure 3.3 it is observed that the absorption peak of Oxygen formed by the relaxation
process shifts due to a change in humidity and temperature. This also holds for
Nitrogen. Note that the maximum absorption of Oxygen is reached in dry conditions,
whereas for Nitrogen this is in humid conditions. Classical absorption, i.e. viscous
effects, are not influenced by humidity in this model and are only a function of viscosity
(and hence temperature). Adding these individual contributions to obtain the total
absorption, see figure 3.3(d), reveals a trough near standard day conditions of T “
15˝C and RH “ 80%. Any deviation in temperature near this point will thus lead to
higher absorption.
The current derivation stems from literature of 2007 (15), but the absorption effects
were originally described and published in 1972. (61) A theoretical foundation for the
relaxation effects was published by Pierce. (57) Consequently, the coefficients used in
the models were updated and clarified. (62;63) Given these studies, the method was
adopted for standardization in the ANSI norm (60) and ISO (64). In 2004 the method
was extended to higher altitudes for infra-sound propagation studies. (58;59)
The overall effect of absorption on propagation is applied a posteriori to the propaga-
tion results obtained by the wave equation without dissipative and relaxation effects.
This overall factor is taken into account as,
AA “ ´αr, (3.12)
where α is the attenuation coefficient in dB/m, r the propagation path length and
AA the total transmission loss due to absorption for this acoustic ray path.
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(a) Classical (b) Oxygen
(c) Nitrogen (d) Total
Figure 3.3: Absorption components, at 1000 Hz, for varying temperature
and humidity. Please notice the difference in color scale axis
of figure 3.3(a).
3.2 Ground reflection
If an acoustic wave hits the ground, or another surface, it is reflected and/or absorbed.
In case of a rough surface the reflected wave may be scattered in different directions,
in which case the reflection is diffuse. A convenient assumption is to assume that the
wave is specularly reflected, i.e. the sound is fully reflected in the direction normal to
the incident field, as is illustrated in figure 3.4.
The consequence is that a microphone, or observer, situated above the ground receives
a direct (r1) and ground reflected (r2) wave as shown in figure 3.4. These two ray
path lengths are calculated by,
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Figure 3.4: Reflection of a sound ray by the ground
r1 “
b
pxs ´ xmq2 ` phs ´ hmq2 (3.13)
r2 “
b
pxs ´ xmq2 ` phs ` hmq2, (3.14)
where x denotes the x-position and h is the height, subscripts denote the source or
microphone position. Many textbooks describe the general outline on how to include
this effect in the wave equation. (65;66) The derivation defines a Helmholtz equation in
both the propagation medium and the ground including an impedance jump on that
boundary. On the boundary, the particle velocity and acoustic pressure should be
continuous. This results, after considerable mathematical manipulation, in,
p “ e
ikr1
r1
`Qe
ikr2
r2
(3.15)
Q “ Rp ` p1´RpqF (3.16)
Rp “ Zn sin pθq ´ 1
Zn sin pθq ` 1
, (3.17)
where equation 3.15 shows that the acoustic pressure is the summation of the direct
and ground reflected wave, Q is the ground reflection coefficient and Zn is the normal-
ized (normalized to air by ρc) surface impedance. To calculate the ground reflection
coefficient, two factors are necessary; the plane wave reflection coefficient Rp and the
spherical wave correction factor F . If F is zero, the plane wave reflection coefficient is
retained as the resulting difference between the plane-wave and spherical-wave reflec-
tion coefficient is negligible. This holds if the speed of sound and density (impedance)
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of the ground is much higher than air. Such a condition is referred to as an acoustic-
ally hard surface as all energy is reflected without a phase change of the wave. If F
is zero, the traditional mirror-source approach is obtained, where the interpretation
of 3.15 is the sum of a direct wave and a reflected wave from the ground. However, if
the ground reflection surface is not hard an additional contribution can exist. This is
due to ground and surface waves, respectively the second and third term in equation
3.16. A ground wave arises due to a curved wave front hitting the ground at different
angles of incidence, in contrast to a plane wave having a constant angle of incidence
along the wavefront. Surface waves exist if the ground is so porous that it influences
the particle velocity, thereby reducing the wave phase velocity near the surface. (67)
This traps some of the sound energy near the surface. The spherical wave correction
factor F is calculated by,
F “ 1` iw?pie´w2erfc p´iwq (3.18)
w2 “ ik r2
2
psin pθq ` 1{Znq2
1` sin pθq {Zn
, (3.19)
where, w is the integration variable (frequently referred to as numerical distance) for
the complex complementary mathematical error function erfc. (67–69) It is slightly dif-
ferent than commonly used versions (15;65), which are found using an incidence angle
(defined with respect to the normal of the ground) instead of a grazing angle (angle
with respect to the ground surface). Furthermore, it is often assumed that the term
sin pθq in the denominator of equation 3.19 is 0. This is reasonable since surface
waves only occur for very shallow grazing angles. However, such a simplification
is not really necessary since the complexity or computational expense is not much
affected by including this contribution. Other small differences stem from the sign
convention between different researchers, i.e. e´iωt or eiωt. (70) The complex error
function can be calculated using the standardized (tabulated) form (71) or with ap-
proximations (65). Differences between the different formulations in the calculation of
F and w are small. (65;68)
In the derivation of equations 3.17-3.19, it was assumed that the ground is locally
reacting. This means that the traverse component of the wave is ignored. This is
usually a reasonable approximation since from Snell’s law, which will be explained in
the next section, a higher speed of sound in the ground (relative to air) means that
the wave is refracted towards the normal.
Furthermore, the exponential relationship in F decays proportionally to
?
r2 which,
for a fixed source position and receiver range, is solely a function of receiver altitude
above the ground. As such, surface and ground waves decay exponentially with height
above the surface. Note that the 1{r2 relation in equation 3.15 is modified due to the
factor r2 in w of equations 3.18 and 3.19. Consequently, such terms decay by 1{?r2
instead of 1{r2, i.e. cylindrical instead of spherical spreading. Therefore, surface waves
cannot be ignored for long range propagation under shallow elevation angles.
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The ground impedance is different for different ground constitutions, i.e. snow ab-
sorbs more sound energy than concrete upon reflection. Different models exist, each
trying to model the ground impedance using more physical parameters relating to the
properties of the ground. In general, these models are made by fitting a relationship
to impedance tube measurements of different porous materials. One of the easiest
models to implement is that by Delany and Bazley, who suggested a power-law for
the surface impedance. (72) The normalized surface impedance follows as,
Zn “ 1` 0.0511
ˆ
f
σe
˙´0.75
` i0.0768
ˆ
f
σe
˙´0.73
, (3.20)
where, f is the frequency and σe is the effective flow resistivity representing the ratio
of applied pressure gradient to the induced volume flow rate per unit thickness of
material, i.e. the difficulty of air to flow through a surface. (15) This model is one
of the most used and reported to give reasonable results (68), especially for grassy
surfaces. The benefit of this model is that surface impedance is modeled with one
parameter. Typical values for the σe (73) are presented in table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Typical range of effective flow resistivity. (73)
Soil Range of σe, kPa{m2 ¨ s
Concrete 30,000-100,000
New asphalt 5,000-15,000
Dirt, wet 4,000-8,000
Dirt, roadside 300-800
Grass lawn 125-300
Forest floor 20-80
Snow 1.3-50
In this dissertation a value of σe “ 250kPa{m2 ¨ s is used for grass. However, this
only holds for grass that is slightly moist. If the grass becomes fairly wet by rain the
impedance is different and hard to be captured by such a power-law. (74)
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show a calculation of both the magnitude and phase of the reflec-
tion coefficient for different effective flow resistivities (σe “ 25, 250, 2500 kPa{m2 ¨ s,
roughly denoting snow, grass and a dirt (hard) reflection). The source height is 100
meters and the magnitude |Q| and phase angle φ follow from Q “ |Q| eiφ. Notice
that in figures 3.5 and 3.6 the distance to the receiver (x) is solely a function of
source height hs, a fixed microphone height of hm=1.2 m and grazing angle θ; i.e.
xm “ phs ` hmq { tan θ.
Figure 3.5 illustrates that the plane and spherical wave reflection coefficient magnitude
is different due to the ground and surface waves. This difference becomes larger
for shallow grazing angles, low frequencies and low effective flow resistivities. The
differences in phase (figure 3.6) are smaller and barely noticeable. A spherical wave
is approximately plane at large distances. A difference in reflection coefficient is thus
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(a) σe “ 2500, kPa{m2 ¨ s (b) σe “ 2500, kPa{m2 ¨ s
(c) σe “ 250, kPa{m2 ¨ s (d) σe “ 250, kPa{m2 ¨ s
(e) σe “ 25, kPa{m2 ¨ s (f) σe “ 25, kPa{m2 ¨ s
Figure 3.5: Magnitude of reflection coefficient, 20 log10 p|Q|q, for a plane
(left column) or spherical (right column) wave approximation.
The contour lines depict intervals of 6 dB.
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(a) σe “ 2500, kPa{m2 ¨ s (b) σe “ 2500, kPa{m2 ¨ s
(c) σe “ 250, kPa{m2 ¨ s (d) σe “ 250, kPa{m2 ¨ s
(e) σe “ 25, kPa{m2 ¨ s (f) σe “ 25, kPa{m2 ¨ s
Figure 3.6: Phase of reflection coefficient Q for a plane (left column) or
spherical (right column) wave approximation. The contour
lines depict intervals of 45 degrees.
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Figure 3.7: The effect of ground interference for different ground consti-
tutions from table 3.1 at 500 Herz.
noticeable in cases where this approximation is limited, i.e. short range and small
grazing angles. In case of aircraft flying overhead, the plane wave approximation is
valid. This approximation is not applicable in case of ground-to-ground propagation,
i.e. for aircraft flying near the ground. In appendix C, the differences between the
two approximations are included for different source heights. The differences of figure
3.5 and 3.6 are found in figure C.13.
The overall effect of ground interference is calculated by subtracting the results of
equation 3.15, in dB, from a solution without a ground surface. More details of
adding both wave contributions, using the effective pressure, is provided in appendix
A as equation A.21. The result of this calculation is repeated here as,
AG “ 10 log10
˜
1`
ˆ
r1
r2
|Q|
˙2
` 2r1
r2
|Q| cos pk pr2 ´ r1q ` φq
¸
, (3.21)
where AG is the overall ground interference effect in dB and r2´r1 is the path length
difference that contributes, besides the ground induced contribution φ, to the phase
difference. If both waves arrive in phase, a maximum (coherent) amplification of 6
dB can occur. Figure 3.7 shows a ground interference pattern, calculated by equation
3.21 for a source at 100 meters height and a microphone height of 1.2 meters.
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Figure 3.8: A ray path is formed by a straight line, connecting the same
initial point of an acoustic wave-front, if the speed of sound is
uniform.
3.3 Spreading losses
3.3.1 Theory
In chapter 2, the spherical spreading of an acoustic wave in equation 2.22, lead to
an inverse proportionality of the amplitude inverse with respect to r. This is used
to establish the spreading losses, relative to 1 meter from a source, by the spherical
spreading law as,
AS “ 20 log10 prq . (3.22)
In essence, the sound is assumed to travel along a straight-line path between the
source and observer. Such a path connects the points on the acoustic wave front and
is known as an acoustic ray, see figure 3.8.
In deriving the spherical spreading law, moving medium and non-uniform temperature
effects on sound speed, have been neglected. It is well-known that temperature and
velocity gradients will lead to a curved path rather than a straight path. (13;15;65;66)
This leads to a difference in spreading loss, absorption and ground reflection effects.
Two distinctive propagation effects, refraction and diffraction, cause curvature of the
ray path. The curvature due to atmospheric inhomogeneities is known as refraction
whereas diffraction is the curvature of rays around an object.
There are many methods available to model these propagation effects. (66;75) Well-
known methods within this area are the Fast Field Program (FFP), Parabolic Equa-
tion (PE) method and Ray Tracing (RT). (65;66;76) The FFP model uses a one-way
Helmholtz equation whereas the PE method employs an angular limitation to the
same equation. The one-way notion limits both methods to forward propagation and
thus excludes the backscatter at objects. Both methods are frequency dependent
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and require multiple evaluations if a broad-band sound source is considered. The RT
model solves only the refraction part of the wave-equation and is frequency independ-
ent. Therefore it is a very popular model and allows quick calculations, over a broad
range of frequencies, in a single run. For that purpose, it was selected as the backbone
of the propagation modeling in this research and is described in more detail following
literature. (15;76)
Ray tracing models have been around for quite some time and come in many forms.
The least amount of computational operations, i.e. a relative computational inex-
pensive algorithm, can be obtained by using Snell’s law. Hence, such an algorithm
was used in the current work since a real-time functionality is desired for auralization
purposes. Snell’s law complies with the more computational demanding ray tracing
equations, which is shown in the folowing analysis. The analysis uses the convective
wave equation (equation 2.11) as a start, which is repeated here for convenience,
B2p
Bt2 `
B
Bt p2 p ~u0 ¨∇q pq ` p ~u0 ¨∇q
2
p´ c2∇2p “ 0. (3.23)
Note that in equation 3.23 the acoustic variable is denoted as p instead of p1. By
assuming a plane wave of a single frequency,
p “ AeiωΦ, Φ “ t´ τ px, y, zq , A “ A px, y, zq , (3.24)
where, the phase factor Φ contains the ’Eikonal’ τ , which is a representation of the
wavefront phase as a function of space. The derivatives in equation 3.23 are calculated
by substituting a plane wave, such a substitution yields,
eiωΦ
«
´ω2A` 2iω p ~u0 ¨∇qA´ 2ω2A p ~u0 ¨∇qΦ
`
´
~u0
2 ´ c2
¯
¨
´
´ω2A p∇Φq2 ` iωA `∇2Φ˘` 2iω p∇Φ ¨∇Aq `∇2A¯ff “ 0, (3.25)
which features a real and imaginary part:
R : ω2 ` 2ω2 p ~u0 ¨∇qΦ`
´
~u0
2 ´ c2
¯
¨
ˆ
ω2 p∇Φq2 ´ ∇
2A
A
˙
“ 0, (3.26)
I : 2ω p ~u0 ¨∇qA`
´
~u0
2 ´ c2
¯
¨ `ωA `∇2Φ˘` 2ω p∇Φ ¨∇Aq˘ “ 0. (3.27)
Inspection of equation 3.26 shows that one term (∇2A{A) does not depend on ω2.
This term is independent of frequency and is often neglected since the other terms
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dominate the solution, due to the square, at high frequencies. This assumption im-
plies, because this equation turns out to establish the ray path, that the ray path (or
wave front position) is independent of the amplitude. Therefore, diffraction effects,
such as bending around objects, are ignored. Hence, ray tracing is a plane-wave,
high frequency approximation that only accounts for refraction. (12;15;77) Using these
assumptions allows to obtain the common ’Eikonal’ equation of ray tracing,
p∇Φq2 “ 1` 2 p ~u0 ¨∇qΦ` p ~u0 ¨∇q
2
Φ
c2
“
ˆ
1` p ~u0 ¨∇qΦ
c
˙2
. (3.28)
This Eikonal equation describes the propagation of the wave-front in space, irrespect-
ive of frequency and amplitude. A different approach is to expand the factor A pxq in
inverse powers of frequency (A0 ` A1ω ` A2ω2 ...). Such an approach leads to the same
Eikonal equation. In that case, equation 3.27 becomes a recurrence relation that
equals, to first order, the result of equation 3.27. A substitution of Φ, see equation
3.24, into the Eikonal equation results in,
|∇τ | “ p1´ ~u0 ¨∇τq
c
. (3.29)
By tracking the ray direction ~w “ ∇τ , a vector normal to the wavefront, we are able to
trace the sound rays emanating from the source through the atmosphere. This system
of equations is solved by the method of characteristics and follows as, (12;15;18;78)
d~r
dt
“ ~w|~w|c` ~u0 (3.30)
d~w
dt
“ ´ |~w|∇c`∇ ¨ ~u0, (3.31)
these six ordinary differential equations need to be solved to trace the ray position.
The sound rays change direction proportional to the gradient of the sound speed,
wind and orientation of the ray. A popular assumption is to add the wind velocity to
the sound speed, which leads to an effective sound speed ce, (12;13)
ce “ c` ~n ¨ ~u0, (3.32)
where ~n denotes the ray direction and ~u0 the wind vector. This assumption thus only
takes the effect of wind in the direction of propagation into account. The impact
of the effective sound speed approximation is estimated in literature (79) and shows
that, to first order, the results from the more comprehensive approach are matched.
The benefit of the effective sound speed is that the differential equations collapse to
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(even) simpler versions that only take the speed of sound into account. In that case,
equation 3.29 becomes,
|∇τ | “ η, (3.33)
where, η is defined by 1{ce. The arc length s of the ray path is defined normal to a
wavefront (∇τ) and its direction ~s is defined as,
~s ” ∇τ|∇τ | , ~s “
dx
ds
~e1 ` dy
ds
~e3 ` dz
ds
~e3, (3.34)
where ~s is a unit vector pointing in the direction of propagation and ~e1, ~e2, ~e3 are unit
vectors in the corresponding directions. Consequently,
∇τ “ η~s. (3.35)
The change in direction of a ray path (d{ds) is evaluated using the gradient, (76)
d
ds
“ ~s ¨∇ ñ d
ds
p∇τq “ ∇ p~s ¨∇τq “ ∇η. (3.36)
From equation 3.36 it is observed that the change in ray path direction is thus, as
expected, proportional to the gradient of the refractive index. If a stratified atmo-
sphere is assumed, where temperature and wind velocity (or ce) are only a function
of height, the gradient of η in x and y direction is zero. Therefore the ray follows a
two dimensional trajectory in the (x,z)-plane, as shown in figure 3.9(a).
dθ
x
z
ds
dz
dx
R
(a) A part of a single ray arc.
∂V2
∂V1
V
(b) A raytube of multiple rays.
Figure 3.9: A single ray and a raytube.
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Consequently, a ray path segment ds follows as,
ds “ Rdθ, dx “ cos pθq ds, dz “ sin pθq ds (3.37)
where R is the radius of the circular segment. Upon evaluation of dx in equation 3.36,
it follows that,
d
ds
pη cos pθqq “ 0. (3.38)
Equation 3.38 shows that the product of refractive index and ray direction is conserved
along the path. Hence, if η (also known as the refractive index) changes, the ray
incidence angle should change as well, i.e.,
sin pθ1q η1 “ sin pθ2q η2, or, sin pθ1q
sin pθ2q “
η2
η1
. (3.39)
Equation 3.39 is known as Snell’s law. By evaluating the incidence angle through
different layers of the atmosphere, i.e. a discrete approximation where c is constant
within a layer, the ray path can be traced. The travel time (or phase) of the wave
follows by the summation of the travel time in each layer.
If the gradient of the effective sound speed is positive, i.e. the sound speed increases
with an increase in height, a ray will bend downwards compared to its straight ray
equivalent. The opposite holds for a negative gradient. The ray tracing process, for
a layered atmosphere with changing sound speed, is sketched in figure 3.10. Notice
that upward and downward bending occurs based on the sound speed profile.
c x
z
Figure 3.10: A ray path is, due to a non-uniform effective sound speed,
curved instead of straight.
Although the ray path can be traced, no amplitude information is yet known. There-
fore an assessment of equation 3.27 is necessary. This equation is commonly known
as the ’Transport’ equation as it describes the evolution of the amplitude over the
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ray path. Since an effective sound speed is adopted, thus factor u0 of equation 3.27
is zero, the amplitude A follows as, (12;15;18;76)
2 p∇Aq ¨ p∇Φq ` `∇2Φ˘ ¨A “ 0, or, ∇ ¨ `A2∇τ˘ “ 0. (3.40)
Neighboring rays form a ray tube, as illustrated in figure 3.9(b), that enclose a
volume (V ). By applying the divergence theorem∗ to the factor A2∇τ of equation
3.40, (76;78)
ż
V
∇ ¨ `A2∇τ˘ dV “ ż
BV
`
A2∇τ ¨ ~n˘ dS, (3.41)
where, ~n is the unit normal on the raytube surface. The only contribution to this
integral is by the bounding surface, at equal τ , on either side of the ray tube, i.e.
BV1,2 in figure 3.9(b). This is due to the fact that these surfaces point in the same
direction as the normal of the ray, per definition, and thus contribute to the dot
product. Consequently, the amplitude is related on different surface slices of the
raytube volume by,
ż
BV1
A21
c1
ds “
ż
BV2
A22
c2
ds, (3.42)
where c1,2 is the sound speed and A1,2 the amplitude at the respective surfaces BV1,2
of figure 3.9(b). Consequently, the plane wave amplitude follows from,
Ar “ As
d
cerSs
cesSr
, (3.43)
where, S denotes the area of the raytube surface area and subscripts s, r denote
source and receiver. If no effective sound speed would be applied the ’Blokhintzev’
invariant, named after the researcher (18), would be obtained. This is basically the
same statement, stating that the amplitude along a raytube is proportional to the
square root of the raytube area. For a uniform atmosphere, this equation retains the
spherical spreading law results.
3.3.2 Implementation
Although ray tracing is a fast method, due to its simplifying assumptions, the com-
putation time varies per software implementation. (77;80–82) In case of large grid cal-
culations (noise contours) and auralization (aircraft noise synthesis), the ray tracing
calculation has to be run many times. Therefore it was chosen to base the algorithm
∗The flux of a variable (amplitude) through the volume surfaces (raytube surfaces) equals the
divergence of the enclosed volume (raytube).
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Figure 3.11: The boundary at two different media.
on Snell’s law (equation 3.39) rather than solving the set of differential equations
(equations 3.30, 3.31). This allows a quick algebraic implementation to calculate
the actual ray path. Within the world of optics, ray tracing is used to render com-
puter images for artist impressions, games and virtual environments. In that field,
research has led to calculate Snell’s law with a minimum of algebraic operations for
a single refractive steps. To benefit from this developments, an implementation from
literature (83) was chosen following figure 3.11 where incident ray (I) is refracted and
becomes the transmitted ray (T).
The reflected ray (R) usually contains no significant portion of acoustic energy unless
the medium boundary is a ground plane or if internal reflection occurs. Internal
reflection is the case when the ray strikes the medium boundary at such a shallow
grazing angle that no transmitted ray occurs. The vector ~N is the unit normal in the
upward direction and all rays have unit length |~I, ~T , ~R| “ 1. As such,
~T “ ηit~I `
ˆ
ηit cos pθiq ´
c
1` η2it
´
cos pθiq2 ´ 1
¯˙
~N, (3.44)
where ηit is the refractive index ratio moving from the incident medium i to the
transmitted medium t defined in figure 3.11. Equation 3.44 is derived in Appendix C.
For every (discrete) change of the refractive index, the ray changes direction. Since
equation 3.44 provides directional unit vectors, a multiplication with the segment
length provides the ray segment. The segment length equates the time step multiplied
with the local sound speed, which is integrated to obtain the total ray path. By
launching rays in different directions from a point source, rays are traced to illustrate
the refractive effects due to a gradient in effective sound speed. Figure 3.12 shows
a source at 500 meters height and a theoretical (linear), downward refracting, sound
speed profile.
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Figure 3.12: Rays from a source at 500 m in an atmosphere with a linearly
increasing (positive gradient) sound speed with altitude.
Figure 3.13: The spreading loss at 500 Hz, calculated by three methods,
associated with figure 3.12.
In figure 3.12, rays bend downward due to the increasing sound speed with altitude.
Rays launched upward from the source hit the ground at 2 km. From 2 km onwards,
sound is thus not only coming from the downward radiated direction of the source.
Furthermore, there are areas where rays are very close together whereas there are
also regions where they are further separated. At 5.4 km there is a high density of
rays. This implies that the sound is focused at this specific spot and therefore more
intense. The opposite occurs if the sound speed decreases with altitude and no rays
will hit the ground as we will see further on in this section.∗
∗This is also observed in figure 3.12 around 5 km, but this is an implementation anomaly since
rays above 1 km are cut off.
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If rays focus, it is possible that consecutive rays cross and form a so-called caustic.
Due to the crossing of the rays the raytube area vanishes and, as implied by equation
3.43, the pressure at the receiver becomes infinite. This is physically unrealistic and
is a limitation of ray tracing. In practice, higher sound levels are present in that area
but they are not unbounded. (66) Propagation models based on the wave equation do
not have this limitation since they retain the full wave character, including diffraction,
rather than just the wavefront characteristics.
In figure 3.12, a caustic near the ground is present around 5.4 km and 9.4 km. In
case of a caustic, caustic diffractive fields can be calculated (11) through a complex
computational procedure. It was chosen, based on observations by Chessel (68), to
bound the focused pressure due to a caustic. The increase in sound level implied
by Chessel, due to a caustic, is 10 dB with respect to spherical spreading. This
neglects the phase properties in and due to a caustic. To check the applicability of
this assumption, caustic pressure was bound accordingly in the ray tracing code and
the outcome compared to a calculation by a Fast Field Program (FFP). The used
FFP was obtained from an external source. (84)
To give a comparison between the FFP and RT for the spreading losses without the
ground reflection, the microphone height was set to zero and the theoretical 6 dB
amplification was subtracted. Subsequently, the spreading loss (AS) of the rays in
figure 3.12 was calculated by the spherical spreading law (equation 3.22), FFP and
ray tracing (equation 3.43) and is illustrated in figure 3.13.
In figure 3.13 it is observed that the ray tracing results follow the trend predicted
by the FFP. Noticeable is, for instance, that both the FFP and RT solutions start
to predict a slightly higher spreading loss from 2.5 to roughly 5 km compared to the
spherical spreading law. This is due to deffocusing of the rays that have been launched
upwards instead of downwards. Around 5.4 km, the first area of increased sound level
is predicted due to the focusing of rays. The peak of the ray tracing level is slightly
above that of the FFP, i.e. the ray tracing thus slightly overpredicts the sound level
at this grid point. Moving away from the caustic, the FFP predicts that the sound
level nears the spherical spreading law result. The RT slightly overpredicts the losses
in this area. The same observation is made for the second caustic encounter near
9.5 km. To evaluate the differences for other source heights and frequencies, similar
calculations were made and figures 3.14-3.17 show the results. The 500 Hz frequency
was picked to represent a low to mid range frequency that is not fully diminished by
A-weighting (see Appendix B) and for a comparison to figure 3.12, the 1000 Hz was
selected since it is the first 0 dB level in A-weighting and the 2000 Hz frequency was
selected to be representative of a BPF tone.
Figure 3.14 roughly shows the same structure as figure 3.12 although the source height
has clearly changed to 100 m. The first caustic hits the ground just before 2.5 km
instead of 5.4 km. Refraction effects thus play a role near shallow incidence angles.
The reader is attended to the fact that figures showing sound rays, such as figures
3.12 and 3.14 as typically found in literature, imply dramatic atmospheric effects.
This is due to the different scale of the horizontal and vertical axes of these figures. If
the same horizontal and vertical range would be selected for the axes, the rays would
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Figure 3.14: Rays from a source at 100 m in an atmosphere with an in-
creasing (positive gradient) sound speed with altitude.
Figure 3.15: The spreading loss at 500 Hz, calculated by three methods,
associated with figure 3.14.
appear straight. Refractive effects from an airborne source through such a atmosphere
are thus small and become important relatively far, i.e. say at grazing angles less than
10 degrees, away from the source. For aircraft, refraction is thus relevant during take-
off and landing. Other applications are low flying military jets or unmanned aerial
vehicles. In case of ground-to-ground propagation like railroad, traffic or windturbine
noise, i.e. at a very shallow angle compared to the listener, refractive effects may play
a major role in the transmission loss at shorter distances.
Due to the fact that the rays do not suffer much from refractive effects up to 2 km,
figures 3.15-3.17 show that the FFP and RT technique predict similar results as the
spherical spreading law. Near the first caustic, i.e. near 2.5 km, deviations occur
for the three frequencies. Within the caustic area the spreading losses seem more or
less equal for the three frequencies. This complies with theoretical observations. (11)
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Figure 3.16: The spreading loss at 1000 Hz, calculated by three methods,
associated with figure 3.14.
Figure 3.17: The spreading loss at 2000 Hz, calculated by three methods,
associated with figure 3.14.
Further away from the caustic, the FFP and RT results tend to move towards the
spherical spreading law results but are in general higher. Overall, the agreement
between the FFP and RT results is judged as satisfactory. The RT results predict a
slightly lower spreading loss than the FFP, also with respect to caustics. Therefore,
the RT model gives conservative predictions of the sound levels in that area.
The opposite behavior is found in case of a decreasing sound speed with altitude, in
this case rays are bend upwards instead of downwards. This behavior is illustrated
in figure 3.18. In figure 3.18, there is a downrange area where no sound rays hit the
ground. Such an area is referred to as an acoustic shadow zone since, solely based
on refraction, no sound would be present. This is a limitation of ray tracing since
diffraction is not taken into account. A single ray forms the boundary between the
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Figure 3.18: Rays from a source at 500 m in an atmosphere with a de-
creasing (negative gradient) sound speed
`
dc
dz
˘ “ ´0.1 s´1
with altitude.
shadow zone and the illuminated zone, i.e. the zone where sound rays are present,
that ray is referred to as the limiting ray.
Wave equation based propagation methods, such as the FFP are not limited by ’total
silence’ in the shadow zone since they inherently take diffraction into account. Simu-
lations with the FFP show that the transition into the shadow zone result in a smooth
increase of spreading loss. A clear difference, with respect to the spherical spread-
ing law, is that the loss becomes frequency dependent, a property of diffraction. A
correction mechanism was devised, based on FFP results, to augment the ray tracing
solution. The FFP was used to calculate the transmission loss in shadow zones. It ap-
pears, from the calculations and literature, that the increased transmission loss in the
shadow zone follows a more or less linear pattern from the limiting ray onwards. (85)
As such, an empirical parameterization of the spreading loss in the shadow zone is
constructed where the overall spreading loss is constructed out of two terms,
AS “ ´pAr `Adq , (3.45)
where Ar is the loss due to geometric spreading as calculated by equation 3.43 and
Ad is the loss into the shadow zone due to diffraction. Both terms are expressed in
decibel and are a function of range. The term Ad gives the additional loss within the
shadow zone with respect to the spreading loss at the limiting ray position, calculated
by,
Ad “ L1L2 pxsz ´ xlimq , (3.46)
where, xsz ą xlim due to the fact that the shadow zone position xsz can only be
further downrange than the limiting ray position xlim. For xsz ď xlim, Ad is zero.
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Factor L1 takes the frequency dependency into account whereas L2 accounts for the
dependency on the sound speed gradient according to,
L1 “ 0.0032` 3.5 ¨ 10´5f (3.47)
L2 “ 6.7
ˆˇˇˇˇ
dc
dz
ˇˇˇˇ˙
` 0.31. (3.48)
Notice that this combination does not include the source height. From the FFP sim-
ulations, there was no indication that this factor played a role in the calculation of
the additional loss into the shadow zone. This simple procedure allows the inclusion
of shadow zone results in a ray tracing calculation without the computational com-
plexity of running an FFP. To check the validity, figures 3.19-3.22 show some of the
results.
Figure 3.19: Transmission loss at 250 Hz for the situation as in figure 3.18.
Notice that the difference between the ray tracing and FFP,
for range ě 3 km, is limited to 30 dB.
Figure 3.19 shows the shadow zone transition near 1.6 km, where the FFP result
illustrates the aforementioned smooth (linear) increase in transmission loss. The
correction to augment the ray tracing solution in this particular area follows the
same behavior as the FFP. This correction procedure is, in principal, unbounded and
will increase as the distance from the limiting ray grows larger. Literature indicates
that this behavior is limited due to scattering of rays into the shadow zone due
to turbulence. (66;67;86;87) The overall level, with respect to the spherical spreading
results, in the shadow zone may vary from -12 dB to -30 dB. (67;88) As a consequence,
the transmission loss is limited to reach maximally a level of 30 dB below spherical
spreading law results. As such, from 2.5 km onwards in figure 3.19 a lower boundary
in the transmission loss is formed.
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Figure 3.20 shows the transmission loss at the same frequency as figure 3.19 but with
a source at a height of 100 m.
Figure 3.20: Transmission loss at 250 Hz for
`
dc
dz
˘ “ ´0.1 s´1 and a source
at 100 m height.
Figure 3.20 shows that the increased transmission loss into the shadow zone is cap-
tured despite the difference in source height, which is not a factor in equation 3.48.
To check the difference with sound speed profile, the gradient was adjusted and the
resulting spreading loss is shown in figure 3.21.
Figure 3.21: Transmission loss at 250 Hz for
`
dc
dz
˘ “ ´0.025 s´1 and a
source at 100 m height.
Figure 3.21 shows that a change in sound speed profile gradient, i.e. shadow zone fur-
ther downrange, has a more gradual increase of the transmission loss compared to the
results of figure 3.20. The same condition was checked at 1000 Hz, as shown in figure
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Figure 3.22: Transmission loss at 1000 Hz for
`
dc
dz
˘ “ ´0.025 s´1 and a
source at 100 m height.
3.22. Figure 3.22 shows that the transmission loss at a higher frequency, when trans-
itioning into a shadow zone, increases more rapidly compared to a lower frequency,
i.e. a diffraction effect. Plots at different frequencies are included in Appendix C that
show that the method performs better for lower frequencies than for high frequen-
cies. In general, the effects are reasonable given the simplicity of the method. The
advantage of this method is the low computational cost compared to running a wave
equation based model or other diffraction inclusion techniques. (89;90)
3.4 Combined propagation model
By combining atmospheric absorption, ground reflection and spreading losses, a model
for predicting the total Transmission Loss (TL) during propagation of (linear) acoustic
waves through the atmosphere is constructed,
SPLr “ SPL1 ` TL (3.49)
TL “ AA `AG `AS . (3.50)
The factors that form the TL are the attenuation by absorption (AA), ground (AG)
and spreading (AS) and are given by equations 3.12, 3.21 and 3.45, all in dB. By
adding the transmission losses to the source level referenced at a unit sphere SPL1,
similar to the results from the empirical source noise prediction of chapter 2, the SPL
at a receiver position is calculated. The TL is a function of cylindrical coordinates
instead of the Cartesian coordinates. This is due to the fact that the ray tracing,
as used here based on Snell’s law, is a 2D (range-height) implementation. As such,
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the rays are confined to travel in the 2D plane for which the effective sound speed is
calculated based on the azimuthal angle ψ. The angle ψ forms the difference between
the propagation and wind direction. The azimuthal dependency of the observer relat-
ive to the source and wind direction is thus encapsulated in the effective sound speed.
This is a common approximation and sometimes referred to as a ’2.5D’ approximation.
Figures 3.23(a)-3.23(f) give an impression of the combined results.
In figures 3.23(a) & 3.23(b) the geometrical (spherical) spreading is equal for both
plots. Therefore the shown difference is due to ground reflection (for asphalt, see figure
3.7) at 100 Hz and 1000 Hz. The grazing angle is equal, due to the straight ray path,
at a specific radial distance. As a result, the cancellation due to interference manifests
itself as the (blue-ish) circle in figure 3.23(b). Such clear patterns in figure 3.23 imply
an increased loss due to the out of phase arrival of the direct and ground reflected
ray at microphone height. Comparing 3.23(a) to 3.23(c) shows that the atmospheric
absorption does affect the results at 100 Hz, but this is much less compared to the
difference at 1000 Hz depicted in figures 3.23(b) and 3.23(d). If the effect of wind is
integrated as well the geometrical spreading (AS) becomes asymmetric. Comparing
3.23(c) to 3.23(e) shows this effect clearly. There is a shadow zone to the left of
the amber line whereas to the right there are areas where the transmission loss is
diminished. Upon comparing 3.23(e) to 3.23(f) it becomes clear that waves at 100
Hz are able to reach further out in the shadow zone whereas those at 1000 Hz are
attenuated. Comparing 3.23(b) to 3.23(f) shows that the ground interference pattern
is changed as well since the grazing angle is different due to refraction.
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(a) No wind AS `AG at 100 Hz (b) No wind AS `AG at 1000 Hz
(c) No wind AS `AG `AA at 100 Hz (d) No wind AS `AG `AA at 1000 Hz
(e) Wind AS `AG `AA at 100 Hz (f) Wind AS `AG `AA at 1000 Hz
Figure 3.23: The transmission loss for a source at 100 m and a microphone
at 1.2 m; figures e and f consider wind (left to right) where
the amber line depicts the shadow zone boundary.
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Chapter4
Noise contours in non-standard
atmospheres
Airports are continuously confronted with the need to deal with the impact of aircraft
noise on the quality of life in surrounding communities. Accordingly, policies are made
to deal with the growing number of aircraft and airport operations. Predictions of
aircraft noise play a large role in the policy making process and resulting regulations.
Such regulations are usually based on noise contour algorithms and expressed in yearly
averaged metrics, like the LDEN (Europe) or LDN (USA), see appendix B. The effects
of wind on propagation are typically included in a limited fashion. To assess the
impact of propagation effects, a noise contour model is updated by the inclusion of
ray tracing. The results for a simulation are included in this chapter and based on
the Dutch atmosphere of 2010.
4.1 Noise contour algorithms
Current predictive noise models, like INM (91) and the procedure prescribed by Doc-
ument 29 (92) (Doc 29 in short), can be improved. (93;94) INM is the FAA’s official
method to calculate the noise impact. The European Civil Aviation Conference
(ECAC) proposes a similar method (using identical equations) in their Doc 29. These
noise models use Noise-Power-Distance (NPD) information as the back-bone of the
modeling effort. An NPD relation, usually tabulated, gives the resulting aircraft
sound level at a distance, at a microphone height of 1.2 meter, as a function of the
aircraft thrust level. NPD data includes, for multiple engine settings, propagation
effects due to spherical wave spreading, ground reflection for the microphone height
and standard-day atmospheric absorption. Consequently, the physical modeling, as
described in chapter 2, is partially abandoned. Such a gross simplification allows fast
calculation. Therefore, NPD methods are suited for contour calculations since such
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calculations involve many grid points and/or flights operations. The same holds for
optimization studies were the number of noise model evaluations is high.
NPD data is typically obtained from flyover measurement, at certification conditions,
and averaging of the noise results. In order to account for other propagation ef-
fects such as refraction and absorption by the ground surface, a Lateral Attenuation
(LA) correction (95) is applied. The LA correction provides an estimate of the atten-
uation to the side of the aircraft in excess of the standard NPD attenuation. This
is based on measurements through which an empirical standard function has been
fitted. This function is used, as a default, in most NPD based models to correct for
these factors.
As was shown in chapter 3, or literature (80;82), atmospheric propagation effects may
have a significant impact on the noise levels on the ground. When single-events are
considered, averaging of NPD data, atmospheric absorption and utilization of the
standardized LA correction method might lead to large differences due to the actual
weather conditions. Neglecting the actual weather may lead to a mismatch between
the prediction and the real life perception.
In case of noise maps calculated for an entire year, the cumulative effect of these
differences have not yet been studied. The underlying LA correction function is based
on a trend found by averaging measured Excess Attenuation (EA) throughout a long
period. (95) The correction function thus implicitly assumes that the actual average
EA is adequately modeled when using the empirical LA correction in the calculation
of a yearly contour. As a result, the influence of the varying atmosphere on a daily
basis on annual aircraft noise contours is not definitely answered.
Consequently, the ray tracing method developed in chapter 3 was used to augment
the Doc.29 methodology. This allows to study the effect of a daily varying atmosphere
on annual noise contours and answers the question how well the empirical modeling
approach performs. The algorithm, and a typical result for a single-event, is briefly
described in the next section before addressing multiple-events.
4.2 Ray tracing based EA implementation for Doc.29
In the current augmented implementation of Doc.29, the ray tracing algorithm ef-
fectively computes the actual EA based on atmospheric data, specified by the user,
rather than using a default empirical relation. Figure 4.1 shows the relation between
the EA generator (ray tracing algorithm) and the noise model.
By using the approach depicted in figure 4.1, it is possible to separate the more com-
putational demanding EA generation from the actual contour calculation algorithm.
Once the EA database is generated for a particular (stratified) atmosphere, the results
can be reused for the calculation of different airport layouts or tracks. As a result,
the computational efficiency of the original NPD based noise model is retained. The
computational expense is only slightly increased due to input-output operations as-
sociated by including the EA database. But on an overall level, the Doc.29 runtime
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Noise model
Atmospheric
input data
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generator
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database
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interface
Noise model
(Doc.29)
Figure 4.1: The methodology used to correct the noise model.
is similar to that of the default empirical LA function. The EA interface reads in the
EA database and adds the other effects, i.e. shielding, that make up the total LA loss
that is applied in the Doc.29 model.
It is stressed that only the atmospheric effects on acoustic propagation are taken into
account. Although there is an effect on flight dynamics as well, it was chosen to retain
the original Doc.29 methodology with regard to modeling of the flight path. As such,
the current results reflect purely on the acoustical propagation effects.
The noise model should be supplied with the attenuation in excess of the attenuation
that is already included in the NPD data. This calculation procedure of the EA
database is illustrated in figure 4.2.
Weather
Reference spectrum
Augmented ray tracing
Ray path based atmospheric absorption
Ground reflection model
A-weighting
Difference:
Overall Excess Attenuation
A-weighting
Spherical spreading
Default absorption
Figure 4.2: The procedure to calculate the Excess Attenuation database.
The difference in EA, resulting from the process depicted in figure 4.2, is thus based
on the overall difference caused by the three attenuation mechanisms; spreadin loss,
atmospheric absorption and ground attenuation.
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(a) Standard (b) Ray tracing
Figure 4.3: Standard (uniform atmosphere) and ray tracing (including
South-West wind) footprint for a single flight segment.
NPD tables include ground reflection, as is inherited by measuring aircraft noise in
the overhead position with a microphone at 1.2 m on a grass ground surface. To
correct for the inherited ground reflection, the result at the overhead position (90
degrees) is subtracted in the correction. Consequently, there is no contribution to the
overall attenuation by the ground model when the aircraft is exactly overhead. Only
at other angles the ground model adds to the attenuation of the sound level.
The ground reflection effect is taken into account in an incoherent fashion, i.e. ig-
noring the third term in equation 3.21. Ignoring the phase difference is judged to
be a reasonable approach since during a flyover the interference pattern is constantly
changing, i.e. the reinforcement and cancellation alternate. Furthermore, the grid
size typical for such calculations does not allow to accurately capture the interference
pattern and would therefore lead to an inadequate representation of this effect.
NPD tables, and therefore the default Doc.29 algorithm, includes atmospheric ab-
sorption for a standard condition. (96) For varying atmospheric conditions a modific-
ation of the absorption effect can be used. This correction, based on a standardized
method (97), uses the humidity and temperature on the ground to calculate the actual
absorption rates. Such an assumption leads to applying uniform absorption condi-
tions over the classical straight ray path. The ray tracing uses the same standardized
method but calculates the local, varying, atmospheric absorption conditions per layer
of the atmosphere. As a result, a non-uniform atmospheric absorption is accumu-
lated over a curved path and taken into account. To demonstrate typical differences
between the default and the augmented ray trace solution, a single-event result is
included in figure 4.3. In this particular case, the aircraft is flying in the middle of
the grid on a small segment heading towards the East (North direction refers to the
top of the figure, thus East to the righ side of the figure).
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As shown in figure 4.3, the default solution differs significantly from the Doc.29 solu-
tion based on ray tracing. A striking asymmetry between the South-West and North-
East of the grid is present. To the North-East of the aircraft, the sound level increases
at a specific distance due to the fact that sound rays are curved downwards.
4.3 Multi-event calculation setup
A fictitious airport is modeled to analyze the multi-event case. The airport is assumed
to be equipped with one runway in North-South direction and one in East-West
direction. A standardized approach and departure route is defined on each runway.
A route is selected depending on the wind direction on the ground since aircraft are
bound to take-off and approach with headwind. There is only one runway, for a
considered wind direction, that accommodates all approaching and departing traffic.
For example runway 36 (heading 360 / heading North) is selected for departures and
approaches if the wind is coming from the North. The actual wind direction stems
from the atmospheric data and is categorized to come from either the North, East,
South or West. A runway is then selected for the actual wind condition.
To model dispersion around a main route, as is common practice in noise model-
ing, sub tracks are defined to the left and right of the main route. The majority
of aircraft (60%) is flown over the nominal route whereas the two sub-tracks each
accommodate a traffic load of 20%. Figure 4.4 shows the departure, approach and
sub-trajectories.
Figure 4.4: Ground tracks from the two runways in all cardinal directions.
The nominal departure track (blue) and nominal arrival track
(red) are supported by the sub-tracks (black).
For ease of comparison, a short to medium range (single-aisle) aircraft is used exclus-
ively in this study together with an associated NPD table for the noise levels. The
corresponding normalized A-weighted reference spectrum is shown in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The normalized reference spectra of an aircraft equipped with
CFM56-7B engines as used by Doc.29.
Due to the difference in thrust level between approach and departure procedures, the
spectra in figure 4.5 are different. Please note that at 2500 Hz and 4000 Hz there are
small peaks in the departure spectrum, these are believed to be modeled tones (see
figure 2.9). Since atmospheric absorption is frequency dependent, the atmospheric
absorption will differently affect both spectra.
A common limitation for this type of research is the availability of weather data at
different altitudes for an entire year. Data is taken from a balloon sounding station
in the Netherlands where twice a day, at noon and midnight, a measurement of
the atmosphere is executed. The results of a balloon sounding include temperature,
humidity, wind direction and wind speed for a variety of altitudes and can be accessed
through the internet.∗ The current simulation uses data for 2010 which amounts to
a total of 730 balloon sounding files. Further analysis showed that 6 out of the 730
files contained invalid atmospheric data, i.e. empty wind, temperature, or humidity
entries, and were therefore excluded. Figure 4.6 and 4.7, show the mean results of
the used atmospheric conditions.
Due to the availability of two sounding files per day it is possible to simulate the
atmospheric impact on two time instances. However, it is not possible to calculate
individual aircraft departing or approaching during the day. To circumvent this, each
sounding file is used for 200 effective flights evenly distributed over the approaches
and departures. The number of effective flights (Ne) is defined according to,
Ne “ Γ ¨N
3ÿ
i“1
Ti, (4.1)
where, Γ is the day (Γ = 1), evening (Γ = 5) or night (Γ = 10) time multiplier
∗http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html, visited 24-07-2012
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(a) Temperature
(b) Relative Humidity
Figure 4.6: Atmospheric conditions related to temperature and relative hu-
midity grouped by altitude.
associated with the LDEN, N is the amount of operations during that period and Ti
is the traffic load ratio of the main and dispersed ground trajectories. For example,
considering a traffic load of 0.6 for the main route and 0.2 for each sub route during
a day event (Γ is 1), 200 operations are needed to model 200 effective flights. If the
time period is changed to night, Γ becomes 10, which equates to 20 operations. By
using 400 effective flights per day, the amount of traffic and LDEN will resemble values
typical for mid-size airports. While in reality the atmosphere will change from flight
to flight, we are interested in the large variations in the atmosphere and the effects
on the yearly contour. This effect is still captured by combining the sounding files
with the effective flights.
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(a) Windspeed
(b) Wind direction 0-150 m. (c) Wind direction 150-500 m.
(d) Wind direction 500-1000 m. (e) Wind direction 1000-2000 m.
Figure 4.7: Atmospheric conditions related to wind grouped by altitude.
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4.4 Results
Results of the study are presented as noise contours for the 58 LDEN and 48 LDEN
values, which are used (at least in the Netherlands) for noise policy purposes. These
values are equivalent to LDN values (relevant in the USA) because no specific evening
flights are modeled. Since noise values are higher when the aircraft is near the ground,
close to the airport, inner contours always represent the 58 LDEN value whereas the
outer contours are the 48 LDEN. This holds for all the contour plots shown in this
section. Three different options to calculate the EA for Doc.29 are used:
1. Default (standard LA correction)
2. Default + AA (standard LA correction, corrected for Atmospheric Absorption)
3. Ray tracing solution based EA
Option 1 is the basic setting of the noise model and includes the default, empirical
LA. Option 2 is the same as option 1 but corrects for a non-standard atmosphere by
correcting the difference in atmospheric absorption for uniform conditions (ground
based values for humidity and temperature) through the atmosphere. Option 3 is
the ray tracing based calculation of the EA. Figure 4.8 shows the resulting 58 and 48
LDEN contour plots for 2010 using the three modeling options.
Figure 4.8: The LDEN contours for 2010 using the standard (red), correc-
ted for absorption (amber) and ray tracing (green) method.
From figure 4.8 it becomes clear that the contours are only slightly different. At first
sight, it seems that only the 48 LDEN (outer) contour shows noticeable differences
between the modeling options. To compare the contours to each other more precisely,
a comparison can be made based on the area enclosed by such a contour. This area
is calculated and the results are listed in table 4.1.
Monthly contour results for the year 2010 are shown in figures 4.9 and 4.10. These
contours change from month to month due to the different wind directions on the
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(a) January (b) February
(c) March (d) April
(e) May (f) June
Figure 4.9: Contours for 58 & 48 LDEN using standard Doc.29 (red), cor-
rected for absorption (amber) and ray tracing (green).
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(a) July (b) August
(c) September (d) October
(e) November (f) December
Figure 4.10: Contours for 58 & 48 LDEN using standard Doc.29 (red),
corrected for absorption (amber) and ray tracing (green).
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Table 4.1: The area of the 58 and 48 LDEN contours for 2010.
Doc.29 Method 58 LDEN area, km2 48 LDEN area, km2
Default 21.1 166.9
Default + AA 20.6 171.7
Ray tracing 18.1 175.0
ground. Depending on the wind direction, a specific arrival or departure tracks and
runways is selected. For instance, from January until March there are not many
occasions that the wind is coming from the North (see figure 4.7). However, from
April until June a North wind is often present. As a result, the departures to the
North are flown more often and the contour grows in that particular area. This
causes the contours to change shape from month to month due to the different wind
directions on the ground.
By calculating the enclosed area of the contours it is possible to get an impression of
how the overall contours change. Figure 4.11 shows the contour area for both the 58
and 48 LDEN on a monthly basis.
Based on these results, four observations are made that are further elaborated:
1. The large asymmetric differences found for single-event (figure 4.3) results are
not present in the yearly contours.
2. The contour area of the 58 LDEN predicted by ray tracing is always smaller than
the area calculated using the default and the corrected default method.
3. A similar variation in contour area is visible in the ray tracing result and the
corrected default method, see figure 4.11, especially for the 58 LDEN contour.
4. Peaks occur in the 48 LDEN contour area line, predicted by ray tracing, in the
months May, September and November.
4.5 Discussion
The observations made in the results section are treated next. Please note that
observation 1 is related, for a large part, to refraction of sound. Observation 2 is
judged to be caused by the ground reflection model whereas observations 3 and 4 are
hypothesized to be related to atmospheric absorption.
4.5.1 Wind effects on contour
The difference between figures 4.3 and 4.8 is clearly noticeable. The single-event
results are influenced significantly compared to the multi-event calculation. For the
considered atmospheric input of the multi-event calculation, there is no clear prevail-
ing wind although the South-West direction seems to be the most likely candidate.
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(a) 58 LDEN contour area
(b) 48 LDEN contour area
Figure 4.11: The enclosed area of the contours from figure 4.9 and 4.10
using the standard Doc.29 method (red), corrected for ab-
sorption (amber) and ray tracing (green).
Since the multi-event results are based on multiple single-events, the associated effects
visible in figure 4.3 are inherently included in the calculation. The yearly contours
do not show striking differences between the modeling options. This confirms that
refractive propagation effects average out when considering multi-event calculations
for the used atmospheric data.
Only when zoomed in on a monthly contour small differences, which can be linked
to refraction, become noticeable. Figure 4.12 shows an enlarged result for June, the
original size picture is figure 4.9(f). If the 48 LDEN contour in figure 4.12 is examined
in the North direction, at a Y-distance of 4 kilometers, it is seen that the green ray
tracing result shifts slightly to the East. A similar observation is made, although the
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Figure 4.12: Enlarged contour for the month June using standard Doc.29
(red), corrected for absorption (amber) and ray tracing
(green).
effect is less prominent, on the East part of the entire contour. At distances further
away from the runways the absorption effects, which are omni-directional unlike wind,
start to dominate. Consequently, these observations are only made relatively close to
the runway. As long as a contour translates, the contour area does not change and
therefore cannot explain the differences encountered in figure 4.11. The translation
effect on the 48 LDEN contour does not (prominently) occur in an enlarged example
of the yearly contour which is, for that reason, not included here.
Another wind effect is the irregular North-East and South-East corner of the green
48 LDEN contour lines near the airport predicted by ray tracing. Differences on the
48 LDEN contour due to the wind thus only occur near the runway and the most
noticeable increase in contour area is in between the two runways. It is also noted
that these deviations occur around an angle of 45 degree from a particular runway.
This corresponds to maximum cross-wind direction. If the cross-wind angle would be
more than 45 degree, the arrival or departure is executed on a different runway. The
wind effect is thus emphasized at the maximum cross-wind direction. These positions
are close by the runway and thus influenced when the aircraft is flying relatively low.
This is a favorable condition for refractive propagation effects to occur. On the overall
yearly 48 LDEN contour this effect is still noticeable, albeit small, as the contour area
is increased by approximately 1 km2.
4.5.2 Smaller 58 LDEN contour due to ground reflection
Considering figure 4.12, it is observed that the green 58 LDEN contour, calculated with
ray tracing, shows a small constant offset everywhere relative to the amber contour.
This constant offset, when integrated into an enclosed contour area, becomes the
constant difference between the amber and green line in figure 4.11.
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Due to the fact that the considered propagation distance for the 58 LDEN contour is
small, refractive effects are ruled out to cause the difference. The difference between
the contours must therefore be caused by the varying atmospheric absorption or the
ground model. Whereas the atmospheric absorption will vary for each sounding file,
the ground attenuation (as currently modeled) is not influenced by the atmospheric
variation. The additional ground attenuation is zero directly underneath the flight
path to represent the measurement conditions for NPD tables, as mentioned in sec-
tion 4.2. This does not exclude different ground attenuation results at positions not
directly underneath the aircraft. As such, it is hypothesized that the difference in
contour area between ray tracing and the (absorption corrected) default, for the 58
LDEN contour, comprises a constant and variable component. The constant compon-
ent is attributed to the ground model whereas the (smaller) variable component is
due to the varying absorption.
For the 58 LDEN contour, the relative distance between a route and the contour line is
relatively small. As a result, the effect of variable atmospheric absorption is small as
well. This is reflected in a contour area variation of the absorption corrected default
option of roughly 2 km2, visible in figure 4.11(a) as the amber line. This variation is
similar to the variation in contour area as calculated with ray tracing, i.e. green line
of figure 4.11(a). The remaining constant difference of roughly 2 km2 is attributed to
the additional ground attenuation at sideline angles.
The yearly contour shows the accumulated results of the individual months. As
a result, the yearly 58 LDEN contour becomes smaller when including atmospheric
absorption to the default method and even smaller when selecting the ray tracing
option due to the difference in ground attenuation.
4.5.3 Seasonal trends in 58 LDEN contour
The 58 LDEN contour areas based on the corrected default and ray tracing methods
feature similar trends. This is noticed in figure 4.11 where the resulting curves are
nearly parallel. Since both options take varying atmospheric absorption into account,
this implies that absorption is the main cause of this behavior.
The small yearly contour area as predicted by ray tracing, relative to the default 58
LDEN contour (shown in figure 4.11), is also noticeable in the monthly contour results
(figure 4.9 and 4.10) except in the summer period ranging from May until September.
The differences between the three modeling options is the smallest for this period
as the absorption rates are close to the standard conditions used by the default EA
method. To that end, the difference due to the atmospheric mean conditions on the
ground and at 1000 meters altitude was calculated. This difference in absorption is
shown for two different months in figure 4.13.
Figure 4.13 shows a few remarkable results. The bumps, visible in the departure
results (circles) near the origin, are caused by the spectral shape of the departure
which contains a modeled tone at 2500 Hz and 4000 Hz. More important is that
the variation of humidity and temperature over altitude shows different trends for
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Figure 4.13: Difference in absorption (standard-actual). The circles depict
departure conditions whereas triangles reflect arrival.
different months. Up to a distance of 12 kilometers, the results of January show
additional attenuation whereas at larger distances the attenuation is decreased. In
September, especially in the first kilometer, differences are smaller and, more or less,
cancel out as the departure and arrival show opposite signs in absorption.
Based on the sensitivities shown in figure 4.13, it becomes evident that atmospheric
absorption plays a role in the observed contour area variation throughout the year.
The differences become larger with increasing distance from the source and may ex-
hibit opposite behavior in different months.
4.5.4 Peaks in the 48 LDEN contour area
A noteworthy effect, embedded in figure 4.11 is the occurrence of peaks in the 48
LDEN contour area, as predicted using ray tracing, in the months May, September
and November relative to the other months. Upon close inspection of the atmospheric
data, specifically the relative humidity in figure 4.6(b), a more or less similar pattern
is found. Considering the mean relative humidity encountered in the atmosphere from
500-1000 meter, peaks occur at exactly the same months. The uppermost layer of
atmosphere considered here, 1000-2000 meter, shows a similar pattern except for the
month September where a peak occurs in August. On the other hand, August shows
the largest contour area right behind the mentioned three months.
Although the contour area’s for the 48 LDEN contour are rather similar considering
the yearly contour, the location of a contour plays a role as well. Especially when
population densities are coupled to the contour values to calculate the amount of
disturbed people. In figure 4.8 it is noted that the ray tracing contour lines sometimes
predict a local increment in contour size compared to the default lines whereas the
corrected default show a slight decrease. Using the default correction thus sometimes
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gives an erroneous indication where a contour can grow or shrink due to different
atmospheric absorption.
In general, the deviations between the default and the ray tracing method are, for
the 48 LDEN contour, largest directly underneath the departure routes. There are
two reasons why these deviations are more prominent for departures than for arrivals:
the altitude and the source spectrum. During take-off, the aircraft flies a trajectory
that quickly gains altitude whereas in arrival the aircraft descends gradually from an
already relatively low altitude. A difference in altitude causes a longer acoustic ray
path through layers of atmosphere described by varying humidity and temperature
properties. In the case of ray tracing, these effects are aggregated along the path and
therefore taken into account. Given the longer propagation path in a departure, the
associated differences in absorption from figure 4.13 are accentuated compared to an
arrival. This is further magnified by the difference in the source spectrum associated
with the difference in thrust level used throughout the departure or arrival. This is
due to the fact that absorption differences tend to increase with higher frequencies,
as commonly present in the departure spectrum. The combination of higher altitude
and source spectrum leads to the fact that the contours, calculated by the different
models, vary most underneath the departure route.
4.6 Conclusions
The impact of wind on results predicted for a single aircraft operation can be large.
These effects cannot be predicted by empirical models. The empirical model, based
on measurements, is averaged out over long time span and thus reflects a solution
for a similar period. The strong asymmetric results, as found by a prevailing wind
condition in a single event case, are not found in multi event calculations.
The 58 LDEN and 48 LDEN contours are affected differently, compared to the default
EA method, when ray tracing is applied to the varying atmospheric conditions. The
58 LDEN contour area decreases (-3 km2)whereas the 48 LDEN contour area increases
(18 km2). This observation is made while comparing the default to both the corrected
default and ray tracing options. Wind effects translate the contour location slightly
and cause small irregular contour lines in the corners of the 48 LDEN contour. The
added area to the yearly contour due to this effect is in the order of 1 km2. This
effect only occurs for the 48 LDEN contour as refraction effects are more prominent
at larger distances. No refraction effects were distinguished for the 58 LDEN contour.
As such, the decrease in 58 LDEN contour area is believed to be caused by the ground
attenuation and the varying atmospheric absorption. The difference due to the ground
attenuation is constant throughout the year whereas the atmospheric absorption may
vary. Both components are, in this case, of approximately equal size (2 km2).
The yearly contour indicates that the major differences can be expected underneath
the departure route for the 48 LDEN contour. It is argued that this is caused by
the combination of the departure source spectrum and the difference in absorption
encountered on the ray path traveling through the varying atmosphere.
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The default empirical model is, compared to the ray tracing solution, certainly ap-
plicable to calculate a yearly average since the difference in contour area is small. The
absolute difference in contour area can be improved by including the default correc-
tion for atmospheric absorption as calculated on the ground. Although this must be
treated carefully as contours may sometimes grow at a specific location whereas the
corrected default predicts a shrinking contour. Differences due to absorption logically
increase when the aircraft is flying at relative high altitudes when sound waves travel
through, possibly, varying absorption layers due to atmospheric differences. Wind
effects can be distinguished from a yearly contour but are or of minor importance
compared to the varying absorption.
The stated conclusions only hold for the employed atmosphere, representative for the
Netherlands. Other locations around the globe can have (other) prevailing winds, hu-
midity and/or temperature conditions which may influence a contour calculation.
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Chapter5
Signal processing for aircraft noise
synthesis
In this chapter, digital signal processing steps are employed to construct the waveform
at a receiver from aircraft noise predictions. It is common, within the aircraft noise
synthesis community, to separate the source noise and propagation processing. (98;99)
Such a separation allows a modular setup of the software and necessitates only updates
at the source synthesis algorithms if a new flyover or design is considered.
The same methodology is adopted for the developed software and/or algorithms in this
dissertation. The first paragraph of this chapter, section 5.1, describes the generation,
or synthesis, of noise of an aircraft as predicted by the empirical source noise models.
Noise synthesis, sometimes referred to as auralization, is not limited to aircraft but
can also be used for other sources, e.g. cars and windturbines. (100;101)
Since the interest is in an audible impression at the receiver location, atmospheric
propagation needs to be applied to the source noise signal. To that end, the source
noise signal is modified by signal processing steps. These steps apply the propagation
effects (chapter 3) and the Doppler shift (paragraph 2.4). Hence, the second section,
i.e. 5.2, describes the necessary signal processing steps for propagation.
The final section (section 5.3) concludes this chapter by combining a source noise
synthesis result with the propagation signal processing. The interested reader is
referred to signal processing literature (102–105), on which this chapter is based, for a
more concise background of the signal processing involved in this chapter.
5.1 Source noise synthesis
Aircraft noise is comprised of both broadband and tonal noise sources and is com-
monly predicted in the frequency domain. A prediction results in a finite amount
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of tones, which can be synthesized using ’additive synthesis’ (as will be explained in
paragraph 5.1.1). Given the large bandwidth of sounds that the human ear can per-
ceive, broadband noise synthesis based on additive synthesis is not a realistic option.
Different synthesis procedures are therefore used for broadband or tonal sound.
5.1.1 Synthesis of tonal noise
The aircraft source noise prediction results in multiple discrete tones, see section 2.6.2.
The fan rotor-stator tones are predicted to occur at an integer multiple of the Blade
Passage Frequency (BPF). The tonal Buzz-Saw noise is predicted, by the Heidmann
model, on a 1{3rd octave band spectrum whereas it is known to occur at discrete
frequencies. Therefore, a translation is necessary from the 1{3rd octave band spectrum
to the discrete frequencies at which the tones occur. These tones are harmonics of a
fundamental frequency equal to RPM{60 (RPM refers to Revolutions Per Minute of
the engine). By examining the number of discrete tones in the specific 1{3rd octave
bands, the amplitude of the individual tones can be calculated if a distribution is
assumed. For example, an even distribution of energy is assumed for the individual
tones that fall in a 1{3rd octave band. Each tone is synthesized by its instantaneous
phase, which is integrated to obtain the entire tone history. (106) Accordingly, a single
synthesized tone pi is generated by,
pi pτq “ A cos pΘ pτq `Θ0q (5.1)
Θ pτq “ 2pi
ż τ
´8
f pτqdτ, (5.2)
where A is the tone amplitude, Θ0 is an initial (sometimes random) phase offset
for each tone whereas Θ pτq is the phase constructed from instantaneous frequency
f pτq. Note that the used frequency is at emission time τ , i.e. without Doppler shift
see section 2.4. The instantaneous frequency of engine tones depends on the engine
RPM (equation 2.64) and may vary in time. The total tonal acoustic pressure (p
T
),
combining all the predicted frequency components, is then obtained after summation.
Such a technique is therefore known as additive synthesis,
pT pτq “
Nÿ
i“1
pi pτq , (5.3)
where index i is used to denote the different tones and pτ is the overall tonal acoustic
signal. Research showed that temporal variations in frequency and amplitude are
present in the tones at the source. (106) The perceived importance of these variations
is, in general, diminished due to masking by broadband sound.
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5.1.2 Synthesis of broadband noise
It is possible to reconstruct broadband noise by additive synthesis. However, such an
approach is impractical since the audible bandwidth of the human ear, i.e. from 20
Hz to 10 kHz∗, implies that thousands of individual frequencies should be synthesized
and added. Therefore, two different techniques, both based on white noise, were
explored.
The first technique applies a time varying 1{3rd octave band equalizer to a white noise
signal. This method filters the white noise signal in 1{3rd octave bands and then sets
the filtered output level to match the predicted source noise level. By summing the
contributions of the individual filters, the total broadband source noise is obtained.
Hence, by continuously adapting the results of the individual filter bands to match the
predicted spectral shape at the source at a specific directivity angle, the aircraft source
noise is created. There are limitations to this method. For instance, the signal will
contain discrete transitions between frequency bands or time intervals. Furthermore,
there is quite a bit of redundant computation involved since the time domain signal
is first created, filtered, modified and then finally added together whereas these steps
could be combined.
The second, more elegant, approach for broadband noise synthesis is to apply the
source noise prediction directly in the frequency domain to white noise. (98;102) This
process is illustrated in figure 5.1 and is, from hereon, the method that is employed to
create broadband noise in the time domain from a frequency domain prediction.
1/3rd Octave
band spectrum
Raw white noise
IDFT Overlap - Addx
Figure 5.1: The applied procedure to synthesize a broadband signal.
The broadband noise generation starts by creating white noise, in the frequency do-
main, as a vector of random (normally distributed) real and imaginary parts. De-
pending on the size of the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT, see appendix
B), the amplitude results from the 1{3rd octave band spectrum are subdivided into
the narrow band bins of the IDFT. Consequently, the predicted 1{3rd octave band
spectrum is included as a narrow band spectrum. For auralization purposes in this
research, the used IDFT size is 8192. Such a relatively large IDFT size is necessary to
ensure sufficient resolution at the low frequency bins. If shorter IDFT lengths would
be used, aircraft jet mixing noise, containing low frequency sound, is inadequately
∗Other human hearing definitions range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, but this doesn’t change the current
argument.
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represented in the synthesized sound. A multiplication is used (convolution in the
frequency domain) to apply the narrow band spectrum to white noise. The results
are transformed to the time domain using the IDFT resulting in a block of processed
samples. If each block would be integrated in the broadband audiostream∗ after each
other, a similar signal compared to the first approach would be obtained. As such,
the discrete spectral transitions, i.e. possibly audible artifacts, are still present if the
spectrum changes.
During a flyover, the source noise spectrum changes due to the directivity of the
source, varying aircraft orientation and/or a varying engine state. To circumvent aud-
ible artifacts, especially prominent if the source spectrum changes rapidly (aircraft in
overhead position), the blocks are combined using an Overlap-Add (OLA) technique.
An OLA technique allows to shape filtered a white noise signal with varying spectral
content using smooth transitions in time. The OLA technique is illustrated in figure
5.2.
block length
hop
a ‘grain’
+
Figure 5.2: The OLA procedure as used to create a the broadband signal.
In this figure, the source noise signal is obtained as processed blocks after the IDFT
of figure 5.1 and multiplied by a (Hann) window. The resulting element is called a
’grain’ and each grain may contain a different spectral content. Note that the required
blocks are offset by a small length (’hop’) instead of the entire block length. The hop
size is typically much smaller than the block size, i.e. in this dissertation we often
use a hop size that is roughly 10 times smaller than the block size. The grains are
overlapping in time, controlled by the hop size, and added together. This happens
multiple times during the length of a block. Due to the consistent fading in and out of
the individual grains, containing their own spectral content, the output of the entire
signal reflects the appropriate spectral change. The sound level is now a function of
the amount of added grains per block since for every doubling of the amount of grains
per block, 3 dB is added to the output signal. The increased sound level is corrected
by multiplying the output signal with the inverse square root of the number of grains
per block.
∗An audiostream refers to the signal after processing that is ready to be either played by the
computer audio device, mixed with other audiostreams or to be written in an audio file such as .wav.
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The predicted broadband source noise spectra, from the models described in section
2.6, contain no temporal variations. These models are used to provide the SPL on a
’virtual’ 1 meter radius sphere and are fixed per directivity angle, engine setting and
airframe configuration. Temporal information, such as amplitude fluctuations, is lost
by constructing the 1{3rd octave band spectra as predicted by the empirical models.
However, temporal variations make a perceivable impact in auralized jet noise. (107;108)
These temporal variations can be added in the broadband synthesis methods, this was
not exercised in the current work.
5.2 Signal processing steps for propagation
The overall acoustic transmission loss through the atmosphere is accumulated from
propagation calculations, as described in chapter 3. Three elementary Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) steps (a gain, a delay line and a filter) are necessary to apply
propagation characteristics to the source noise. The gain accommodates spherical
spreading, the delay line allows inclusion of the absolute delay, the change of which
over time simulates Doppler shift and the filter can include atmospheric absorption,
a soft ground reflection and/or listener effects.
As indicated in figure 3.4, the reflection of sound of the ground results in an additional
ray path that reaches the receiver. For a homogeneous atmosphere, with a single pair
of ground reflected and direct ray, this results in two audio signals that need to be
processed before they are summed. There is a preferred order in the processing steps
since the Doppler shift (time delay) should be applied before absorption (filter) to
ensure correct modeling. The correct order, in auralization lingo, is thus either TGF,
TFG or GTF processing, where GTF stands for Gain-Time-Filter processing steps.
An example of this procedure is illustrated in figure 5.3.
Gr1
Tr1
Fr1
Tr2
Fr2
Sound at receiverSound at source
(from OLA)
Gr2
+
Figure 5.3: The signal processing applies a gain G, time delay T and filter
F to the source noise signal for a direct path r1 and ground
reflected path r2.
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Figure 5.3 starts with the entire source signal, i.e. for broadband this is after the
processing steps illustrated by figures 5.1 and 5.2, that represents the total aircraft
noise waveform. The signal is propagated in the time domain by signal processing
elements for both paths, i.e. a direct path r1 and ground reflected path r2. By applying
a gain (G in figure 5.3) to include spreading loss, a time delay (T in figure 5.3) to model
Doppler shift and an (FIR) filter (F in figure 5.3) to model frequency dependent losses,
the sound is propagated to the receiver. After processing of the direct and ground
reflected signal, a summation results in the signal at the receiver. As the travel time
of the direct and ground reflected ray are different, ground interference is included
upon addition. Further modifications of the interference, due to a phase change of
the ground ray, can be accomodated in a ground reflection filter.
The spherical spreading loss, used in this section for demonstrative purposes, is inde-
pendent of frequency and therefore implemented by a gain. It is equally possible to
use equation 3.43 to include refractive effects, as is done in chapter 6. If diffraction
into an acoustic shadow zone occurs, the diffractive loss becomes frequency dependent
(equation 3.48). In that case, any additional spreading losses are implemented using
a filter. Upon adding the ground reflected ray to the direct ray, the relative travel
time delay emanates (partially) as the ground interference described by equation 3.21.
There is also a contribution due to the (soft) ground constitution, i.e. phase shift angle
φ in equation 3.21. This phase shift, together with the absorption, is implemented
based on equation 3.16 by application of an FIR filter (Fr2 of figure 5.3).
To make the individual processing steps more tangible, the effects of the processing
steps are demonstrated by application to a test signal. The test signal is comprised of
tones, each of 110 dB at 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz, combined with a white noise signal with
an OSPL of 120 dB. It is assumed that this source noise emanates from an aircraft
flying over at 100 meters altitude at 100 m{s. Figure 5.4 shows the test signal; the
lines at 1000 Hz and 2000Hz in figure 5.4(b) are the aforementioned tones.
(a) Test signal acoustic pressure (b) Test signal spectrogram
Figure 5.4: The test signal waveform and spectrogram at the source.
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5.2.1 Gain
A gain is an element that multiplies the input signal by an amplification factor and
effectively amplifies or attenuates the signal. This operation is independent of fre-
quency, but the gain factor may vary in time. The notation in parenthesis x ptq denotes
a continuous time signal whereas the discrete time variant is denoted using brackets
x rns. If we consider an input signal x rns, where x rns is the discrete equivalent of the
continuous time signal x ptq, a gain g rns is applied to yield output signal y rns,
y rns “ x rns g rns . (5.4)
For demonstration purposes, the spherical spreading law (equation 2.22) is used to
model spreading losses. Hence, the gain is solely a function of distance and is realized
by,
Gr1 rns “ 1r1 rns
, (5.5)
where r1 rns is the distance to the acoustic source for the direct ray. Figure 5.5 shows
the result of applying equation 5.5 to the test signal.
(a) Applying a gain to the signal (b) Resulting spectrogram
Figure 5.5: The resulting waveform and spectrogram after applying the
gain from equation 5.5 to the test signal.
Figure 5.5 shows that the sound level is maximum if the aircraft is at the nearest
position, in accordance with the spherical spreading law. The frequency content and
temporal base of the source signal remain unaffected. The gain of both paths, i.e.
Gr1 “ 1{r1 or Gr2 “ 1{r2, differ only slightly and can be safely set to equal values for
the most common flyover situations when the listener is close to the ground.
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5.2.2 Delay line
Per ray path there is a separate source signal and receiver signal, although the two
source signals are usually assumed to be equal.∗ The difference between the source
and receiver signal, besides amplitude modifications by spreading and absorption,
is the travel time of the acoustic wave to reach the receiver. A practical example
where this is important is in the case of an aircraft at cruise altitude. A listener can
get the feeling that aircraft sound comes from a different direction than the actual
aircraft position due to the long travel time. A Variable Delay Line (VDL) can be
used to delay a signal, thereby incorporating the travel time from source to receiver.
For moving sources, or listeners, this effectively incorporates the Doppler shift as
demonstrated in section 2.4. The VDL operation is described as,
y rns “ x rn´m rnss , (5.6)
where m rns is the time varying delay that is composed of an integer and fractional
number of samples. An integer delay is realized by holding the audio signal for an
integer amount of samples in a buffer before integration in the audiostream. Fractional
delays occur due to the fact that the travel time between the source and receiver is not
an integer amount of samples. For instance, consider an aircraft source audiostream
and receiver audiostream both sampled at 44.1 kHz, i.e. an audio sample is stored at
every 1{44.1 “ 0.0227 ms. If the propagation distance between source and receiver is
1 meter, the travel time, at a sound speed of 340 meters per second, equals 1{340 “
0.00294 second or 2.94 ms. Consequently, the delay consists of 2.94{0.0227 “ 129.7
samples and thus contains an integer part (129) and a fractional part (0.7). Both
parts are constantly varying during a flyover. Ignoring the fractional delay by using
the nearest (integer) sample, leads to audible aliasing effects since parts of the signal
are neglected.
Implementing a fractional delay is, in essence, an interpolation task. Linear interpol-
ation is a first improvement with respect to using the nearest sample. However, if
relatively high frequency content is present in the signal, with respect to the sampling
frequency, aliasing may occur after linear interpolation. Aliasing effects manifest
themselves as audible artifacts. This is especially a concern for relative high pitched
tones originating from an aircraft fan. More sophisticated interpolation schemes, e.g.
cubic or spline interpolation, result in reduced aliasing due to waveform gradients
taken into account. The downside is an increased computational effort since more
computational evaluations are required. Literature provides different options on how
to implement and apply fractional delays in signal processing. (109) On the VCNS, the
AuSim real-time signal processor (10) has several options to choose from, including
linear and spline interpolation. Throughout this research a spline interpolation is
utilized in the VDL to implement the fractional part of the waveform.
For the ground reflected path the time delay is calculated as the path length divided
∗Note that this is not strictly true. Although for sources that are far away (as is the case in a
flyover) this assumption is valid since the source directivity angle is the same for both paths.
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(a) Applying a VDL to the signal (b) Resulting spectrogram
Figure 5.6: The resulting waveform and spectrogram after applying the
VDL to the test signal modified by the gain. The arrows in
the spectrogram indicate the cancellation dip of the ground
interference pattern.
by sound speed, i.e. Tr2 “ r2{c, whereas for the direct ray this is Tr1 “ r1{c. Since
r2 ą r1 (see figure 3.4, paragraph 3.2) there is a time delay between the two rays
that is taken into account. Due to the difference in travel time of the direct path and
the ground reflected path, after VDL processing and summation of both signals, the
ground reflection interference pattern is retained. Both the interference pattern and
Doppler shift are illustrated in figure 5.6 for the test signal (after processing by the
gain in the previous section).
The first 8.8 seconds of figure 5.6 show no sound due to the finite amount of time
necessary for the waves to propagate from the initial position to the receiver. The
abrupt transition from silence to audible sound at 8.8 seconds is thus is an artifact
due to the current setup of the simulation. If a longer part of the aircraft trajectory
is simulated, the transition would be less abrupt. Note that the spectrogram clearly
shows the Doppler shift in both tones, which coincide very closely (˘1 Hz) with the
calculated theoretical results of equation 2.60.
The ground interference pattern is identified by the arrows in figure 5.6(b). Not only
the broadband noise exhibits this effect, the tonal components are equally affected.
The position of the cancellation and reinforcement is clearly changing during the
flyover and characterizes, to a large extent, the perceived noise. Please also note that
the interference pattern is not symmetrical around the direct overhead location, i.e.
at around 30 s. This is caused by the change from the emission time frame to the
receiver time frame, effectively by taking the travel time into account.
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5.2.3 Filter
A (digital) system is defined by its impulse response that describes the relation
between the output y rns and input x rns of that system,
y rns “ h rns b x rns , (5.7)
where, h rns is the impulse response (in the time domain) that is convolved with the
input signal. In the frequency domain, the transfer function shows the ability of a
system to attenuate or amplify an incoming signal of a specific frequency.
A digital filter, that is applied in aircraft noise synthesis, should fulfill causality and
stability conditions. A filter is causal if the output signal is zero, y rns “ 0, when
the time variable is smaller than zero n ă 0. The filter is stable if the output signal
does not diverge |y rns| ă 8 after application of a finite input signal |x rns| ă 8. The
stability criterion is (without proof),
8ÿ
n“´8
|h rns| ă 8. (5.8)
In case of a truncated impulse response, the filter is called a Finite Impulse Response
(FIR) filter. In that case the output depends exclusively on a finite amount of past
input samples. The resulting signal, after filtering, is described by a difference equa-
tion (102) and follows as,
y rns “
M´1ÿ
d“0
bdx rn´ ds . (5.9)
The output signal y rns at time instant n is thus a combination of past input samples
x rn´ dsmultiplied by coefficients bd. These coefficients are known as filter coefficients
and are constant during the processing of a block of samples. The subscript d refers to
the 1st, 2nd, ..., M th filter coefficient. An FIR filter thus depends on filter coefficients
and past input samples, i.e. it does not depend on past output samples as is the case
of Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters. Hence, the FIR filter is inherently stable,
which is a desirable feature for real-time signal processing applications since the filter
coefficients can be interpolated without running into stability issues. The impulse
response of an FIR-filter in the time domain (h rns) subjected to a unit impulse
response δ input signal∗ yields,
h rns “
M´1ÿ
d“0
bdδ rn´ ds , (5.10)
∗δ Is the Kronecker delta, i.e. δn “ 1 if n “ 0 and δn “ 0 if n ‰ 0.
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and can be applied by convolution (see also equation 5.7,
y rns “
8ÿ
d“´8
x rdsh rn´ ds “ x rns b h rns , (5.11)
thereby effectively applying the impulse response to the input signal x. The frequency
response of the filter is obtained with help of the IDFT (see appendix B),
H rks “
M´1ÿ
n“0
h rns e´j2pink{pM´1q, k “ 0, 1, ....,M ´ 1. (5.12)
Hence, if a transfer function is known in the frequency domain (such as absorption
given by equation 3.12), an Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT, see appendix
B) is all that is required to calculate the FIR filter coefficients bd. Furthermore, no
phase distortion occurs as long as the impulse response of the FIR-filter is symmet-
ric. (104)
Including the absorption of a soft ground reflection is possible by transforming Q
(see equation 3.16) into a filter, i.e. using the approach of Rizzi. (110) Here, the FIR
filter realization is demonstrated for an atmospheric absorption transfer function.
The methodology described in section 3.1 is used to calculate the attenuation at 3
km distance for RH “ 80%, T “ 20˝C and p “ 101.325 kPa, see figure 3.2. Thus,
Fr1 “ IDFT t´αr1u and Fr2 “ IDFT t´αr2u, see figure 5.3. Note that no additional
losses, such as implied by diffraction or a soft ground, are included. Figure 5.7 shows
different FIR filter responses created by using FIR filters of different size for the
atmospheric absorption.
Figure 5.7: The FIR filter (Fr1) realizations for different filter lengths. The
reference shows ´αr1 and M denotes the used amount of filter
coefficients.
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Since FIR filters are applied by convolution (in the time domain), shorter filters are
preferred given the computational time. Longer filters can be implemented more ef-
ficiently in the frequency domain. Relative short filter implementations suffice for
realizing atmospheric absorption as a transfer function. (98) By applying the vary-
ing absorption transfer function (FIR filter with 512 coefficients) to the test signal,
which is already modified by the gain and time delay, the results of figure 5.8 are
obtained.
(a) Applying a FIR filter to the signal (b) FIR spectrogram
Figure 5.8: The resulting waveform and spectrogram after applying gain,
delay line and filter to the test signal.
The spectrogram of figure 5.8 shows that the higher frequencies are more affected by
absorption compared to the lower frequencies. This is, for instance, demonstrated
by the fact that the lowest frequency tone is visible near 20 s whereas the highest
frequency tone is first visible near 25 s.
5.3 Combining source synthesis and propagation
The previous sections covered source synthesis and propagation of aircraft noise
whereas this paragraph combines the two to demonstrate an artificial flyover. In
paragraph 2.7 the source noise of a Boeing 747-400 was predicted for take-off and
approach. The same prediction is used here as input for aircraft noise synthesis. For
both conditions, the aircraft is assumed to fly straight and level at an altitude of 150
m. The considered atmosphere is uniform as prescribed by the following parameters,
RH “ 80%, T “ 20˝C and p “ 101.325 kPa. The ground surface is defined as a grass
surface, i.e. σe “ 250 kPa{m2 ¨ s in equation 3.20. Figure 5.9 shows the take-off (see
figure 2.14 for the source components) and figure 5.10 shows the flyover in approach
conditions (see figure 2.15 for the source components). These audible end results are
available as download from the internet, see appendix E or table E.1.
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(a) Tonal components; the lower arrow shows Buzz-Saw tones, the top arrow the 1st BPF tone
(b) Broadband component; the arrow indicates jet noise
(c) Complete aircraft
Figure 5.9: Synthesized departure with source noise based on figure 2.14.
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(a) Tonal components
(b) Broadband component
(c) Complete aircraft
Figure 5.10: Synthesized approach with source noise based on figure 2.15.
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In figure 5.9(a) the lower arrow indicates a typical Buzz-Saw tone whereas the top
arrow indicates the 1st BPF tone. Due to the relative high power setting (100%N1),
resulting in sonic Mach numbers on the fan-tips, Buzz-Saw noise is present. Further-
more, the BPF tone is relatively high pitched at 2000 Hz, i.e. before being Doppler
shifted. The broadband result (figure 5.9(b)) shows that, when the aircraft has passed
after 40 s, a clear shift in frequency content is experienced as low frequency jet noise
starts to dominate. The arrow in figure 5.9(b) represents the jet noise contribution.
Examination of the ground interference pattern in the broadband content shows that
the interference is not as pronounced as is the case in figure 5.8(b). This is attrib-
uted to the fact that figure 5.8(b) is created using a perfect ’hard’ acoustic reflection,
whereas the current flyover is for a grass surface. Effectively, the current difference in
ground reflection is the same difference as presented in figure 3.7 between an asphalt
and grass surface.
The approach condition requires not as much thrust as the take-off and the source
noise (spectrum) is severely different, i.e. see figure 2.15. For instance, due to the
lower power setting the BPF tones are at a lower frequency and Buzz-Saw tones do
not occur. The 1st BPF tone, before being Doppler shifted, is now near 1200 Hz,
i.e. at 60% RPM instead of 2000 Hz in the departure. Due to the lower BPF, five
BPF tones are present in the spectrograms frequency range whereas three tones were
included for the departure. Furthermore, the jet noise contribution, that was clearly
visible in the departure, is more or less absent in the approach.
Hence, by using signal processing techniques it is possible to generate an audible im-
pression of an aircraft noise source prediction. As such, the current spectrograms
reflect an acoustic signal that could be used in the VCNS to be presented to a
listener.
One of the aspects not explicitly mentioned in this chapter are listener effects. Due
to the propagation of acoustic waves around the body and head of a listener, the
travel time and sound level as perceived by each ear is different. Such differences
allow humans to locate where a noise signal is coming from. A Head Related Transfer
Function (HRTF) models this ’binaural’ sound effect, i.e. time, sound level and
spectral differences between the left and right ear. An HRTF depends on the relative
angle between the sound and ear and can be applied using the same convolution
methodology as applied for FIR filters. An open-source database containing measured
impulse responses for a symmetric acoustic test dummy can be found online.∗
In a virtual reality environment, as created by the VCNS, the immersion of a test
subject is based on both visual and audible cues. By tracking the listener head
orientation with respect to the virtual sound source position, an HRTF is applied in
real-time on the AuSim goldserver (10). Consequently, the listener is able to locate the
source not only by looking in the right direction, but can also listen to the direction
from which the aircraft is coming and is thus immersed in the scenario.
∗http://sound.media.mit.edu/resources/KEMAR.html, visited on 04-03-2014.
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Chapter6
Atmospheric propagation effects in
aircraft noise synthesis
Because annoyance to both current and future aircraft may not be well captured by
integrated noise metrics, there is a need for subjective assessments of individual fly-
overs. Therefore, prediction-based noise synthesis is required to evaluate new designs
(inclusive of changes to both source and operations) based on subjective measures.
This chapter describes a general framework, based on chapters 2, 3 and 5, for aircraft
flyover noise synthesis in a non-standard atmosphere.
6.1 Review of the prior approaches
A virtual reality environment for the simulation of aircraft flyover noise was first
created at NASA using ground-based, monaural recordings of actual aircraft flyover
events. (111) To assess future designs and to pre-evaluate future operational changes
or varying atmospheric conditions, aircraft source noise must be synthesized. To that
end, subsequent developments were geared toward noise synthesis of various source
components (jet, fan, rotary wing) using frequency and time domain predictions, and
to the flyover simulation thereof. (98;110;112;113) This resulted in the Community Noise
Test Environment (CNoTE).
CNoTE was developed at NASA using a distinctive source-path-receiver paradigm.
By treating the aircraft noise source as a compact acoustic source, the noise re-
ceived at a listener in the far-field can be described as coming from a single emission
angle. The emission angle, and its receiver angle complement, are determined by the
straight-line path between the source and listener. Source noise synthesis amounts to
generating an emission angle specific pressure time history at the moving source, based
on source directivities from predictive programs like ANOPP (28) and ANOPP2 (31).
The atmospheric propagation along the straight-line path takes into account time-
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varying spherical spreading loss, atmospheric and ground-plane absorption and time
delay. Finally, the receiver processing takes the listener orientation into account and
applies binaural simulation using HRTF’s for playback over headphones, or vector
base amplitude panning (VBAP) (114) for playback over a loudspeaker array. The
propagation and receiver processing stages are performed in real-time on the AuSIM
Goldserver, a dedicated audio DSP computer. (10) When coupled with the remaining
elements of CNoTE, the listener is exposed to synthesized aircraft flyover noise within
a 3-D virtual reality environment, inclusive of computer graphics visualization. The
NLR software (VCNS) is a derivative of NASA CNoTE. The NLR uses the VCNS
to demonstrate potential changes around airports to policy makers and to study air-
craft noise impact in urban environments. Results from both the prior NASA and
NLR frameworks are uniquely capable of presenting predicted flyover noise in an early
design stage of an aircraft or new procedure.
The strength of the synthesis and simulation codes developed at both organizations
is that measurements of flyover noise are not needed, unlike other recording-based
methods. (111;115) As such, the laboratory environment allows the controlled testing
of a variety of parameters without the need for costly flight test measurements. The
limitations to the approach are the necessity to have good source noise prediction tools
for synthesis and the challenge to accurately capture the propagation effects in the
simulation. In particular, curved propagation paths associated with any non-uniform
atmosphere affect not only the integrated atmospheric and ground plane absorption,
time delay, and spreading loss along the curved path, but also the emission angle
and the receiver angle, which govern the source noise and where it appears to come
from, respectively. To overcome these limitations, NASA and the NLR adopted a new
framework to allow evaluation of novel source prediction tools, new aircraft designs,
aircraft procedures and atmospheric propagation codes for aircraft operating in non-
standard atmospheres.
6.2 New simulation framework
6.2.1 Requirements
The goal of the framework is, in the end, to allow real-time simulation of flyover noise
created by an arbitrary aircraft flying an arbitrary trajectory, through an arbitrary
atmosphere. Including an arbitrary atmosphere adds the requirement to determine
the curved path(s) as a function of time along the flight trajectory, and to com-
pute and apply the integrated absorption, time delay and spreading loss along those
paths.
The curved path influences the emission and receiver angles in a more complicated
fashion than in the straight-line propagation. As in the existing approach, the sim-
ulation framework should allow immersion of a test subject in a virtual reality en-
vironment to reproduce outdoor listening conditions as closely as possible. It should
additionally allow the subject to affect the propagation path through his own move-
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ment. These effects could potentially become important in large virtual reality simu-
lators (cave environments) where listener movement is not confined. In such a case,
a listener in an urban environment could move behind a virtual house thereby modi-
fying the propagation characteristics. This particular shielding effect is not included
in the current simulations although the listener movement is retained to keep it as
a possible future extension. The calculation of the curved path is computationally
intensive and is presently not performed in real-time. However, an architecture was
desired which allows off-line processing for present use, but is amenable to future real-
time implementation with minor modifications. Further details regarding real-time
implementations are postponed until chapter 8.
6.2.2 Non-standard atmosphere implications
The ray tracing method model, see chapter 3, is used to calculate the propagation
characteristics. Other wave equation based methods, such as the Parabolic Equation
(PE) approach and/or FFP, do not provide the necessary path information for noise
synthesis. Since no path is available, the directions of the sound waves at the re-
ceiver and source are unavailable. It is thus unknown at which angle to synthesize
the sound at the source, or under which incidence angle the sound at the receiver is
perceived. Furthermore, wave equation based methods usually calculate a transmis-
sion loss spectrum at the receiver position including (implicit) time delay information.
This is undesirable given the current setup of virtual acoustic simulation, where time
delay takes care of Doppler shift and ground interference. For these reasons, besides
the computational efficiency, ray tracing is a logical choice to integrate atmospheric
effects in auralization.
In downwind conditions there are multiple rays that can reach a listener, see figure
3.12. Each ray reaching a listener is called an eigenray. By tracing and summing
the contribution of each eigenray, the sound field from the source can be propagated
towards the listener. To actually simulate the curved paths in the new framework,
the following critical points emerged:
• The rays each originate from a different angle compared to the straight-line
path case. This is important since most aircraft noise sources have directional
radiation patterns. As a result, the noise that must be synthesized depends
on the atmospheric characteristics of the medium and the distance between the
source and the listener.
• The number of paths is increased. In the case of the straight-line path assump-
tion, there is only one ray pair containing a direct and ground reflected path.
In case of downwind propagation, there are (possibly) multiple ray pairs if ei-
genrays reach the receiver. Consequently, the number of paths increases. This
requires additional bookkeeping and increases the simulation workload which is
directly proportional to the number eigenrays.
• Along each path, the travel time of the sound is integrated to obtain the total
travel time to reach the listener. The time rate of change of the time delay at
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the listener simulates the Doppler shift (see chapter 5) and can lead to audible
aliasing effects it not properly treated.
• Along each path, the atmospheric absorption is accumulated as the sum of
piecewise frequency dependent absorption per length. For the straight-line path
with a stationary listener, this could be computed solely as a function of slant
range (distance from source to listener).
• Along each path, the interaction of the ray with the ground must be accounted
for by integrating the frequency dependent attenuation associated with each
reflection. In realistic wind fields, the sound might reach a listener only through
reflection off the ground, i.e. no direct eigenray from the source reaches the
listener.
• The angle at which the rays reach the listener vary per path. This has an
impact on the propagated sound since the ground attenuation is a function of
the incidence angle. Further, direction of the sound received by the listener
is simulated using the receiver angle to determine the set of HRTFs used for
binaural simulation, or the VBAP weights used for loudspeaker playback.
The propagation through a non-uniform atmosphere thus has an effect on every part
of the simulation, i.e. on source, path and receiver effects. As such, the simulation
has to start with calculation of the curved eigenray(s).
6.2.3 Compact source considerations
Aircraft sound is composed out of many individual sources that propagate towards
the listener. Sources can be spatially distributed over the aircraft geometry, e.g.,
the jet noise comes from a different location than the landing gear noise. In case of
the new framework, this would necessitate the ray tracing to be performed for every
source location on the aircraft. This brute force approach requires an undesirable
computational expense and therefore a slightly different approach is used. The al-
ternative approach assumes the entire aircraft to be a compact sound source. As such,
all sources follow the same propagation path, as found by ray tracing, and the source
position is assumed to be some reference location, e.g., the center of gravity. The un-
derlying assumption is that the difference in source locations on the aircraft does not
affect the propagation path in such a way that different propagation characteristics
are required. This assumption seems especially valid in flyover noise simulations since
a relative long propagation distance (w.r.t. the source distribution on the aircraft) is
covered. Consequently, differences in the effective sound speed and ray path length
are negligible. This was confirmed by a ray tracing analysis showing similar trans-
mission losses thereby rendering the compact source approach valid in flyover noise
simulations. As a result, the total sound is composed by adding all individual sources
that are propagated with a common ray tracing result. The only difference that is
taken into account is the difference in travel time between individual sources. This
difference is calculated based on straight-line path calculations. First the straight-
line path travel time for each spatially distributed source is calculated and subtracted
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from the straight-line path travel time for the reference location. The resulting dif-
ferences are then added to the common travel time of the curved ray path to obtain
a unique travel time for each spatially distributed source. Using this approach, mod-
eling of phase differences between (correlated) noise sources on the aircraft is still
possible.
6.2.4 Framework architecture
It is convenient to describe the framework as consisting of three processing chains.
The first chain is devoted to path definition and source noise synthesis. The second
chain is responsible for applying the integrated time delay, atmospheric absorption,
ground plane attenuation and spreading loss to propagate the sound to the ground.
The third chain is responsible for rendering the propagated sound to the listener over
headphones or a loudspeaker array. Figure 6.1 shows the newly developed framework
and individual chains.
Chain 1
Chain 2 Chain 3
Source trajectory
(Flight Sim.)
Listener 6_DOF
#n delayed
receiver
angles
#n paths
#n signals
Source Directivity
Atmosphere
Ground
Propagation
(Curved / Straight)
Source: x, y, z, t
Listener: x, y, z, t
Synthesis
(Block basis)
Apply TGF
(Time, Gain, Filter)
GoldServer
(Listener)
Input
Figure 6.1: Flowchart of the new framework showing three processing
chains.
In the first chain, information about the source and propagation medium as well as
the source and listener positions are required as input. Source noise synthesis may be
based either on a priori computed source noise directivity patterns, as a function of
discrete polar and azimuth angles (spheres or hemispheres), or on real-time computed
directivity patterns using empirically based models. In either case, the directivity is
a function of the operating condition and can be expressed in either the frequency or
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time domain. Calculation of realistic atmospheric input is not trivial (116) and there-
fore measurements are preferred as input. Note that scattering due to atmospheric
turbulence is a time dependent characteristic not presently included in the simula-
tion. Ground impedance model parameters, e.g., flow resistivity, are also required as
input.
In the initial, non-real-time, version of the framework, the source and listener tra-
jectories are specified as part of the input. In a future real-time implementation, the
aircraft position could come from a flight simulator and the listener position from a
tracking sensor. Under either scenario, once the input data is specified, a loop over
simulation time is started in which the curved path analysis and synthesis are per-
formed. For every time increment, the aircraft and listener positions are interpolated.
It should be noted that the source and listener trajectories are also required for visual
scene generation in the virtual reality environment (not explicitly shown in figure 6.1).
Within the virtual reality environment, the real-time listener orientation is required
to position the virtual source according to the receiver angle obtained from the path
analysis. The operation is performed within the third processing chain.
Note that some limitations on the listener movement are presently required. The path
calculation is performed at each time increment based on the instantaneous source
and listener positions, i.e., at the emission time. Since the travel time may be many
seconds, it must be assumed that the listener does not translate sufficiently far during
that time so as to necessitate a new path calculation. Further, although the ground
impedance can vary according to location, the terrain in which the listener moves
must be flat to preclude the possibility of the listener moving behind an obstacle, e.g.,
mountain or building, and partially shield the incoming sound. Diffraction around
obstacles is presently not incorporated.
From the ray tracing analysis, the number of possible paths and their corresponding
emission and receiver angles are computed. As indicated above, the receiver angles
are used in the third rendering chain to position the source in the virtual reality
environment. The emission angles are used to synthesize the instantaneous pressure
time histories (one per path) at the moving source, using the source directivity as
described above.
Concurrent with the synthesis operation, the integration of time delay, atmospheric
and ground plane absorption, and spreading loss is performed per path. The ab-
sorption and spreading loss are expressed as linear phase FIR filters, as described in
chapter 5. This information, together with the synthesized pressure time histories, is
passed to the second chain for propagation processing. In the present implementa-
tion, the time loop is incremented through the course of the full trajectory until the
entire pressure time histories of the moving sources are synthesized along with the
time histories of integrated time delays and filters.
In the second chain, the synthesized sounds at the moving sources are propagated
to produce pseudo-recordings at the listener position. The framework was built in
Matlab and a dedicated off-line digital signal processing engine was programmed to
apply the integrated time delay and filter to the synthesized sound source. In the
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future real-time framework, this operation will be executed on the GoldServer or on
the to be developed NASA Auralization Framework. (117)
In the final processing chain, the sounds are rendered to a tracked listener using the
Goldserver, which works together with a graphics server to produce the virtual reality
environment. Together, the audio and graphics servers complete the simulation of
the flyover event including realistic positioned audio and visual cues. The positional
audio is achieved using binaural simulation with HRTF filtering for playback over
headphones. In the present implementation, the time delayed receiver angles are used
to position the virtual sources. In this fashion, the rendering chain is performed in
the same manner as if the propagated source at the listener position were an actual
microphone recording at the simulated listener height.
6.3 Results
A full flyover simulation using the newly developed framework is demonstrated. The
aircraft source was comprised of jet noise combined with tonal components of fan
noise. The jet noise prediction was based upon a CF6-80C2 engine from a Boeing
747-400, whereas the fan noise prediction was based upon the Honeywell Tech977
engine. (118) Because the simulation is prediction-based, alternative configurations are
possible. Each noise component is synthesized independently and combined prior to
propagation. The aircraft itself is flying a straight and level trajectory from x “ 6000
to x “ ´6000 m, at an altitude of 152 m (500 ft.), with a speed of 100 m/s. Both the
engine fan and jet noise components are simulated at 87% N1.
The listener is moving perpendicularly away from the ground track of the aircraft at
a walking pace (5 km/h). As a consequence the aircraft does not fly directly over the
listener. The ground surface impedance has a variable effective flow resistivity and
is calculated with the Delaney & Bazley model (equation 3.20). As the listener was
allowed to walk through the virtual environment, the impedance changed slowly. The
varying impedance is categorized, for the entire simulation, as ’roadside dirt’ in table
3.1.
Researchers often apply a boundary layer model that is valid close to the ground,
which yields logarithmic wind and linear temperature profiles for acoustic propagation
problems. A well-known boundary layer model is represented by the Businger-Dyer
equations. (116) These equations exclude the possibilities of wind speed inversions and
changing wind directions. These limitations are circumvented by using measurements.
The atmosphere specified was measured at Wallops field (VA) on the 5th of Octo-
ber 2011 at noon. The measurement is accessible through a University of Wyoming
internet site∗, as depicted in figure 6.2.
The depicted atmosphere has a temperature inversion around 200 m. An inversion
is defined here as an altitude where the gradient of the quantity changes sign. In
this particular atmosphere, the temperature increases from the ground level up until
∗http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html, accessed on 05-12-2011
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(a) Relative humidity (b) Temperature (c) Wind direction (d) Wind velocity
Figure 6.2: The atmospheric conditions as used in this simulation.
200 m where it starts to decrease. Since the simulated aircraft flyover occurs at 152
m, it is below the temperature inversion. The relative humidity and temperature are
important in the calculation of the atmospheric absorption. (97) The wind direction
changed slightly from a North-East wind at the ground to a Northern wind at higher
altitudes. The corresponding wind speed increased to a maximum of roughly 12 m/s
at 300 m. The aircraft is flying on a North bound track, i.e., going towards the North
thus moving from an upwind to a downwind position relative to the listener.
6.3.1 Ray tracing results
The ray tracing algorithm launches sound rays from the source position at many
initial launching angles. Only the ray that reaches the listener, i.e. the eigenray, is
of interest for further processing as it is the path that the synthesized sound needs to
follow. Finding the eigenray is exercised in an iterative manner by zooming in on the
closest ray, and re-launching a new cluster of rays in the direction of the closest ray.
After a few iterations an eigenray is found with the desired accuracy. The angular
and temporal resolution are refined during consecutive iterative steps. As a result, the
first iterations are done computationally fast to establish a direction of where to find
the eigenray. Further temporal and angular refinement gives the desired accuracy,
albeit with increasing computational expense.
As the aircraft flies along the trajectory, the speed of sound profile changes according
to equation 3.32 to comprise the downwind and upwind conditions. The ray tracing
is recalculated to obtain the eigenray(s) for each new aircraft position relative to the
listener. Figure 6.3 and 6.4 shows snapshots of the eigenray(s) as the aircraft is flying
through the atmosphere along its trajectory. The distance indicated on the x-axis is
the relative distance between the projected source and listener.
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(a) 10 s. (b) 24 s.
(c) 36 s. (d) 46 s.
(e) 66 s. (f) 80 s.
Figure 6.3: Eigenray snapshots from the aircraft at emission time. The 1st
eigenray is blue. The purple dot is the aircraft source position
and the amber ` sign is the listener position.
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(a) 90 s. (b) 97 s.
(c) 106 s. (d) 110 s.
(e) 112 s. (f) 114 s.
Figure 6.4: Eigenray snapshots at emission time. The 1st eigenray is blue,
the 2nd is red and the 3rd is green; the purple dot is the aircraft
source position and the amber ` sign is the listener position.
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The emission angle of the sound can be calculated for use in noise synthesis from the
launch angle of the eigenray(s). The emission angle is the angle used in the calculation
of the source directivity pattern. In case of the Stone jet noise model or the Heidmann
fan model the source is assumed to be axisymmetric, i.e., no azimuthal dependency.
First, the engine can be tilted upward or even change its orientation during flight, e.g.,
like a Bell Boeing Osprey tilt-rotor. Second, the source directivity models may be
limited to a range of emission angles, as discussed below. Taking these considerations
into account, the emission angle is calculated and is shown in figure 6.5 for a fixed
upward tilt angle of 1 degree.
Figure 6.5: As a result of the curved eigenrays, the emission angle has
changed from the straight path assumption. The effect is the
largest at the start and end of the simulation.
From 0-36 seconds there is a difference visible between the straight and curved path
emission angles in figure 6.5. This is because the aircraft is in a shadow zone. The
first eigenray has a constant emission angle from the limiting ray, i.e., the ray that
forms the boundary between the ’illuminated’ zone and the shadow zone. This effect
is also noted in the snapshots of figure 6.5, during the first 36 seconds where the
eigenray remains the same. Due to bending of the rays, no ray reaches the listener
and therefore the limiting ray and its characteristics are used.
When the aircraft emerges from the shadow zone, the difference between the emission
angle of the first eigenray and the straight path quickly diminishes and the straight
path result is essentially recovered. In other words, the rays nearly follow the straight
line ray paths. This is also noticeable in the snapshots of figure 6.3 where the curvature
becomes larger for larger distances between the source and listener.
The snapshots illustrate the change in launch angle when going from upwind to down-
wind positions. Consider for instance the snapshots at 36 and 80 seconds, where the
receiver is at a similar distance from the source albeit in upwind and downwind condi-
tions. In the first case the rays are launched downward and curved upwards, whereas
in the latter case the rays are launched upwards and bent downwards.
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Around 75 seconds, the first eigenray is launched horizontally. The emission angle
shows a maximum at that position, but is less than 180 degrees because the source is
tilted and the listener is down and to the side. After about 75 seconds, eigenrays are
launched upward. However, note that the directivity pattern is axisymmetric, it is
mirrored about 180 degrees, in compliance with the empirical models from chapter 2.
As a matter of bookkeeping, directivity angles in excess of 180 degrees are indicated
at their mirrored value. Consequently, emission angles shown in figure 6.5 decrease
after 75 seconds as the launch angle becomes more upward, see figure 6.3.
After 102 seconds, there are multiple eigenrays that reach the observer, each with
a unique emission angle and ray path. This is in contrast with the straight-line
path result for which there can only be one ray. In the case of multiple eigenrays
due to atmospheric conditions, the straight path assumption is not valid. As such,
comparing the emission angle of the straight path to the second and third eigenray is
not valid.
The receiver angle is also affected by the curved rays. A change in receiver angle
affects the ground plane reflection in two ways; the wave reflection coefficient is de-
pendent on the incidence angle and differences in path length between the direct and
ground reflected rays (relative to the straight line path case) cause a different ground
interference pattern. A change in receiver angle from the straight-path also affects
the perception of the source location by the listener. Figure 6.6 shows the receiver
angle for the curved paths and the straight path.
Figure 6.6: The receiver angle as used for the ground reflection coefficient
calculation and the path length difference between the direct
(eigen)ray and the ground reflected ray.
From figure 6.6 it is clear that the receiver angle is symmetric for the straight path
assumption whereas the receiver angle is asymmetric for the curved ray paths. The
receiver angle does not reach 90 degrees as the listener is moving, at a walking pace,
to the side of the aircraft ground track. The first eigenray receiver angle is, as for the
emission angle, constant during the first 36 seconds due to the fact that the limiting
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ray is used. After emerging from the shadow zone around 36 seconds, the difference
between the straight path and the first eigenray quickly diminishes. As the aircraft
flies over (approximately 57 seconds) the receiver angles are similar as the rays do not
exhibit much curvature. Around 65 seconds, the receiver angle of the first eigenray
does not decrease further and is relatively constant up until 80 seconds, after which
it starts to increase again. This means that the sound at the listener is coming in
from a steeper angle than expected from a straight path assumption. After roughly
97 seconds the receiver angle becomes constant for the first eigenray. This can be
explained, by the snapshots, where it is seen that the first eigenray can no longer
reach the listener. If a ray goes over an altitude of 300 meter along its trajectory, the
ray is refracted upwards. This is due to the decreasing effective sound speed above
this altitude in downwind condition. As such, the eigenray cannot reach the listener
and a constant angle of the limiting case is used together with the (shadow zone)
diffraction correction to simulate the sound emanating from the nearest ray position.
The eigenray solution is retained as the aircraft retreats because the same eigenray
might again reach the listener at some greater distance.
Like the emission angle, the receiver angle of the second eigenray grows towards
the angle of the first eigenray. Looking back to the snapshots it is seen that the
corresponding ray paths reach the same maximum altitude of 300 m. Any ray going
over this altitude is refracted upwards and thus outside the range of interest for this
simulation. Since both eigenrays follow similarly curved trajectories, albeit offset,
similar receiver angles are found since the rays follow identical arcs.
The associated losses per ray, as used in the filters by accumulation of spreading,
atmospheric absorption and ground absorption, are depicted in figure 6.7 for three
different frequencies. Note that the shown losses are generally compiled from the
spreading loss and the atmospheric absorption. In case the eigenray has reflected off
the ground before reaching the listener, e.g., eigenray 2 and 3, the cumulative ground
attenuation is included as well.
As with the emission- and receiver-angle, the straight path is symmetric whereas the
curved path results are not. The shadow zone associated with the upwind propagation
is present from 0-36 seconds. Clearly the losses are much larger compared to the
straight path result due to the shadow zone and these losses increase with increasing
frequency. Around 36 seconds the shadow zone ceases to exist as the aircraft comes
closer. This is noticeable by small wrinkles in the loss lines for the first eigenray.
Note that the wrinkles become more pronounced for the 2500 Hz result even before
the 30 seconds mark. This is due to the fact that the limiting ray is very sensitive
to launch angle. A small deviation in launching angle due to a moving aircraft or
listener, changes the effective sound speed profile and results in a small difference in
the shadow zone position and corresponding spreading loss. Since the losses are well
over 80 dB, or even closer to 100 dB for the 2500 Hz solution, small wrinkles have no
audible effect on an already highly attenuated signal.
As the aircraft emerges from the shadow zone and comes closer to the listener, the
rays become less curved. As a result the differences in total loss between the straight
path and the first eigenray becomes smaller and diminishes when the aircraft is flying
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(a) 100 Hz
(b) 1000 Hz
(c) 2500 Hz
Figure 6.7: The loss as used to obtain the filter characteristics for three
typical frequencies.
near the listener. From 75 seconds onwards, the first eigenray loss line starts to show
some wrinkles again. Looking back to the snapshots in figure 6.3, it is noticed that the
launching angle has crossed the horizontal axis. At that point the ray is launched at a
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very shallow angle from the source. At shallow launching angles, rays are susceptible
to small changes in the sound speed profile. As the aircraft is moving, and the sound
speed profile changes, eigenrays reaching the listener launched at a shallow angle show
the small changes in sound speed profile in their overall loss as small wrinkles. At
around 85 seconds, this effect becomes more prominent as the rays reach an altitude
of 220 m. At that point, the wind direction changes slightly causing, yet again, a
tiny irregularity in the sound speed profile. Rays traveling through this irregularity
at a shallow angle are affected, i.e. curved more towards the ground. Rays reaching
this altitude at a steeper angle are relatively unaffected and curve at a more gradual
rate towards the ground. Figure 6.8 shows this effect with a snapshot of some rays
launched from the source at an emission time of 85 seconds.
Figure 6.8: At an emission time of 85 seconds, rays launched from the
source experience a shallow propagation angle at a downwind
range of around 1250 meter. At this altitude a small irregularity
in the sound speed gradient is present, note the difference in
ray density before and after 3050 meter due to this effect.
Further downwind, at distances larger than 3050 meter, the rays reach the ground but
are spread farther apart and are defocused. Close observation of figure 6.7 shows that
before 85 seconds, the loss is lower compared to the straight path result. After a few
seconds the loss becomes higher again. This is due to the focusing and defocusing of
the rays originating as a combination of a small irregularity in the sound speed profile
and the shallow angle at which the ray reaches the irregularity. The consequence of
this is audible as a modulation of the overall sound level.
At around 97 seconds, the first eigenray reaches the limiting altitude of 300 meter,
above which upward refraction negates the possibility of that ray reaching the listener.
From that time on, the diffraction correction is applied as the listener is in the shadow
zone. This condition remains in effect up until 102 seconds, at which point the second
eigenray becomes feasible and propagates sound from the source towards the listener.
From 104 s onwards, the third eigenray is feasible as well. Both the second and the
third eigenray are focused and lead to a smaller spreading loss compared to the straight
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path result. However, due to the curvature, the ray path is slightly extended and
therefore experiences a bit more absorption. Furthermore, sound energy is attenuated
by the ground reflection along the ray paths. These two effects balance the effect of
focusing. The low frequency results are not influenced as much by the attenuation
and therefore show the distinct effect of focusing, a (slightly) lower total loss than
the straight path. In this case, focusing has a noticeable effect on the low frequency
sound emanating from the aircraft at a relative long propagation range.
6.3.2 Synthesis results
Having all the propagation characteristics at hand, it is possible to apply them to
the synthesized source sound and render the sound at the listener. These audible
results are available as download from the internet, see appendix E or table E.2. The
resulting pseudo-recordings are presented as spectrograms showing the distribution
of sound energy for the aircraft flyover. Figure 6.9 shows the spectrograms for both
straight and curved path propagation. In figure 6.9, the indicated time is the receiver
time and the maximum frequency is limited to 10 kHz for clarity.
The forward and aft radiated fan tones are clearly visible and were synthesized at
the BPF and three harmonics thereof. Also visible are ’Buzz-Saw’ tones which are
present at multiples of the shaft speed at high power settings. The effect of Doppler
shift is clearly seen in the tones. At the flyover position, the Doppler shift factor is
closest to unity and the tones are therefore close to the source frequency.
The indentations in the spectrogram indicate the comb filtering effect caused by the
ground interference. The ground interference pattern associated with the curved
path is markedly changed from the straight path. The indentations are curved as
a result of the different receiver angles demonstrated in figure 6.6. The asymmetry
of the receiver angles manifests itself in the spectrogram and results in an upward
turned interference pattern for upwind conditions and downward turned pattern for
downwind conditions.
Because the synthesis was started at an upwind distance of 6000 meter, this resulted
in roughly 17 seconds period of dead time before the sound is audible. This is an
artifact of the manner in which the simulation began. For the curved path, the
upwind conditions indicate the presence of the shadow zone which attenuates the
sound until it emerges at a receiver time of roughly 45 seconds.
Besides the changes in the ground interference pattern, there is an increasing trans-
mission loss near a receiver time of 98 seconds as in the curved ray spectrogram less
sound is present. From that point up until 117 seconds the sound level is actually de-
creased due to the aforementiod sound speed irregularity, see figure 6.8 at an emission
time of 85 sedoncs. At a receiver time of 117 seconds, the second and third eigenray
paths propagate sound to the listener and increase the noise level. During the period
from 98-117 seconds, only low frequency noise is present. After 117 seconds, the
ground interference pattern is delicate and, upon close inspection, is seen to follow a
comparable trend to the receiver angle of the third eigenray (see figure 6.6).
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(a) Straight rays
(b) Curved rays
Figure 6.9: The spectrograms for the straight path assumption and the
curved path assumption at receiver time.
The resulting LA,max and SEL values, integrated over the entire flyover, can be cal-
culated for both the straight path and curved path approach. These values should be
evaluated with care since they integrate the results into a single number and therefore
cannot do justice to the audible differences in the entire simulation. The metrics are
reported in table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Noise metrics for the straight path and curved path.
Metric Straight path, dB(A) Curved path, dB(A)
LA,max 78.9 78.4
SEL 84.2 84.1
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From table 6.1 it becomes clear that the difference between the straight and curved
path approach is small. This is due to the fact that the LA,max value is typically
measured when the distance between the aircraft and listener is the smallest. At that
point the eigenrays are relatively straight and, as a result, return the same results as
using the straight path assumption. The difference in SEL is, as a result, minute since
it is dominated by the LA,max value. This effectively shows that weather dependent
effects are not reflected in typical metrics in case of an aircraft flyover for the used at-
mosphere and trajectory. If an aircraft is not flying directly over the observer, thereby
being at a more shallow propagation angle, the effects due to refraction will grow lar-
ger. Additionally, for more prominent directional sources that also emit a lot of low
frequency sound like helicopters, curved path results are likely to have more influence.
Furthermore, audible differences can be perceived in the simulation results thereby
showing the importance of the current methodology. Integrated sound metrics can
only describe a part of the problem, listening to the results gives a clearer impression
on the implications. As such, it is actually a good demonstration why auralization
is an attractive way to perceive day-to-day atmospheric propagation differences that
could not be ascertained from sound metrics or noise contours.
6.4 Conclusions
A framework that allows the synthesis of aircraft flyover noise through a non-standard
atmosphere is generated. Although it is known that the curved paths will affect air-
craft sound, inclusion of curved path atmospheric propagation in a synthesis environ-
ment is not trivial. The new framework emerged after consideration of several options.
Ultimately it was settled on not only for its ability to perform the simulation now,
but also because it is amenable to real-time implementation in the future. Through
the use of new and existing codes, the new framework allows simulation of aircraft
flyovers in non-homogeneous atmospheres.
It is shown that the propagation losses, emission and receiver angles are affected by
the curved path. This is especially true at low elevation angles of the aircraft and
relatively large distances. For the case considered, the differences in emission angle
and total losses diminished at elevation angles greater than around 5 degrees and
ranges less than 2000 meter. The receiver angle is more sensitive with deviations
indicated up to roughly 10 degrees elevation angle and ranges up to 1000 meter.
Based on this, it is concluded that if the aircraft elevation angle, with respect to
the listener, is greater than 10 degrees, curved path effects due to refraction do not
cause prominent audible differences compared to straight path results. This result is
atmosphere dependent, so different atmospheric conditions might show more (or less)
of an effect.
The real computational bottleneck, for real-time implementation in virtual acoustic
simulation, is in the ray tracing calculation. Two ideas have emerged from this study
which can help reduce the computational burden. The first is to speed up the al-
gorithm by starting each new trajectory point with the previous solution. Currently
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each new ray-tracing calculation is started without regard to the prior solution. The
second idea is to take advantage of the parallelism offered by graphics processing
units (GPU) over a standard CPU. Further details regarding the latter solution are
postponed until chapter 8.
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Chapter7
Synthesis of aircraft departures
The previous chapter demonstrated aircraft flyover noise through a non-standard
atmosphere. To quantify the overall auralization method, it is vital to see if it is
possible to re-synthesize measured flyover noise and identify future improvements. To
that end a study is executed where flyovers, from two different departure procedures,
are auralized and compared to measurements from a noise monitoring station near
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol (AAS).
7.1 Objective
The sound at two locations enclosed in an aircraft noise induced 48 LDEN contour
(or other regulatory metric for that matter) can be perceived differently by a person.
As a result, implications from noise contours are not trivial for non-experts that live
near an airport and are exposed to aircraft noise on a daily basis. Experiencing the
audible results for different flyover conditions may aid as a translation tool between
noise contours and everyday experience. Therefore noise synthesis of aircraft flyovers
may benefit the communication between airlines, airports and communities that are
affected.
Differences between the auralization methods that are used by other researchers ex-
ist. For instance, synthesis can be based on recordings to create new flyover noise
for psychoacoustic evaluation. (115) Such an approach was also adopted, as mentioned
in the introduction, to create audible impressions near Lelystad airport in the Neth-
erlands that were presented during town-hall meetings.∗ Furthermore, aircraft noise
synthesis can be based on system noise predictions (like the current work) to evaluate
new aircraft concepts or advanced psychoacoustic metrics. (9;98;99;119) Using predict-
ive models has the benefit of being able to experience aircraft flyovers that are still
∗See for example the movies created with help of the VCNS on the Alders tafel website:
http://www.alderstafel.nl/routes-en-geluid.html
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in the conceptual or preliminary design stage. An intermediate approach is to use
recordings from dedicated windtunnel tests of novel propulsion concepts and apply
the propagation processing steps to create an audible impression. (120)
It is possible to predict the noise for any flyover based on the empirical predictive mod-
els. However, it is worthwhile to compare predictive based auralization tools to actual
measurements to obtain an estimation of the current capability, accuracy and limit-
ations of the noise synthesis method. Researchers have compared to measurements
before. For instance, the aircraft noise synthesis team at NASA looked at static cases
including temporal variations. (106;108;113;121) A comparison of a synthesized flyover
and an actual measurement is rare. The only comparison reported in literature (122)
involves a limited comparison. Furthermore, the employed source noise prediction is
of a proprietary source. Therefore it remains unclear what the ability of a synthesis
technique based on general empirical predictive methods (see section 2.7) is. As such,
it is necessary to compare the synthesis predictions, on an objective spectral level∗,
to measurements. This is the objective of the current chapter.
7.2 Study setup
The flyover data of four departures at AAS† are used for auralization purposes. This
data is recorded in a nearby noise monitoring terminal and includes the measured
acoustic signature of the flyover as well as the trajectories of the aircraft. Con-
sequently, all input data is available to use the toolchain to artificially create the
noise of a flyover.
7.2.1 Flight mechanics
The four departing aircraft studied here are Boeing 747-400’s equipped with GE CF6-
80C2 engines. Figure 7.1(a) shows the air route as documented for the departure of
runway 18L of Schiphol airport. The ground tracks of the flights used in this study
are qualitatively shown by figure 7.1(b).
Figure 7.1 shows three departures, i.e. ground tracks turning towards the West, that
fly more or less the same trajectory. The 4th flight continuous in a South-bound dir-
ection. The difference between the first three flights and the fourth just after take-off
is small if figure 7.1(a) is observed. The actual observed difference can be substan-
tially larger, as is implied in figure 7.1(b), and causes audible differences between the
departure routes. The shortest distance between the noise control terminal and the
fourth flight is larger than the others, which will be shown to have a clear effect on
the observed sound levels at the noise control terminal.
∗Subjective comparisons are not within the scope of the current work. The author believes that,
at first, the spectral differences should be evaluated before subjective comparisons can take place
†AAS is greatfully acknowledged for providing both the measurements and trajectory data.
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(a) Air routes (b) Radar based trajectory
Figure 7.1: The air routes and actual ground track of the departing aircraft.
The location of the used noise control terminal is also indicated.
The radar data are supplied at a 4 s interval. At every data point the aircraft is
assumed to be in equilibrium, see appendix D. Consequently, the effect of aircraft
acceleration is excluded from the analysis at every data point. The airspeed is ob-
tained by the (radar based) ground speed minus a 3 m/s headwind component, this
headwind was the average wind velocity component at Schiphol during the measure-
ment day. Solving for equilibrium conditions, using a B747-400 lift-drag polar and
assuming maximum take-off weight, allows calculation of the required thrust, drag
and lift.
The calculated required thrust culminated in a high (maximum) power setting for the
trajectory under study here, which is in line with the take-off condition. The engine
state was calculated, iteratively, for the calculated required thrust. The engine state
provides the necessary engine flow conditions to the source noise prediction modules,
see figure 2.4. The engine component data of the used GE CF6-80C2 engine was
constructed from publicly available data and data available within the NLR GSP
model. (53) Some more details regarding gasturbine modeling are found in appendix
D. The resulting source noise prediction corresponds more or less, due to different
ambient conditions, to figure 2.14.
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7.2.2 Propagation
It is convenient to calculate the propagation characteristics for a single compact
source, i.e. all sound emanates from the aircraft center of gravity, instead of the
actual source positions on the aircraft. Such an assumption is valid for a flyover situ-
ation where relative large distances between observer and source are implied. If the
actual source position on the aircraft is taken into account, acoustic ’beating’ of tonal
noise∗ may occur due to differences in Doppler shift between the engines. (9) Acoustic
beating of aircraft tones is, to the best of the authors knowledge, not reported to
occur in real life. A possible explanation of the occurrence of beating in synthesis
may be that ’perfect’ propagation conditions are simulated in absence of turbulence.
For a compact source, where all sound is subjected to the same Doppler shift, acoustic
beating does not occur. Due to the absence of this phenomenon in daily experience,
the compact source approximation is used. The source sound is thus calculated for
one engine and enhanced, using incoherent addition, by the 3 other engines.
Three propagation effects are simulated in the current application, see chapter 5. The
first effect is the application of spreading losses calculated by the spherical spread-
ing law. Hence, this implies a homogeneous atmosphere where straight acoustic ray
paths occur. The occurrence of curved-ray paths and its effect on noise synthesis
was demonstrated in chapter 6. These curved paths occurred for two conditions, i.e.
shallow propagation angles and particular atmospheric wind conditions. Since both
conditions were not met during the measurements the curved-ray path capability was
not utilized.
Atmospheric absorption is modeled using the standard model from section 3.1. (60)
The average weather conditions of the measurement day (T “ 10 ˝C, p “ 999.6 hPa,
RH “ 96%) were used to calculate the atmospheric absorption. See figure 3.3 for an
indication of the absorption coefficient at this condition for 1000 Hz.
The third propagation effect is due to ground reflection of sound waves. The reflection
coefficient Q (equation 3.15) is calculated for a plane wave (F “ 0 in equation 3.16) for
the different incidence angles during the flyover. The ground impedance is calculated
with the model described by Delaney & Bazley, as in equation 3.20. Since the noise
monitoring microphone is located on a grass field an effective flow resistivity of 250
kPa{m2 ¨s was used. The microphone is located at 10 m height to minimize the effect
of coherent ground reflection. Equation 3.15 inherently assumes that the ground
reflected ray and direct ray (or sound waves) are fully coherent. However, it is well
known that turbulence decreases the coherence of a signal. (65) This is the reason why
the microphone is at 10 m height. Since the synthesis uses equation 3.15 to calculate
the effect of the ground reflection a fully coherent condition is simulated.
∗Acoustic beating is a modulation of the amplitude of tonal noise that occurs if two tones differ
slightly in frequency.
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7.3 Results and Discussion
The objective of this chapter is a spectral comparison of synthesized and measured
sound of four flyovers. The actual noise recordings is processed to minimize data
storage since a lot of air traffic is monitored. Specifically, the recording low-pass
filtered (cut-off at 3500 Hz) and resampled (at 8000 Hz). A similar procedure is
applied to the synthesized sound to obtain comparable results, i.e. the synthesized
sound is downsampled to 8000 Hz and a similar low-pass filter is applied. Sound
metrics like LA,max and SEL are, however, calculated for the entire spectrum for both
the recording and synthesized sound.
7.3.1 Results
Figures 7.2 through 7.5 present the resulting spectrograms, for both the synthesized
and measured signal, for all 4 flights. These audible results are available as download
from the internet, see appendix E or table E.3.
A few differences are visible in all spectrograms. There is, for all cases, more low
frequency content in the measurements than in the synthesis. Furthermore, the amp-
litude of the first BPF tone seems to be overpredicted compared to the measurement,
especially if the aircraft has passed. The second BPF tone is lost in the low-pass
(anti-aliasing) filter due to the cut-off frequency at 3500 Hz. This limitation can not
be circumvented and is due to the used measurement settings in the noise terminal.
In general, the frequency at which the Doppler shifted BPF tones are synthesized and
measured coincide relatively well. The ground interference effect in the synthesized
results are more pronounced compared to the measurements. The recorded data only
show interference for low frequencies if the aircraft is nearby. A final observation is
the presence of temporal variations in the measured sound levels, these variations
can be identified as vertical stripes (thus more or less frequency independent) in the
spectrogram. This effect is not found in the synthesis result. Temporal variations
at the source are known to exist and can be implemented although they are usually
frequency dependent. (106;108) No temporal variations are currently employed since no
explicit input data of possible variations at the source are known for this particu-
lar engine. No temporal variations due to the atmospheric propagation effects are
captured by the current synthesis methodology.
The Overall A-weighted Sound Pressure Levels (OASPL), typical for noise monitoring
purposes, are calculated and shown in figure 7.6. From these figures it can be observed
that the sound levels of the first flight are well captured by the synthesis techniques.
The agreement deteriorates for the second and the third flight. Especially when the
maximum level has passed it seems that the lines are diverging slightly. The overall
sound metrics are reported in table 7.1.
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(a) Synthesis
(b) Measurement
Figure 7.2: Spectrograms of the synthesized and measured flyover for the
1st trajectory.
Table 7.1: Flyover sound metrics, synthesized and measured, in dB(A).
Flight Synth. LA,max Meas. LA,max Synth. SEL Meas. SEL
1 82.9 82.8 91.2 91.3
2 84.7 86.5 92.5 94.2
3 82.1 84.3 90.6 94.5
4 75.3 72.9 86.0 85.2
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(a) Synthesis
(b) Measurement
Figure 7.3: Spectrograms of the synthesized and measured flyover for the
2nd trajectory.
7.3.2 Discussion
Source noise prediction related differences
Differences between measurement and prediction sound metrics are known to exist.
For instance, similar noise prediction methods were used and compared to measured
certification values of aircraft in literature. (123) That analysis showed similar devi-
ations for take-off and sideline angles. ANOPP differences with respect to dedicated
measurements are published as well. (124) Furthermore, similar results are found for
the PANAM empirical noise prediction model. (29) Consequently, the differences in
sound metrics reported here are in line with the state-of-art in empirical source noise
prediction.
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(a) Synthesis
(b) Measurement
Figure 7.4: Spectrograms of the synthesized and measured flyover for the
3rd trajectory.
It can be noted that low frequency sound, i.e. frequencies up to 500 Hz, is under-
predicted in all synthesized spectrograms. This can be attributed, to some extent,
to low frequency background noise that is not included in the synthesis. Due to the
use of A-weighting, see appendix B, low frequency differences will not manifest them-
selves severely in the accumulated noise metrics of table 7.1. Hence, empirical source
noise prediction tools may calculate similar A-weighted noise metrics whilst different
spectra are present.∗ Since noise metrics are used to validate and verify empirical
noise models it may be very hard to assess those predictions at low frequency.
∗A similar effect occurs in EPNL calculations were sound below 50 Hz is not included in the
accumulated noise metric.
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(a) Synthesis
(b) Measurement
Figure 7.5: Spectrograms of the synthesized and measured flyover for the
4th trajectory.
Differences in the broadband component from 500 Hz up until the 1st BPF are larger,
in general, for increasing frequency. On first sight the differences seem small, espe-
cially for the 1st flight. For the 3rd flight the differences are relatively large. Close
observation of figure 7.4 reveals that at the moment when the aircraft is closest, i.e.
around 15 s, the measurement contains more broadband sound around the 1st BPF.
The spectrum above the 1st BPF tone contains even larger differences. In this range,
the synthesis sound level is approximately 40 dB whilst the measurement is roughly
10 dB higher. Broadband noise in this spectral area, especially for the considered
take-off conditions, the spectral domain of fan noise generated noise.
Tonal noise content forms another (audible) difference between the synthesis and
measured result. The synthesized 1st BPF tone is, unlike the measurement, domin-
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(a) 1st flight (b) 2nd flight
(c) 3rd flight (d) 4th flight
Figure 7.6: Differences in the sound levels between the synthesized and
measured data.
antly audible as the amplitude is overpredicted. Buzz-Saw tones are overpredicted
for all flights except for the 3rd. Two feasible explanations exist. The first is that
a slightly different power setting between the flyovers is not captured (or not well
enough) by the current methodology. Buzz-Saw is susceptible to small changes in
power setting. A second explanation might be that the acoustic liner attenuation is
underpredicted.
Propagation related differences
The 1st BPF tone is is very clean, i.e. not diluted by disturbances in amplitude or
phase. Tonal fluctuations at the source were added in literature (106) to predictions,
but these fluctuations were largely masked by the broadband content. Therefore it is
believed that disturbances along the propagation path, for instance turbulence, are
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causing the difference between synthesis and measurement. Literature (125) indicates
that turbulent spectral broadening can occur during propagation. The effect is to
effectively distribute tonal sound energy to other nearby frequencies. A method to
calculate these effects, together with some measured results, can be found in literat-
ure. (126)
Variations in the sound level, i.e. the vertical lines visible in the spectrograms, are
thought to be a propagation effect as well. It is not yet clear what the basis of this phe-
nomena is, although wind-gusts and/or turbulence are suspected. (125) The spectro-
grams reveal that this effect seems frequency independent and acts as a time-varying
gain. As such, it is suspected that this effect is most likely caused by gusts rather than
turbulence since turbulence has a frequency dependent behavior. (27;65;126)
A prominent difference is distinguished in the ground interference effect. The syn-
thesized results reveal a ground interference at high frequencies, albeit for a grass
surface, whereas this is not the case for the measured sound. This interference pat-
tern causes a ’rasping’ sound in the synthesized results. The absence of this effect in
the measurement is contributed to turbulence as the coherence between the direct and
ground reflected ray is affected. Theoretical predictions (65) of this effect were applied
in synthesis before. (122) They showed that it is possible to remove the high-frequency
part of the interference pattern. However, the employed technique was tedious since
its effect was included by modifying the source noise prediction to compensate the
interference effect. How to include turbulence-induced coherence loss effects using a
VDL is postponed until chapter 8.
To examine the influence of the uncertainty related to some of the propagation input
parameters used in the synthesis, small variations have been applied. As such, it is
possible to see if such variations can explain the observed differences. The results are
quantified here by the differences for both the LA,max and SEL sound metrics. The
ground surface was varied by varying the effective flow resistivity and thereby the
surface impedance. The effective flow resistivity was changed from 250 kPa{m2 ¨ s
to both 125 and 300 kPa{m2 ¨ s, a typical range for grass surfaces (see table 3.1),
to assess the audible differences. Deviations were in the order of ˘0.4 dB(A) for
all flights, audible differences were not noticed. Relative drastic changes to different
surfaces, i.e. a concrete or snow surface, do lead to audible differences. Given the fact
that the noise monitoring station is on a grass field, such large changes are deemed
unreasonable.
A similar procedure was executed for atmospheric absorption. Changes in absorption
were simulated by changing temperature (8-13 ˝C) and relative humidity (85%-100%).
These values are within reasonable (reported) bounds for the average atmospheric
conditions of that day and period. These variations made no audible difference. This
is quantified by deviations in the order of ˘0.1 dB(A) for the first three flights and
˘0.35 dB(A) for the 4th flight due to the larger distance to the noise terminal.
To assess the uncertainty of the measured ground track of the aircraft, deviations
of ˘50 meter were applied to the ground track. This leads to a different spherical
spreading and results in a deviation of ˘0.2 dB(A) for all flights. Not audible dif-
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ferences were reported. If the altitude of the aircraft is assumed to have a similar
uncertainty, i.e. ˘50 meter, this would result in larger deviations for the first three
flights ˘0.5 dB(A) than for the fourth flight ˘0.2 dB(A). This difference is attributed
to the relative close distance at which the first three flights pass the noise terminal.
A deviation of 50 meters ground track and altitude was arbitrarily chosen and may
be considered as large, especially for the altitude.
Overall, this rough quantification of uncertainty lead to maximum deviations of about
˘1 dB(A) for all flights. A deviation of ˘1 dB(A) is extremely hard to notice as an
audible difference. Therefore, it is believed that the reported audible and visible
spectral deviations are caused by inadequate modeling of atmospheric absorption,
ground impedance or trajectory deviations but due to source noise prediction.
7.4 Conclusion
Audible differences remain between synthesized and the measured results. With the
current state-of-art empirical source noise prediction tools, it is possible to approxim-
ate the audible noise in a noise terminal for a departure. Consequently, the current
combination of source noise prediction and synthesis gives an indication on what to
expect rather than to exactly reproduce a measurement or real-life experience. If a
close reproduction is required, it might be best to use a technique based on measure-
ments.
The differences between the fourth flight and the first flight, i.e. the experienced
difference between two departure routes, is adequately simulated by the current syn-
thesis technique. Hence, with the help of an aircraft noise synthesis technique it is
possible to evaluate (gross) differences between different departure routes. The effect
of new departure routes could thus not only be studied by looking to changes in noise
contours but be experienced in the VCNS.
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Chapter8
Turbulence-induced coherence loss and
ray tracing parallelization
Two shortcomings emerged from the analysis of chapters 6 and 7. The first was
that the ray tracing algorithm was too slow for real-time implementation, the second
that the effect of turbulence on ground reflection was absent leading to a ’rasping’
sound in auralizations. Both topics are treated in this chapter and solutions are
proposed.
8.1 Turbulence-induced coherence loss in ground re-
flection
8.1.1 Current methodology
The current propagation doctrine in virtual acoustic simulation adds the ground re-
flected wave using the mirror source approach. For auralization this means that two
waves need to be synthesized (transformed from frequency to time domain) and ad-
ded at the listener position. Due to the difference in ray path length, the ground
reflected waves reach the observer at a phase offset with respect to the direct wave.
This causes an amplitude enhancement or cancellation depending on the phase dif-
ference. As the source (aircraft) is moving, the incidence angle and path length are
constantly changing, leading to a continuously changing phase difference resulting in
the characteristic interference pattern.
When including ground interference effects in the aforementioned way in auralization,
in absence of turbulent atmospheric disturbances, the interference pattern is very
pronounced. This is only experienced in ideal situations that hardly occur in real
flyover situations (to the best of the author’s knowledge). For hard ground surface
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conditions the interference effect is even more present since both waves are assumed
to be coherent and the amplitude of the ground reflected wave is hardly damped by
the ground (see figure 3.5).
One of these side effects is the modulation of tonal noise sources of an aircraft. Due to
the ground interference the tone is distinctively modulated in amplitude. Especially
when the aircraft is flying directly overhead this becomes noticeable and might lead to
an improbable representation compared to everyday experience. This effect is reduced
in the case of an acoustically soft ground since the amplitude of the ground reflected
wave is reduced. Furthermore, Acoustic ’beating’ has also been reported (9) to occur
due to differences in Doppler shift between the engines. These effects are, in real life,
diminished by coherence loss due to phase disturbances caused by turbulence.
Due to the absence of turbulence, a ground interference pattern was presented in
chapter 7 that provided a ’rasping’ sound effect. The auralization was compared to
measurements that, upon inspection, did not demonstrate this effect. This measure-
ment was executed at 10 meters altitude, a common practice for noise monitoring
stations, to minimize interference by utilizing the effect of turbulence.
By including an acoustically soft ground reflection in auralization, these side effects
are usually already diminished although not completely gone. To get a closer match
to everyday experience, thus eradicating unexpected audible side effects, it is neces-
sary to include the effect of turbulence on ground reflection. In literature (122), this
effect was included by correcting the source spectrum to fill in the interference dips.
The resulting very long filter kernel prohibits this approach for inclusion in real-time
auralizations. Furthermore, such an approach does not comply with the current doc-
trine in aircraft noise auralizations where the source, propagation and listener effects
are separately treated. Therefore a new method is proposed to treat these shortcom-
ings.
8.1.2 Coherence function and implementation in auralization
The ground interference effect of equation 3.21 is implicitly included in auralization by
the difference in path length (r1 and r2 of figure 3.4). A phase offset occurs when the
two waves reach the microphone position since the travel time of the ground reflected
ray is always larger than that of the direct ray. This effect is explicitly apparent when
calculating the root-mean-square (rms) of equation 3.15(see appendix A, specifically
equation A.18),
p2e “ 1r21
` |Q|
2
r22
` 2 |Q|
r1r2
cos pk pr2 ´ r1q ` φq . (8.1)
The third term includes the interference effect. The cancellation and reinforcement
occurs due to the cosine term depending on the phase. If this factor is taken into
account, the sound waves are added in a coherent fashion. If the phase of the rays is af-
fected by turbulence, the coherence between the two signals is diminished. This results
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in a modification of the interference. To include this effect, Clifford and Lataitis (127)
introduced the coherence factor Tc in equation 8.1,
p2e “ 1r21
` |Q|
2
r22
` 2 |Q|Tc
r1r2
cos pk pr2 ´ r1q ` φq , (8.2)
where Tc ranges from zero to one and follows from an extensive analysis assuming
that the phase and amplitude fluctuations are Gaussian distributed. As such, the
coherence factor Tc can nullify the interference and is calculated by,
Tc “ e´σ2t p1´ρcq (8.3)
ρc “
?
piL0
2hd
erf
ˆ
hd
L0
˙
(8.4)
σ2t “ A
?
pi
@
µ2
D
k2r1L0, (8.5)
where k is the wave number, σt is the phase fluctuation variance and ρc is the phase
covariance which is a function of the outer scale of turbulence L0. The phase covari-
ance depends on the maximum path traverse distance hd defined by,
1
hd
“ 1
2
ˆ
1
hs
` 1
hr
˙
, (8.6)
where the subscripts s, r denote the source and receiver height. Daigle found that half
the value for hd, as calculated by equation 8.6, provided better results (128), which is
therefore applied. The phase fluctuation variance depends on the fluctuating index
of refraction
@
µ2
D
and coefficient A follows as,
A “ 1
2
if, d " kL20
A “ 1 if, d ! kL20,
where, d is the x-distance from the source to the observer, i.e. d “ xm ´ xs using
the definition of figure 3.4. The fluctuating index of refraction can include both
temperature and wind variations. It is defined as the variance of the index of refraction
as used in ray tracing (η of chapter 3) and its value is much smaller than one, i.e.@
µ2
D ! η2 thus @µ2D ! 1. Although the current model is strictly valid for temperature
fluctuations only (65), wind fluctuations and/or different spectra (von Karman instead
of Gaussian) could be used (65;66). However, the objective of this study is not to re-
invent the turbulence model, but to apply the behavior to auralization using a proper
method. Therefore we stick to the relatively simple Gaussian method.
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Since the interference term is included implicitly in auralization, a method was devised
to include the effect of (de-)coherence due to turbulence on ground reflection. This
is not trivial since transforming Tc into a filter, and applying it in equation 3.15 to
the ground path, would result in an absence of the ground reflected sound in cases
when Tc is zero. In other words, the ground reflected wave would be completely lost
instead of an incoherent addition. The difficulty in auralization is that Tc should still
be applied to the ground reflected term since this is the only way to reduce the ground
interference effect.
To solve this issue we propose to counterbalance this effect by enhancing the direct
wave. Consequently, we need to apply a filter following a reciprocal behavior of Tc
to the direct wave. The form of this filter Rc must be established from an equation,
similar to equation 3.15, of the following form,
p “ Rc e
ikr1
r1
`QTc e
ikr2
r2
, (8.7)
where, Rc is the reciprocal filter that should counterbalance the loss of the ground
reflected wave should Tc become zero (high-frequencies, strong turbulence). In that
case the interference pattern is modified by Tc, which is consistent with the third
(cross) term of equation 8.2. Calculating the rms of equation 8.7 yields the following
behavior,
p2e “ R
2
c
r21
` |Q|
2
T 2c
r22
` 2R |Q|Tc
r1r2
cos pk pr2 ´ r1q ` φq , (8.8)
where the difference with equation 8.2 is the inclosion of T 2c in the second term and Rc
in all terms. In our auralization approach the effect of turbulence on ground reflection
is included by filter functions. Therefore the gain and time-delay remain unaffected.
Consequently, the following equality can be established by comparing the numerators
of equations 8.2 and 8.8,
1` |Q|2 ` 2 |Q|Tc “ R2c ` p|Q|Tcq2 ` 2 |Q|RcTc, (8.9)
where, the left hand side of the equality is the desired behavior due to the filter terms
in equation 8.2 and the right hand side due to the proposed reciprocal approach. Rc
can be solved and yields (retaining the positive root),
Rc “ ´ |Q|Tc `
b
|Q|2 ` 2 |Q|Tc ` 1. (8.10)
By using Rc for the direct ray, it is possible to correct the loss of the incoherent
addition when applying Tc to the ground reflected ray. Due to the fact that Tc is a
relative smooth function, it is possible to use a relatively short filter. Consequently,
this method is applicable for real-time implementation in the current virtual acoustic
simulators.
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8.1.3 Results
To verify the method, a test case is considered simulating a straight and level aircraft
flyover (velocity of 100 m/s at 200 meters altitude). Spherical spreading losses and
absorption are included (T = 15 ˝C, p “ 101.325 kPa, RH “ 80%). The source is a
white-noise signal of 140 dB. The microphone height is 1.8 meter.
Usually, for horizontal propagation, the outer (inertial) scale of turbulence L0 is as-
sumed to equal the source height or receiver height (65). A commonly used value is
1.1 m, as deduced from measurements. (129) It is reported (73) that this value, in case
of ground reflection, should be taken as the microphone height within a range of 1
to 7 meter. Therefore this parameter is assumed to equal the microphone height, i.e.
L0 “ 1.8 m. The filters are realized with 128 taps. The ground surface is comparable
to roadside dirt (σe “ 550 kPa{m2 ¨ s), which is not too soft and therefore leads
to clear interference patterns, thereby providing an adequate test of the method. A
typical fluctuating refractive index range is from
@
µ2
D “ 1 ¨ 10´6 (weak turbulence)
to
@
µ2
D “ 1 ¨ 10´4 (strong turbulence). (65) To test the reciprocal filter technique, a
medium level of
@
µ2
D “ 1 ¨ 10´5 is used in this study.
For this case, an example of the transfer functions associated with the individual
filters is plotted in figure 8.1 for a ray incidence angle of 15 degrees. Figure 8.1 illus-
trates the form of both the transfer function of the coherence function (Tc) and the
reciprocal filter (Rc). For a non-turbulent atmosphere the coherence and reciprocal
transfer functions are equal. The reciprocal filter transfer function is not allowed to
become smaller than unity because it would otherwise eliminate the direct ray contri-
bution. The transfer function of the atmospheric absorption filter has been included
in these figures because it is applied to both the direct and ground reflected ray. This
(a) Non-turbulent (b) Turbulent
Figure 8.1: Transfer functions in non-turbulent and turbulent atmospheric
conditions.
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(a) Non-turbulent (b) Turbulent
Figure 8.2: The spectrograms for a non-turbulent and turbulent atmo-
spheric conditions.
does not impact the modeling of the turbulence effect. The resulting spectrograms
of this (pseudo-) flyover, note that currently the aircraft source spectrum and dir-
ectivity are ignored by assuming white noise, are shown in figure 8.2. The audible
results are available as download from the internet, see appendix E or table E.4. The
spectrograms in figure 8.2 both show the ground interference pattern, although the
interference pattern for the non-turbulent case is more pronounced. This is due to the
coherent assumption of the interfering rays. For the turbulent atmosphere the ground
interference pattern has been removed above 2 kHz. The overall effect on flyover noise
metrics like LA,max and SEL is small, in the order of 0.2 dB(A). However, there are
audible differences. This illustrates the importance of modeling small effects (in the
absolute dB sense) that add to the overall perception of an auralization.
Figure 8.3 compares the theoretical calculations from equation 8.2 to the synthesized
results using the reciprocal method. Figure 8.3 shows the interference patterns at
discrete ray incidence angles (θ). The synthesis results follow from the reciprocal
approach, whereas the theoretical results are from the calculation. The two results
match very well and the reciprocal method follows the theoretical behavior closely.
Noteworthy is the incoherent addition present at higher frequencies at 45 and 90
degrees in case of the turbulent atmosphere. Longer filters, i.e. up to 1024 coefficients,
did not further affect the difference between theory and synthesis in figure 8.3.
The proposed method is used to evaluate if the mentioned artifacts (tonal modulation
and rasping sound) are positively affected. By simulating the same flyover, using a
single source tone of 2000 Hz, results of the proposed methodology on tones are
assessed. These audible tonal results are available as download from the internet, see
appendix E or table E.4. The ground surface is changed to simulate an acoustically
hard reflection to maximize the ground interference modulation.
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(a) θ “ 15˝, non-turbulent (b) θ “ 15˝, turbulent
(c) θ “ 45˝, non-turbulent (d) θ “ 45˝, turbulent
(e) θ “ 90˝, non-turbulent (f) θ “ 90˝, turbulent
Figure 8.3: Ground interference at various incidence angles in non-
turbulent and turbulent conditions.
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By applying a Hilbert transform to the auralized waveform, constructing an ’analytic
signal’ (106;130), the amplitude and frequency modulation are tracked. The amplitude
shows, in figure 8.4, the combined effect of spreading, absorption and ground inter-
ference. From figure 8.4, it is deduced that the amplitude modulation of the tone at
Figure 8.4: Transmission loss of a 2000 Hz tone in the simulated turbulent
and non-turbulent conditions.
the listener is strong in the case without turbulence, especially near the time of the
flyover (25-32 s). The amplitude can easily vary 60 dB within a few seconds, which
is clearly audible. Notice that the amplitude is not symmetric around the time of the
aircraft passage (28 s), because the Doppler shift has lowered the perceived frequency
at the listener. Due to the effective lower frequency of the tone, the atmospheric ab-
sorption has decreased leading to higher amplitudes. In case of turbulent atmospheric
conditions, the incoherent addition of roughly 3 dB due to the ground is noticeable
throughout the entire flyover. Only during the passage of the aircraft directly over-
head, i.e. short propagation distance, some of the coherent addition remains.
The audible result resulting from the simulation including the effect of turbulence-
induced coherence loss in ground reflection is more in line with real-life experience of
flyover noise. Tonal modulation is masked by the broadband content of the signal.
However, in case of auralizations utilizing a hard ground reflection the tonal modula-
tion can still be noticed, despite the broadband content, if the effect of turbulence on
ground reflection is not included. Therefore the proposed method is attractive since
it offers a way to limit this effect based on physical arguments.
Chapter 7 reported an audible rasping sound due to the ground interference effect.
It was hypothesized that this was due to the absence of turbulence. We are now
able to revisit that hypothesis and see if the proposed method improves the audible
effect. To that end, the analysis of chapter 7 is repeated for flight number two of that
study. That flight is a departing Boeing 747-400 from Schiphol, which was auralized
and compared to measurements of a noise monitoring station to validate our aural-
ization capabilities. Although the radar tracks were available, weather information
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was limited. The variance in temperature or wind were not available during those
measurements, therefore a turbulence level had to be assumed. Consequently, the
same value
`@
µ2
D “ 1 ¨ 10´5˘ is used. Regarding the outer scale of turbulence, the
microphone height was used but limited to 7 meters, i.e. the maximum as indicated
in literature. (73) Hence, the results are only suited for a qualitative comparison to
validate the hypothesis that the rasping sound in the auralization was caused by the
absence of this turbulence effect. The audible results is available as download from
the internet, see appendix E or table E.4. Figure 8.5 shows the corresponding spectro-
gram of the simulation, inclusive of turbulence, and can be compared to the original
synthesized and measured result of figure 7.3 at the noise monitoring station.
Figure 8.5: The modified ground reflection due to turbulence for flight 2,
i.e. figure 7.3.
It is observed that the ground interference pattern is diminished when the turbulence
is included and, consequently, matches the audible measured result a lot better. When
listening to the results it is noted that the rasping sound has, to a large extent,
disappeared. This confirms that including the effect of turbulence on ground reflection
in auralizations is important.
8.1.4 Conclusions
A novel method is proposed to include the coherence loss effect with a relative short
filter implementation. The method performs well and follows the theoretical predic-
tions closely. Although a simple Gaussian turbulence model was used, the proposed
solution is equally capable to include a more advanced turbulence model.
In case of auralizing strong tonal components of the aircraft, the ground interfer-
ence pattern causes a modulation of the tonal amplitude that is not experienced in
real-life. The current method simulates an incoherent addition thereby diminishing
the modulation. When comparing results from a noise control monitoring station to
auralizations, an audible difference was noted which was attibuted to the absence of
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turbulence in the simulation. By using the current method for inclusion of the effect
of turbulence on ground reflection, this audible difference has been resolved. Con-
sequently, the proposed method forms an essential addition to modeling the behavior
of ground interference in auralizations.
8.2 Ray tracing parallelization
8.2.1 GPU acceleration
The use of a straight ray path allows the calculation of propagation effects in real-
time, which makes it applicable for virtual acoustic simulators. Chapter 6 concluded
that including curved rays proved to be impossible due to the computational expense,
which was only feasible if faster algorithms exist.
Ongoing advances in Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) technology allow parallelizing
algorithms to accelerate the computation. Therefore it was studied if acoustic ray
tracing could benefit from this technology. One of the drawbacks, from a GPU stand
point of view, is that ray tracing algorithms may be concerned with an imbalanced
work load. Specifically, atmospheric effects may cause particular rays to have a long
calculation time compared to other rays. This results in a workload imbalance that
cannot be efficiently accomodated on the GPU. To that end, a solution was developed
by utilizing both the multi-core CPU (Central Processing Unit) and the GPU. The
resulting framework that was created is called Glinda and created in cooperation with
the TU Delft faculty of Computer Science.
Glinda is used here to calculate the propagation input for a typical aircraft flyover
noise synthesis. Consequently, it is evaluated if the performance provided by a GPU
implementation is sufficient for the potential use in real-time auralization applications
of the framework of figure 6.1.
8.2.2 Glinda framework
Under particular atmospheric conditions, the sound speed profile may contain an
acoustic duct that bends rays upwards and downwards as illustrated in figure 8.6.
These acoustic ducts can also occur near the ground if the sound speed profile in-
cludes an inversion. If a source is at an altitude where these ducted rays occur, the
computation time is adversely effected. The formation of an acoustic duct forms a
thorough test to see what gains in computational efficiency can be obtained by par-
allelization because the ray tracing workload is heavily imbalanced. A well balanced
workload is formed if no acoustic duct is present, i.e. all rays have approximately
the same amount of computational steps. The resulting workload is shown in figure
8.7(a). In this situation, Glinda parallelizes the computation on the GPU or on the
multi-core CPU, because the whole computation can be evenly distributed on the
processing cores of the underlying processor. If an acoustic duct occurs, as shown in
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Figure 8.6: Rays trapped in an acoustic duct. The acoustic duct region can
be distinguished as the indentation in the sound speed profile.
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Figure 8.7: The computational workload for balanced and imbalanced con-
ditions.
figure 8.6, the workloads of rays are imbalanced (see figure 8.7(b)). Most rays finish
their simulation within a finite amount of steps whereas the rays trapped in the duct
area need considerably more effort. These trapped rays pick finer time steps to ensure
sufficient simulation accuracy, and finally form a narrow ’peak’ out of the ’bottom’ in
the workload distribution. In order to efficiently parallelize the computation, Glinda
adopts a heterogeneous approach by utilizing both the GPU and the multi-core CPU.
As the ’bottom’ part is wide and relatively flat, a GPU with hundreds or thousands
of cores provides the massive parallelism suitable to accelerate this part. The CPU
has fewer, yet larger and faster cores, but provides enough parallelism to efficiently
process the narrow ’peak’ part. Glinda cuts the whole computation into the ’bottom’
task on the GPU and the ’peak’ task on the CPU, and runs the two tasks again in
parallel. The point where the bottom and peak box intersect is called the ’cut point’.
By choosing and performing this task-mapping, Glinda provides a balanced execution
of the workload. In turn, this leads to significant improvements in performance when
compared against the CPU or the GPU used in isolation.
As the workload shape (flat or with ’peaks’) depends on the atmospheric conditions,
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Figure 8.8: An overview of the individual components included in Glinda.
and the hardware platform can be altered or upgraded, Glinda is designed to be
adaptive to all these changes. It automatically selects the right parallel solution and
hardware configuration for the user. In addition, to ensure the best performance,
the optimal execution configuration (e.g., the ’cut point’ in the imbalanced workload
distribution) is obtained.
Figure 8.8 shows an overview of Glinda. The ’User interface’ receives the acoustic
ray tracing parameters (e.g., the number of rays, atmospheric conditions, etc.), and
interacts with the workload probe. The ’Workload probe’ characterizes the workload
distribution by sampling, and the ’HW detector’ detects the available hardware re-
sources. According to the outputs from the workload probe and the HW detector,
the ’Matchmaker’ proposes the optimal code-platform pair. The code candidates
are stored in the ’Code library’, which has three parallel solutions: all on the CPU,
all on the GPU, and the use of both. The ’Auto-tuner’ receives the selected code-
platform pair and generates the optimal execution configuration. As this can be
time-consuming, the ’Config-predictor’ analytically detects a theoretical ’cut point’,
which can then be used to skip the time-consuming auto-tuner. The ’Execution unit’
performs the real computation. If the results are correct and the computation time
meets the user requirement, the ’Check unit’ writes the code-platform mapping pair
and the execution configuration into the ’Mapping table’ and the ’Config-predictor’,
respectively, for future uses. When a workload distribution is irregular, we first sort
the rays by their number of steps. The sorting result is stored in the ’Indexing table’,
and used by the execution unit to de-sort the output data.
8.2.3 Test application
Figure 8.9 shows the trajectories of the aircraft used to test Glinda. Here, the 1st
flight resembles a slow climbing aircraft (1300 ft/min) and the 3rd flight resembles
an aircraft that climbs twice as fast. The 2nd flight is at a constant altitude in the
middle of the acoustic duct area. Consequently, if the 2nd flight is past the observer,
the downwind conditions with a duct at the source altitude exist.
The aircraft is assumed to cover this trajectory in 60 seconds and is discretized every
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Figure 8.9: The 2D trajectories of the 3 flights flying from negative to pos-
itive x-distance. Negative x-distances imply upwind propaga-
tion conditions whereas positive implies downwind conditions.
100 milliseconds (ms.). Accordingly, there are 600 discrete source positions where
ray tracing calculations have to be performed. Next, Glinda is used to calculate the
propagation characteristics using a set of 1200 rays. For the current simulations,
Glinda utilizes a dual-socket Intel Xeon E5645 six-core CPU (2.4 GHz, 24GB) and an
NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU with 448 cores (1.15GHz, 3GB). For each case the sequen-
tial code and the parallel code (with Glinda) is evaluated. Both the sequential and
parallel results coincide, thereby verifying the correct implementation of the parallel
algorithm. Timing results of both implementations are plotted in figure 8.10.
(a) Sequential (b) Parallel
Figure 8.10: The computational times for the sequential and parallel im-
plementation. Note the different scale on the y-axis.
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From figure 8.10, the first observation is that for all trajectory points a significant
speed-up is achieved. Since every 100 ms a new trajectory point is simulated, the
sequential results are not ready when a new point has to be simulated. This is a show
stopper for inclusion in real-time environments. For the parallel case the maximum
computation time is approximately 42 ms. In comparison, the traditional straight ray
path approach, as currently employed by virtual acoustic simulators, can be based on
update intervals of 6 ms using multiple sources at the same time. However, a quasi
real-time implementation could be achieved by interpolating between the propaga-
tion results for a single source when calculated in parallel using Glinda. Another
difference is visible in the variation of the computation time for the trajectory points.
Glinda balances the computation workload and, as such, the overall performance is
more or less constant (the execution time difference is within 6 ms) compared to the
sequential version. This makes it attractive for implementation in virtual acoustic
simulation since, like for the straight path, the computation time demand remains
predictable.
In figure 8.10(a), the 3rd trajectory shows a drop in computation time around -1000 m.
At that position, i.e. 400 meters altitude and upwind conditions, the propagation
characteristics change severely. If the aircraft is below that altitude, the inversion
caused by the duct in upwind conditions, cause rays to have an imbalanced workload.
In contrast, Glinda tuned the parallel implementation and balanced the workloads
between GPU and the multi-core CPU at that trajectory point. If the aircraft is above
this altitude, fewer rays are captured in the duct and the sequential computation time
decreases. The reverse of this phenomenon occurs direct overhead where conditions
change from upwind to downwind for the 1st and 2nd trajectory and more rays become
trapped in the duct.
Figure 8.10(b) shows the performance of the parallel implementation. As a result
of the balanced workload, the performance is largely improved. There is a sharp
change in workload shape for all the trajectories when switching from upwind to
downwind conditions. At these points Glinda adjusts the optimal allocation of rays to
be calculated on the CPU or GPU through auto-tuning for the new input conditions.
The resulting ’cut point’ as found by auto-tuning is saved for future purposes. This
saves the auto-tuning computation time although more optimal ’cut points’ can be
found at other trajectory points. This also causes the discrete changes in performance
around point 400 (3rd flight), 450 (1st flight) and 480 (2nd flight). In the future we
envisage that the ’auto-tuning’ can be scheduled according to keeping track of the
varying atmospheric conditions and/or the computation time.
The results as delivered by Glinda need to be interpreted before they can be applied
in virtual acoustic simulation. This process, constructing gain and filter coefficients,
will add some small overhead, but this is not any different than for the sequential im-
plementation. In the effort described in chapter 6, eigenrays were iteratively searched
to find the propagation characteristics since less rays could be used. The current
parallelization allows the use of many rays and, depending on the GPU memory size,
could house up to 6000 rays in our experiment. However, calculating more rays will
increase the overall computation time again. Making use of 1200 rays already elim-
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inated the use of eigenray finding since the ray density on the grid is sufficient. The
results from Glinda can thus directly be interpolated upon using an ’Interpreter’ for
application in the simulator. By combining the ray tracing with the ’Interpreter’ dir-
ectly in the simulator, the grid of the ray tracing results does not need to be stored in
temporary files for oﬄine access. This saves another quarter of the parallel computa-
tion time. In addition, as the results on the GPU and the CPU have to be transferred
and gathered on the host (the CPU) for the latter ’Interpreter’, more computation
time can be saved if only the results near the receiver is transferred. However, care
is necessary to treat acoustic multiple paths and shadow zones since multiple rays or
no rays can be present near a receiver.
8.2.4 Conclusions
The computational efficiency of the ray tracing was increased by a factor of (almost)
10 through parallelization. Noteworthy is that the variation in computational time
is nearly flat, i.e. can be predicted within 6 ms. This is attractive for the use in
real-time simulation where an update of relevant acoustic parameters is necessary at
a finite interval. Due to these facts, it is expected that it is possible to include curved
ray tracing in real-time outdoor acoustic simulations.
The use of Glinda is not limited to the current ray tracing implementation by Snell’s
law. The framework is equally able to accelerate other time-stepping (differential
equation) based ray tracing algorithms, such as solving the Eikonal equation or ap-
plication in a Gaussian beam method.
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Chapter9
Conclusions
The current dissertation had two objectives. The first was to examine the influence
of atmospheric effects, such as wind, temperature and humidity, on noise contours.
The second objective was to create an advanced tool chain for aircraft noise synthesis,
make an analysis of the corresponding predictions and start improvements.
9.1 Conclusions
To analyze aircraft noise, an understanding of noise generating mechanisms and
propagation must be obtained. A source noise prediction is comprised of more than
the acoustic noise sources, but needs an understanding of the aircraft and engine op-
erating conditions. If these are available, physics based or empirical models can be
used to make a source noise prediction. Empirical models are especially suited for
aircraft noise synthesis (or auralization) due to the short computational time. Despite
the short computational time, such models are still able to simulate various aircraft
operating conditions and configurations. The empirical source noise models used in
this dissertation are, typically, inspired by the physical nature of the noise sources.
For instance, Lighthill’s analysis provided an understanding of jet mixing noise and
his theoretical power law, relating jet velocity to acoustic pressure, is found (to some
extent) in the empirical jet noise model.
During propagation of aircraft noise from the source to the ground, the sound is
modified by three different effects. The first effect is the absorption of sound by
viscous and molecular effects, i.e. atmospheric absorption. The second effect is the
reflection of sound waves from the ground surface. The third effect is the geometric
spreading of sound. Atmospheric absorption and geometric spreading both depend on
the distance between the source and listener. Atmospheric absorption and geometrical
spreading cause, in general, a transmission loss. The ground reflection modifies the
sound perceived by the listener and depends on the ground constitution and incidence
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angle. Ground reflection causes, depending on the frequency, an amplification or
partial cancellation of the sound. By combining the aforementioned three effects, the
total transmission loss during propagation is obtained. If the transmission loss is
applied to the source noise levels, the sound level on the ground is predicted.
To inform and explain to a population where effects of aircraft noise are imminent,
use is made of noise contours. Noise contours depict the resulting sound level on the
ground using, typically, an exposure based noise metric such as the Sound Exposure
Level (SEL) or the LDEN. Calculations of noise contours are performed, for policy
support purposes, using standardized noise contour models. Such noise contour mod-
els have to predict the accumulated effects of air traffic for a long period, for different
routes, procedures, aircraft, atmospheres and periods during the day. Consequently,
approximations are made to keep the model amenable.
Current noise contour methods include non-homogeneous atmospheric propagation
effects in an empirical fashion. The empirical relation was found after measuring and
averaging over the time span of a year. Therefore, daily differences due to varying
atmospheric conditions can not be captured by this empirical relation. To evaluate
the performance of the empirical model in the real-life situation, a standardized noise
contour model was augmented with a ray tracing model.
The augmented Doc.29 model was used, by providing atmospheric effects on a single-
event basis, to evaluate daily differences for an entire year. Comparing the standard
Doc.29 solution to the ray tracing solution showed large changes in noise footprints
for a single-event. However, for multi-event noise contours, such as the 58 LDEN and
48 LDEN as used for regulatory purposes, these effects proved to be minor.
The 58 LDEN contour area, as predicted by ray tracing, was slightly smaller than the
standard calculation, see figure 4.11. Furthermore, the difference could be attributed
to a varying atmospheric absorption part and a relative constant ground reflection
part. The 48 LDEN contour is larger, if calculated by ray tracing, than the standard
solution. This behavior is attributed to varying atmospheric conditions throughout
the year leading to varying atmospheric absorption. The varying absorption caused
monthly increments in contour area. These effects are most prominent underneath
departure routes where, due to the flight procedure, the distance between the aircraft
and ground is larger than for approaches.
For the prevailing atmospheric conditions in the Netherlands, at least for the simu-
lated year of 2010 and multi-event considerations, the empirical model showed similar
results as the ray tracing model. Furthermore, if the ambient atmospheric absorption
conditions on the ground are taken into account, in the standardized model, the em-
pirical results showed even more similarity to the ray tracing. For the latter condition
the difference in the predictions, expressed in contour area per month, were smaller
than 10%. For a yearly contour the difference was even smaller. Consequently, the
use of the empirical modeling approach is thus valid for multi-event aircraft noise con-
tour calculations for the considered atmospheric conditions. If single-event cases are
considered, the augmented Doc.29 methodology allows the prediction of, with greater
detail, the actual effects as perceived on the ground.
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Besides noise contour plots, it is possible to convert an aircraft noise prediction into
an audible impression of a flyover. The Virtual Community Noise Simulator (VCNS)
allows to experience such an audible result. In the VCNS people are immersed in
a virtual reality environment and subjected to a flyover. Hence, it is possible to
experience both the visual and acoustic appearance of a passing aircraft. Such a
scenario is based on either a measured recording, or on a synthesized aircraft flyover.
The latter comprises a transformation of a prediction into an audible acoustic signal
using signal processing elements such as a gain, filter and delay line. The results can
be experienced on the VCNS system for psychoacoustic evaluation.
A transformation of predicted sound into an audible signal is known as aircraft noise
synthesis or auralization. Software tools that synthesize aircraft noise often use the
traditional straight ray path approach, which is only valid for a homogeneous at-
mosphere. To execute aircraft noise synthesis in a more precise way for a non-
homogeneous atmosphere, a framework was constructed that includes the non-straight
ray path effects. The framework, see figure 6.1, combines atmospheric propagation
and source noise prediction to synthesize a flyover. By using the generic empirical
noise models and ray tracing, it is now possible to simulate an arbitrary aircraft,
flying an arbitrary trajectory through an arbitrary atmosphere.
Atmospheric propagation plays a more fundamental role in such a framework than
intuitively envisaged since it alters both the source emission and receiver angle. By ex-
ecuting the propagation step before the synthesis stage, as is implied in the framework,
the sound at the correct directivity angle is synthesized. The framework allows for
multiple paths that may occur in downward refraction atmospheric conditions.
By simulating a flyover through a homogeneous and a non-homogeneous atmosphere,
the functionalities of the framework were demonstrated. The source prediction was
comprised of jet mixing noise of a CF6-80C2 engine and fan noise from an exper-
imental Honeywell fan. Figure 6.9 show the resulting spectrograms. Propagation
effects, such as shadow zones and multiple ray paths, are present in the audible signal
and the corresponding spectrograms. The ground interference pattern is modified dif-
ferently for upwind and downwind conditions with respect to the non-homogeneous
case. For upwind conditions, the interference pattern is shifted upward. For down-
wind conditions the opposite behavior occurs as the interference pattern is shifted
down. This is directly related to upward or downward bending of sound rays due to
refraction.
Refractive effects are significant at shallow propagation grazing angles and a first
indication on its relevance is based on the aircraft elevation angle. If the elevation
angle is larger than 10 degrees, refractive effects are minute and negligible for the
considered atmosphere. In other cases involving the auralization of low flying air-
craft such as applying take-off power on the ground, braking using reverse thrust,
unmanned aerial vehicles, military aircraft or other sources, it remains important to
include refraction effects. The current application involved aircraft that flew directly
over the listener. This resulted in equal noise metrics for the non-homogeneous and
homogeneous atmosphere due to similar peak levels.
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The current implementation of the framework is not fast enough for real-time imple-
mentation as the applied ray tracing algorithm formed a computational bottleneck.
Using the abilities of the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) of a computer, the com-
putational load was decreased nearly 10 times. Besides being faster, the computation
displayed a relative flat workload, which is favorable for real-time implementation.
The resulting algorithm delivers approximately 20 ray tracing calculations per second,
i.e. fast enough for a first integration attempt in real-time acoustic simulators.
The demonstration of atmospheric propagation effects in aircraft noise synthesis was
for a fictitious aircraft source. To obtain an impression of the framework’s capabilities,
an assessment of four departure procedures near Schiphol has been conducted. It was
shown that the measured difference in overall noise metric, that occur for large differ-
ences in ground tracks between different departure routes, is reproduced by aircraft
noise synthesis. Although the differences in noise metrics between the measured and
synthesized results were sometimes small, ranging from 0-4 dB(A), audible differences
were always noted. The source noise prediction seems the most likely candidate to
result in the reported differences.
Audible differences may not be surprising given the simplifying assumptions that un-
derly the empirical noise models. Empirical noise predictions provide spectral content
at a 1{3rd octave band level. This might not be enough to ascertain all the narrowband
details that are typically found in a recording. An aircraft noise auralization can only
be as good as the approximations used in the noise prediction, i.e. no rich audible
details can be expected if they are not included in the source noise prediction.
Listening to the measured and synthesized tones revealed differences in amplitude
prediction and the audible nature of the tones. The synthesized tones are predicted
at a single frequency and therefore distinctively audible, which is not the case in a
measured result. Another difference between the measured and synthesized signal
is formed by the presence of the ground interference pattern of the synthesized sig-
nal. The interference pattern created a noticeable audible effect that is not noted in
the measured results. Upon inspection, the measured result shows that the interfer-
ence pattern is largely absent. The inability to model turbulence coherence loss was
suspected to be the cause of this modeling shortcoming.
The aforementioned presence of the ground interference pattern is treated, in this dis-
sertation by including turbulence-induced coherence loss. The coherence loss between
the direct ray and ground reflected ray cause the interference pattern, at high fre-
quencies, to be suppressed. A method was designed to include this effect using short
filters. The results show that the theoretical behavior was closely resembled in the
synthesized results. Furthermore, the amplitude modulation of tones by the inter-
ference pattern is diminished and the distinctive audible presence of the interference
pattern was removed.
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9.2 Future topics
Open challenges remain that should be addressed in the future. The listed topics in
this section are merely a starting point for future research from the authors research
perspective, experience and interests.
Current noise contour modeling algorithms rely on the Noise-Power-Distance (NPD)
relations. Based on the description of noise sources included in this dissertation, it
seems not that obvious to solely use Noise-Power-Distance (NPD) relations in noise
contour algorithms. It is well known that airframe noise is proportional to airspeed
(either a 5th or 6th power law) instead of power or thrust. Therefore the author sug-
gests to investigate and include velocity dependencies, i.e. a Noise-Velocity-Distance
(NVD) relation, concurrent with the NPD relations.
Aircraft noise synthesis is a small and emerging research area. As a result, aircraft
noise synthesis capabilities have increased over the past years and are gaining in
popularity. However, any prediction-based auralization starts with a trajectory and
gasturbine prediction. Re-calculating the required thrust from a trajectory is not
hard if an equilibrium of forces is assumed. This equilibrium might exclude some of
the fine details that are required to further improve the audible results. Furthermore,
estimating the actual flap setting from trajectory data is hard, although this is vital
for the auralization of airframe noise on approach conditions. Smarter algorithms
could be developed to this end.
Further improvements in airframe source noise modeling, such as including flap-side-
edge noise and/or parasitic noise sources, would enhance the audible modeling of
approaches. Besides implementing new sources, the resolution in source noise pre-
diction can still be improved. In that light it might be good to study whether it
is possible to include a higher frequency resolution than the onethird octave band
in the (empirical) source noise predictions. Making an audible comparison between
a narrow-band Computational Fluid Dynamics calculation result and a 1{3rd octave
band empirical prediction, might indicate if frequency resolution is important.
Besides modeling options, a common benchmark of both predictions and synthesis
results (possibly complemented by measurements), would aid future developers to
assess their calculations and models.
In the current tool chain, the effect of shielding surfaces at the source are not in-
cluded. Inclusion of shielding allows an integral evaluation of an aircraft design once
the framework is included in an aircraft design tool chain. This would provide a
new feedback loop to aircraft designers as they can actually evaluate the acoustic
implications of their design.
Alternative models to include propagation effects, such as a PE model, could be util-
ized for auralization as well. This would circumvent some of the problems that ray
tracing has with frequency dependent phenomena such as diffraction and turbulence.
The effect of wind gusts on propagation is likely to explain some of the differences
between measured and synthesized results. Other researchers have started an ad-
vanced simulation of propagation through turbulence using detailed calculations of
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linearized Euler equations. The results of that study should provide more information
regarding the effect of turbulence in propagation and will benefit future auralization
studies.
An interesting propagation effect, that might enhance the audible perception of air-
craft noise synthesis, is the spectral broadening of tones by the atmosphere. By means
of turbulence along the propagation path, some of the tonal energy is redistributed
to nearby frequencies. An evaluation of this effect was setup by narrow band filtering
white noise to represent the tone using a very narrow band filter having a pass-band of
a few Herz. The result indicated that this smearing out of the frequency content may
have a perceptual impact. Although theoretical models are available that describe
this phenomenon, from an auralization stand point (hence, a real-time calculation
perspective) the implementation of this effect is not yet investigated.
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AppendixA
Coherent addition of sound waves
The effective pressure, resulting from a root-mean-square (rms) calculation, is used
to quantify the logarithmic decibel scale. This also allows an explanation of coherent
and incoherent addition, i.e. including or not including phase information. Since this
if of vital importance in ground reflection modeling, or any other phenomena where
two or multiple waves are added, a brief introduction is provided.
A.1 Addition of multiple waves
Individual sound waves can be added based on superposition due to the linearity of
the underlying wave equation (see equation 2.12). Suppose that a number N of sound
sources/waves are present. Every wave is presented by a simple cosine,
pi “ Ai
ri
cos pωiτiq , and τi “ t´ ri
c
, (A.1)
where A is the amplitude, τ is the retarded time, e.g. time of emission, of the sound
source as defined by a straight line path r and sound speed c. The index i denotes the
particular source, i.e. i “ 1...N . The effective pressure is defined as the root mean
square level over one period tp of the sound wave.
p2e “ 1tp
ż tp
0
p2mdt, (A.2)
where pm is defined as the sum of multiple sound waves, e.g. pm “ p1 ` pi ` pi`1 `
¨ ¨ ¨ ` pN . This is a coherent summation of all the sound waves since the complete
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waveform (not only the amplitude) is taken into account. The square of pm, as needed
for eventual substitution into equation A.2, is expanded in equation A.3,
p2m “
Nÿ
i“1
˜
p2i ` 2pi
Nÿ
j“i`1
pj
¸
. (A.3)
Next, a substitution of equation A.1 is executed:
p2m “
Nÿ
i“1
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ˆAi
ri
˙2
cos2 pωiτiqloooooooooomoooooooooon
1
` 2Ai
ri
Nÿ
j“i`1
ˆ
Aj
rj
cos pωiτiq cos pωjτjq
˙
looooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon
2
‹˛‹‹‹‚. (A.4)
Two factors (1 and 2) emerge and are integrated separately.
A.2 Integration to effective sound pressure
Use is made of two trigonometric identities to rewrite the cosines in equation A.4:
cos2 pxq “ 1
2
p1` cos p2xqq
cos pxq cos pyq “ 1
2
pcos px` yq ` cos px´ yqq
Part 1 of equation A.4 is integrated first, where the order of summation and integration
is changed. Please keep in mind that the integral of a sine or cosine wave over one
period equates to zero.
p2e1 “
Nÿ
i“1
1
tp
ż tp
0
˜ˆ
Ai
ri
˙2
cos2 pωiτiq
¸
dt (A.5)
“
Nÿ
i“1
ˆ
Ai
ri
˙2
1
2tp
ż tp
0
p1` cos p2ωiτiqq dt (A.6)
“
Nÿ
i“1
ˆ
Ai
ri
?
2
˙2
. (A.7)
Equation A.7 shows a familiar equation as found in many text books. The effective
pressure is related to the amplitude of the pressure wave divided by the path length
and the square root of two. Next, part 2 of equation A.4 is integrated:
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p2e2 “
2Ai
tpri
Nÿ
j“i`1
Aj
rj
ż tp
0
cos pωiτiq cos pωjτjq dt (A.8)
“ Ai
tpri
Nÿ
j“i`1
Aj
rj
ż tp
0
pcos pωiτi ` ωjτjq ` cos pωiτi ´ ωjτjqq dt. (A.9)
If the waves are similar, having the same frequency content as is a valid assumption
for the mirror-source approach (see figure 3.4), some assumptions can be made:
ωi “ ωj “ ω (A.10)
δr “ rj ´ ri (A.11)
τj “ τi ` δr
c
. (A.12)
As a result, the cosine terms in equation A.9 can be simplified,
cos pωiτi ` ωjτjq “ cos
ˆ
2ωτi ` ωδr
c
˙
(A.13)
cos pωiτi ´ ωjτjq “ cos
ˆ
ωδr
c
˙
. (A.14)
These simplifications are substituted back in equation A.9 to yield the second part of
the effective pressure:
p2e2 “
Ai
tpri
Nÿ
j“i`1
Aj
rj
ˆ
cos
ˆ
ωδr
c
˙
`
ż tp
0
cos
ˆ
2ωτi ` ωδr
c
˙
dt
˙
(A.15)
“ Ai
rj
Nÿ
j“i`1
Aj
rj
cos
ˆ
ωδr
c
˙
. (A.16)
Combining equations A.7 and A.16 leads to the effective pressure equation for coherent
addition of (acoustic) waves,
p2e “
Nÿ
i“1
˜ˆ
Ai
ri
?
2
˙2
`
Nÿ
j“i`1
AiAj
rirj
cos
ˆ
ωδr
c
˙¸
. (A.17)
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A.3 Application to ground reflection
The analogy of equation A.17 to ground reflection is clear, see chapter 3 or con-
sequently equation 3.21. In the case of ground reflection it can be assumed that the
difference in incidence angle of the direct and ground reflected ray is small. This
only holds if the listener is relatively far from the source. Hence, it is assumed that
both waves have the same initial amplitude A1 “ A2 “ A. Furthermore, the ground
reflected ray r2 is modified by Q (see equation 3.16). This results in,
p2e “ A
2
2r21
` A
2
2r22
|Q|2 ` A
2 |Q|
r1r2
cos pk pr2 ´ r1q ` φq (A.18)
wherein the direct wave contribution is recognized as p2d “ A2{2r21, which can be
substituted to yield,
p2e “ p2d
˜
1`
ˆ
r1
r2
|Q|
˙2
` 2 |Q| r1
r2
cos pk pr2 ´ r1q ` φq
¸
(A.19)
where Q “ |Q| eiφ. The difference induced by the ground reflection AG can be calcu-
lated, in dB, by subtracting the direct wave,
AG “ 10 log10
˜
p2e
p2ref
¸
´ 10 log10
˜
p2d
p2ref
¸
“ 10 log10
ˆ
p2e
p2d
˙
. (A.20)
Hence, AG results as,
AG “ 10 log10
˜
1`
ˆ
r1
r2
|Q|
˙2
` 2 |Q| r1
r2
cos pk pr2 ´ r1q ` φq
¸
(A.21)
Neglecting the third part of equation A.18 will lead to an incoherent addition of
the sound waves into an incoherent effective sound pressure level. This was used in
chapter 8, see equations 8.1 and 8.2.
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AppendixB
Spectral analysis and noise metrics
B.1 Fourier transforms
A Fourier Transform (FT) transforms a signal in the time domain, to the frequency
domain. In the frequency domain, the signal is constructed based on individual har-
monic signal components, i.e. sine and cosine waveforms. To assess the frequency
content of a signal, is called spectral analysis. On a computer, the implementation of
the FT is by a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). This is implemented as,
X pkq “ DFT rx pnqs “
N´1ÿ
n“0
x pnq e´j2pink{N , k “ 0, 1, ...., N ´ 1, (B.1)
where, x pnq is the nth sample in the time domain and N is the total number of
samples. A fast implementation of such a transform is referred to as a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). The inverse operation, i.e. transforming the frequency content into
a time signal, is done by the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT and IDFT) and
follows as,
x pnq “ IDFT rX pkqs “ 1
N
N´1ÿ
k“0
X pkq ej2pink{N , n “ 0, 1, ..., N ´ 1. (B.2)
B.2 Octave-bands
Frequency bands are a subset, in frequency, of the total spectrum. A band encom-
passes a part of the spectrum, as limited by a lower and upper band frequency, and
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is usually referred to by its center frequency. The center frequency is the mean fre-
quency, on a logarithmic scale, of the lower and upper frequency. For an octave-band,
the frequency bandwidth doubles per band, i.e. the upper frequency is twice that of
the lower frequency. Consequently, the bandwidth of octave bands grow very quickly.
For analysis purposes, the average pressure in a band is taken to be representative
and used in calculations.
If a signal is comprised of finer frequency specifics, then captured by the octave-band,
an analysis can also be performed by bands that do not span over the wide bandwidth.
For instance, 1{3rd octave-bands could be used. In one-third octave bands, the upper
frequency is 21{3 times the lower frequency. This results in three 1{3rd octave-bands
necessary for one octave band. In aircraft noise calculations, analysis and simulations,
1{3rd octave-bands are very common, see literature (13) for an example as also used in
this research.
B.3 A-weighting
Using A-weighting, the human response to equal loudness is taken into account. Ears
perceive a different loudness for sound of different frequencies. Therefore, to get a
loudness correction of the signal, a signal is A-weighted to take this response into ac-
count. The A-weighting, transfer function plotted in figure B.1, is effectively reducing
very low and very high frequency content.
Figure B.1: The A-weighting correction.
Important to note is that the A-weighting adds to the sound level in between the
range of 1000-6000 Hz. The low frequency content is reduced quite a bit.
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B.4 Sound metrics
The OASPL of a signal is the Overall Sound Pressure Level. It is based on the
individual (1{3rd) bands (b) and similar to the A-weighted Level LA,
OASPL “
nÿ
b“1
10 log10
´
10pSPLbq{10
¯
(B.3)
LA “
nÿ
b“1
10 log10
´
10pSPLb`∆Aq{10
¯
, (B.4)
where SPLb is the SPL in a band and ∆A is the A-weighting for that particular band
(see figure B.1). During the aircraft flyover, the LA will vary, the maximum LA value
is referred to as the LA,max.
The Sound Exposure Level (SEL) integrates all the acoustic energy of the OASPL
and normalizes it to a one-second interval,
SEL “ 10 log10
ˆż t2
t1
10LA{10dt
˙
, (B.5)
where t1 and t2 specify the boundary, in time, where the signal is 10 dB below LA,max.
The SEL is closely related to the LDEN,
LDEN “ 10 log10
ˆ
1
tDEN
ż tDEN
0
Γ ¨ 10LA{10dt
˙
, (B.6)
where, Γ is the day (Γ = 1), evening (Γ = 5) or night (Γ = 10) time multiplier
associated with the LDEN for a duration tDEN. If no evening events are considered,
the LDEN equals the LDN. The LDEN is frequently used in European regulations
whereas the LDN is used in the USA.
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AppendixC
Propagation effects
C.1 Algebraic implementation of Snell’s law
The derivation in this section follows (83) but contains a few more intermediate steps
for the interested reader.
If the propagation medium is inhomogeneous, the wave front propagates with different
velocities. Rather than keeping track of the entire wavefront, it is possible to track
the rays that represent the wave front. Snell’s law of refraction, found in any basics
acoustics textbook, allows to calculate how the ray path direction changes as the
medium properties change. Snell’s law is shown by equation C.1,
ηti “ sin pθiq
sin pθtq , (C.1)
where ηti is the index of refraction at the boundary being the ratio of the acoustic
propagating velocities vi{vt. In our acoustics case, this is the change of effective sound
speed gradient going from the incident medium to the transmitted medium. This is
depicted in figure 3.11, repeated here for convenience as C.1.
As we enter the second medium, the incident ray ~I is refracted and shown in the
second medium as the transmitted ray ~T . A reflected ray ~R can appear when the
medium boundary is a ground plane or if total internal reflection occurs. The vector
~N is the unit normal in the upward direction. This method uses a representation of
all rays having unit length |~I, ~T , ~R| “ 1.
As the acoustic ray is propagating from the source to the listener, it experiences
changes in the effective sound speed. This amounts to a change of the index of
refraction. To that matter, a numerical discretization of the layered atmosphere
is made in which the rays are traced. This paragraph continues to elaborate the
equations accompanying figure C.1 to find the transmitted ray.
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Figure C.1: The boundary at two different media.
Consider the transmitted ray that is refracted by means of the changing medium
characteristics. To predict the direction of this vector, Snell’s law is squared and
rewritten using a trigonometric identity:
sin2 pθq ` cos2 pθq “ 1 (C.2)`
1´ cos2 pθiq
˘
η2it “
`
1´ cos2 pθtq
˘
, (C.3)
where, ηit “ 1{ηti. Next, the factor cos pθiq from equation C.3 is written expli-
cit:
cos pθtq2 “ 1`
´
cos pθiq2 ´ 1
¯
η2it. (C.4)
If we use this equation to calculate the transmitted angle we might end up with values
at the right hand side that are larger than one. An area where the cosine function is
not defined. To circumvent this problem we try to solve for the angle after rewriting
the equations. A dot product is used to relate the angles to the relevant vectors,
cos pθiq “ ~N ¨ ´~I (C.5)
cos pθtq “ ´ ~N ¨ ~T . (C.6)
As a by product, the reflected ray can be quickly calculated from basic trigonometry.
The parallel part of the incident ray is established, since the vectors are of unit
length, as ´ cos pθiq ~N . As a result, the reflected ray at the boundary is calculated
using equation C.7:
~R “ ~I ` 2 cos pθiq ~N. (C.7)
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Usually the interest is in the transmitted refracted ray. The results of equation C.6
are substituted in equation C.4 together with the notion of T “ α~I `β ~N to establish
the vector parallel pαq and normal pβq parts. Further use is made of the identity
~N ¨ ~N “ | ~N | “ 1, which holds for any vector having unit length,
cos pθtq2 “
´
´ ~N ¨ ~T
¯2
(C.8)
“
´
´ ~N ¨
´
α~I ` β ~N
¯¯2
(C.9)
“
´
´α ~N ¨ ~I ´ β ~N ¨ ~N
¯2
(C.10)
“ pα cos pθiq ´ βq2 . (C.11)
Combining equation C.4 and C.11 gives the first conditions to which cos pθtq has to
comply. A second condition can be stated by defining the transmitted ray ~T as a unit
vector:
1 “ ~T ¨ ~T (C.12)
“
´
α~I ` β ~N
¯
¨
´
α~I ` β ~N
¯
(C.13)
“ α2 ` β2 ´ 2αβ cos pθiq , (C.14)
Equation C.14 forms the second condition to which T has to comply. The system of
two equations, shown below, are solved for α and β to yield the correct transmitted
ray direction in the second medium,
η2it
´
cos pθiq2 ´ 1
¯
` 1 “ pα cos pθiq ´ βq2 (C.15)
1 “ α2 ` β2 ´ 2αβ cos pθiq . (C.16)
If the equations are subtracted, relation C.17 emerges:
α2 “ η2it. (C.17)
The one solution that we are after is for a positive α, see figure C.1. This implies
that we can deduce the only feasible solution from equation C.16 being α “ ηit. As
a result, this can be substituted back in equation C.16 to yield a quadratic equation
that is solved for its roots,
0 “ β2 ´ 2ηit cos pθiqβ ` η2it ´ 1 (C.18)
β “ ηit cos pθiq ˘
b
1` η2it pcos pθiq ´ 1q. (C.19)
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And by evaluating figure C.1 again, it is clear that the negative version of β must be
chosen. As result, the equation applicable for the calculation of the transmitted ray
is found:
~T “ ηit~I `
ˆ
ηit cos pθiq ´
c
1` η2it
´
cos pθiq2 ´ 1
¯˙
~N. (C.20)
If the dot product of equation C.6 becomes negative, this corresponds to an upward
traveling incident ray in figure C.1 rather than an downward ray, the positive solution
of C.19 must be used as substitution.
A limiting condition is if the sum of the terms in the square root is negative. This
indicates a condition that is referred to as total internal reflection. If this occurs,
all sound is reflected at the boundary and no sound is penetrating into the second
medium. Equation C.7 can be used for ~T in this special case.
C.2 Spreading losses
Figures C.2-C.8 follow on figures 3.19-3.22 and show the same shadow zone transition
for octave center band frequencies with a source height hs of 100 m. Figures C.9-C.10
show a calculation at 500 Hz for different sound speed gradients.
C.3 Ground reflection
In case of a spherical wave reflection, the ground reflection coefficient is slightly dif-
ferent from a plane wave approximation. This is a function of source height, incidence
angle and ground constitution. See equations 3.16 and 3.18, or the associated text
with figures 3.5 and 3.6. In this appendix, a few figures illustrating this differences
as a function of the aforementioned variables are shown. All figures demonstrate the
difference as spherical - plane, i.e. ∆dB “ 20 log10 pQs{Qpq and ∆θ “ θs ´ θp. They
confirm that the differences, under most circumstances, are small and apply primarily
to low frequencies, acoustically ’soft’ ground and small grazing angles.
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Figure C.2: Spreading loss at f “ 31.5 Hz, ` dcdz ˘ “ ´0.1 s´1 and hs “
100m.
Figure C.3: Spreading loss at f “ 63 Hz, ` dcdz ˘ “ ´0.1 s´1 and hs “
100m.
Figure C.4: Spreading loss at f “ 125 Hz, ` dcdz ˘ “ ´0.1 s´1 and hs “
100m.
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Figure C.5: Spreading loss at f “ 250 Hz, ` dcdz ˘ “ ´0.1 s´1 and hs “
100m.
Figure C.6: Spreading loss at f “ 500 Hz, ` dcdz ˘ “ ´0.1 s´1 and hs “
100m.
Figure C.7: Spreading loss at f “ 1000 Hz, ` dcdz ˘ “ ´0.1 s´1 and hs “
100m.
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Figure C.8: Spreading loss at f “ 2000 Hz, ` dcdz ˘ “ ´0.1 s´1 and hs “
100m.
Figure C.9: Spreading loss at f “ 500 Hz, ` dcdz ˘ “ ´0.05 s´1 and hs “
100m.
Figure C.10: Spreading loss at f “ 500 Hz, ` dcdz ˘ “ ´0.025 s´1 and
hs “ 100m.
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(a) σe “ 2500 kPa{m2 ¨ s (b) σe “ 2500 kPa{m2 ¨ s
(c) σe “ 250 kPa{m2 ¨ s (d) σe “ 250 kPa{m2 ¨ s
(e) σe “ 25 kPa{m2 ¨ s (f) σe “ 25 kPa{m2 ¨ s
Figure C.11: Difference in magnitude (left column) and phase (right
column) between spherical and plane wave approximations.
The source is at a height of 1 meter.
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(a) σe “ 2500 kPa{m2 ¨ s (b) σe “ 2500 kPa{m2 ¨ s
(c) σe “ 250 kPa{m2 ¨ s (d) σe “ 250 kPa{m2 ¨ s
(e) σe “ 25 kPa{m2 ¨ s (f) σe “ 25 kPa{m2 ¨ s
Figure C.12: Difference in magnitude (left column) and phase (right
column) between spherical and plane wave approximations.
The source is at a height of 10 meter.
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(a) σe “ 2500 kPa{m2 ¨ s (b) σe “ 2500 kPa{m2 ¨ s
(c) σe “ 250 kPa{m2 ¨ s (d) σe “ 250 kPa{m2 ¨ s
(e) σe “ 25 kPa{m2 ¨ s (f) σe “ 25 kPa{m2 ¨ s
Figure C.13: Difference in magnitude (left column) and phase (right
column) between spherical and plane wave approximations.
The source is at a height of 100 meter.
.
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(a) σe “ 2500 kPa{m2 ¨ s (b) σe “ 2500 kPa{m2 ¨ s
(c) σe “ 250 kPa{m2 ¨ s (d) σe “ 250 kPa{m2 ¨ s
(e) σe “ 25 kPa{m2 ¨ s (f) σe “ 25 kPa{m2 ¨ s
Figure C.14: Difference in magnitude (left column) and phase (right
column) between spherical and plane wave approximations.
The source is at a height of 1000 meter.
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AppendixD
Toolchain variables, gasturbine and flight
mechanics
D.1 Flight Mechanics
Flight mechanics are essential in providing input to the simulation of aircraft flyover
noise. To evaluate the input for the acoustic source noise models, particularly those
related to the engine, a good estimation of the thrust is required. The point mass
equations, where it is assumed that the aircraft is condensed to its center of gravity,
are:
T ´D ´W sin pγq “ m 9V (D.1)
L cos pµq ´W cos pγq “ mV 9γ (D.2)
V cos pγq “ 9x (D.3)
V sin pγq “ 9h, (D.4)
where, T, L,D,W,m, V, γ, µ, 9h, 9x are the aircraft thrust, lift, drag, weight, mass, air-
speed, flight path angle, bank angle, rate of climb and ground speed. The lift and
drag follow from,
L “ 1
2
ρV 2CLS (D.5)
D “ 1
2
ρV 2CDS, (D.6)
where ρ, S are the air density and wing surface reference area. The factors CL, CD
are referred to as lift- and drag coefficient and are in general a function of angle of
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attack (relative to the airspeed) and Mach number. Using a supplied drag polar, the
required angle of attack of the aircraft for equilibrium conditions can be calculated.
The pitch angle of the aircraft (in a non-banking situation) than follows by adding
the flight path angle and angle of attack, i.e. θ “ γ ` α.
The required thrust, ignoring accelerations, is deduced as:
T “ D `W sin pγq , (D.7)
whereas the lift follows as:
L “W cos pγq
cos pµq . (D.8)
If a turn is considered, a centrifugal force is defined by:
Fc “ L sin pµq “ WV
2
gR
, (D.9)
where R is the turn radius. Next, the turn rate (or heading change 9χ) is defined as
9χ “ V {R. Therefore the required bank angle can be calculated:
tan pµq “ cos pγq V
g
9χ, (D.10)
where χ can be deduced from a measured trajectory. If no measured trajectory
is available, i.e. in case of a full simulation, the tool and equations can be used to
generate a flight trajectory based on pre-defined way points. In that case the equations
of motion are integrated using a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm controlled by
Proportional-Integrator-Differentiator (PID) controllers. These controllers take over
the roll of a pilot to control the aircraft and let it fly through the way points. In both
cases the required thrust is a variable that can be distilled and should be provided by
the engine.
D.2 Gasturbine
In most cases, the propulsive energy of commercial aircraft is generated by a gastur-
bine whereas its transformation into propulsive power is either by a ducted fan or by
propeller. In this dissertation the layout of a gasturbine combined with a fan in a
ducted configuration is considered, see for example figure 2.8. The basic operation is
well captured in figure D.1.
A gasturbine engine comprises many rotating discs of blades (stages) that either
apply work or extract work from the air. The first stage is called the fan which
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Figure D.1: A cutaway of a typical civil aviation bypass gasturbine. (131)
slightly accelerates the air. A lot of air moves through this fan and the larger portion
of this air bypasses the core engine. Therefore this air is referred to as bypass air.
By accelerating airflow the momentum of the flow is enlarged which leads to forward
thrust. The bypass air is thus a large portion of air that is accelerated slightly.
For the airflow through the core the opposite holds, i.e. a low mass but a high
acceleration.
The core air is compressed, mixed with fuel and ignited through which energy is ad-
ded to the flow. In the turbine the gas expands thereby accelerating and rotating the
turbine blades. There are in general multiple rotating turbine disc sections (2 or 3)
that extract some of the flow energy to drive the compressor and fan stages upstream.
This power is transferred through multiple shafts, the same number as turbine sec-
tions, thereby generating a self-sustained engine operation as long as sufficient fuel is
supplied.
Thrust, although being the main objective of such an engine, is a byproduct of the
thermodynamic and aerodynamic processes in the gasturbine. To calculate the gas-
turbine performance these individual processes should be assessed. Basic calculations
are efficiently executed by assuming that the engine is a connection of individual
blocks/stages that each modify the airflow’s pressure, temperature and/or velocity.
Such a calculation is based on the Poisson relation:
T2
T1
“
ˆ
p2
p1
˙R{γ
, (D.11)
stating that for an adiabatic process the temperature rise and pressure rise are related
by the gas constants R and γ (see chapter 2). By evaluating this equation for indi-
vidual engine blocks such as the fan, compressor, combustion chamber and turbine,
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the thermodynamic quantities can be calculated throughout the engine. Details can
be found in the comprehensive book by Rogers & Cohen. (132)
Several tools are available for the design and calculation of aircraft gasturbines. At
the NLR, use is made of the Gas turbine Simulation Program (GSP). (53) This tool
has been used to generate input for the acoustic noise prediction as a function of the
required thrust.
D.3 Source model input
Table D.1: General flight parameters for all engine modules
Parameter Description Units
δ Angle between engine inlet and aircraft axis rad
M Aircraft Mach number -
c8 Speed of sound m/s
ρ8 Ambient density kg/m3
T8 Ambient temperature K
p8 Ambient pressure Pa
θ Polar angle, i.e. angle between receiver and engine inlet rad
f Frequency Hz
Table D.2: Stone jet noise model input parameters
Parameter Description Units
9mI,O Inner/Outer jet mass flow kg/s
TI,O Inner/Outer jet temperature K
ρI,O Inner/Outer jet density kg/m3
VI,O Inner/Outer jet velocity m/s
AI,O Inner/Outer jet area m2
L Length between inner/outer jet exhaust plane m
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Table D.3: Heidmann fan noise model input parameters
Parameter Description Units
9m Mass flow through fan kg/s
nr Number of rotor blades -
ns Number of stator blades -
d Fan diameter m
N1 Fan rotational speed RPM
RSS Fan rotor-stator spacing; rel. to blade chord %
∆T Temperature rise over fan stage K
MTRD Fan design tip Mach number -
Table D.4: Liner model input parameters
Parameter Description Units
LI,E Effective liner length of fan (inlet/exhaust) ft
d Fan diameter ft
h Equivalent fan exhaust diameter ft
Table D.5: Combustion noise model input parameters
Parameter Description Units
T3 Temperature at combustor inlet K
T4 Temperature at combustor exit K
T5 Temperature at turbine exit K
p3 Pressure at combustor inlet pa
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Table D.6: Fink airframe noise model input parameters
Parameter Description Units
Af Flap area m2
Ah Horizontal tail plane area m2
Av Vertical tail plane area m2
Aw Wing reference area m2
Bh Flap span m
Bf Horizontal tail plane span m
Bv Vertical tail plane span m
Bw Wing span m
dmg Tire diameter main gear m
dng Tire diameter nose gear m
lmg Strut length main gear m
lng Strut length main gear m
nmg Number of wheels main gear -
nng Number of wheels nose gear -
Nmg Number of main gear (bogie) -
Nng Number of nose gear (bogie) -
s Number trailing edge flap slots -
δf Trailing edge flap deflection angle rad
Ng Gear deploy flag boolean
µ8 Ambient dynamic viscosity kg/(sm)
ψ Observation azimuthal angle rad
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AppendixE
Supplementary audio files
This dissertation described the transformation of theoretical aircraft noise predictions
into audible results. The resulting audio files can be downloaded, together with
the electronic copy of this dissertation, through the TU Delft library. This online
repository can be found at http://repository.tudelft.nl/. By searching for
the electronic version of this dissertation, a compressed (zip) file with associated audio
files will appear. Upon extracting the compressed file, the audio files become available
and are sorted per chapter of this dissertation.
All the audio files are preferrably listened too by using headphones to exclude back-
ground noise, or a high-end speaker system to correctly represent low-frequency noise.
Table E.1: Audio files associated with chapter 5
Full file name Description
Chap5_File1.wav Synthesized flyover of B747-400 in departure conditions,
i.e. figure 5.9(c).
Chap5_File2.wav Synthesized flyover of B747-400 in approach conditions,
i.e. figure 5.10(c).
By listening to the two audio files of chapter 5, the synthesized difference in thrust
setting and aircraft geometry (flaps and gears extended) is audible.
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Table E.2: Audio files associated with chapter 6
Full file name Description
Chap6_File1.wav Straight ray path synthesis result, i.e. figure 6.9(a).
Chap6_File2.wav Curved ray path synthesis result, i.e. figure 6.9(b).
By listening to the two audio files of chapter 6, the synthesized differences between
the straight path and curved path results are audible. These differences are formed by
atmospheric propagation effects. The shadow zone and multipath effects are especially
noticeable, in these audio files, if the volume knob is turned to the max setting.
Table E.3: Audio files associated with chapter 7
Full file name Description
Chap7_File1.wav Flight 1 synthesis result, i.e. figure 7.2(a).
Chap7_File2.wav Flight 1 measured result, i.e. figure 7.2(b).
Chap7_File3.wav Flight 2 synthesis result, i.e. figure 7.3(a).
Chap7_File4.wav Flight 2 measured result, i.e. figure 7.3(b).
Chap7_File5.wav Flight 3 synthesis result, i.e. figure 7.4(a).
Chap7_File6.wav Flight 3 measured result, i.e. figure 7.4(b).
Chap7_File7.wav Flight 4 synthesis result, i.e. figure 7.5(a).
Chap7_File8.wav Flight 4 measured result, i.e. figure 7.5(b).
By listening to the audio files of chapter 7, the differences between synthesized and
measured results become clear. Note that a ’rasping’ sound is present.
Table E.4: Audio files associated with chapter 8
Full file name Description
Chap8_File1.wav Non-turbulent broadband synthesis result, i.e. figure
8.2(a).
Chap8_File2.wav Turbulent broadband synthesis result, i.e. figure 8.2(b).
Chap8_File3.wav Non-turbulent tonal synthesis result, i.e. figure 8.4.
Chap8_File4.wav Turbulent tonal synthesis result, i.e. figure 8.4.
Chap8_File5.wav Turbulent flight 2 synthesis result, i.e. figure 8.5.
By listening to the audio files of chapter 8, the impact of turbulence induced coherence
loss in ground interference is demonstrated. Both the broadband and tonal audio files
can be played back. Furthermore, the inclusion of this technique in one of the flights of
chapter 7, demonstrates the beneficial effect by reducing the ’rasping’ sound.
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